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Abstract

For the past 15 years, the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search or CDMS has searched for

Weekly Interacting Massive Particle dark matter (WIMPs) using Ge and Si semicon-

ductor crystals instrumented with both ionization and athermal phonon sensors so

that the much more common electron recoil leakage caused by photons and βs from

naturally present radioactive elements can be easily distinguished from elastic WIMP

nucleon interactions by looking at the fraction of total recoil energy which ends up

as potential energy of e−/h+ pairs .

Due to electronic carrier trapping at the surface of our semiconductor crystals, elec-

tron recoils which occur near the surface have suppressed ionization measurements

and can not be distinguished from WIMP induced nuclear recoils and thus sensitivity

to the WIMP nucleon interaction cross section was driven in CDMS II by our ability

to define a full 3D fiducial volume in which all events had full collection. To remain

background free and maximally sensitive to the WIMP-nucleus interaction cross sec-

tion, we must improve our 3D fiducial volume definition at the same rate as we scale

the mass of the detector, and thus proposed next generation experiments with an

order of magnitude increase in active mass were unfortunately not possible with our

previous CDMS II detector design, and a new design with significantly improved

fiducialization performance is required.

In this thesis, we illustrate how the complex E-field geometry produced by interdig-

itated electrodes at alternating voltage biases naturally encodes 3D fiducial volume

information into the charge and phonon signals and thus is a natural geometry for
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our next generation dark matter detectors. Secondly, we will study in depth the

physics of import to our devices including transition edge sensor dynamics, quasi-

particle dynamics in our Al collection fins, and phonon physics in the crystal itself

so that we can both understand the performance of our previous CDMS II device as

well as optimize the design of our future devices. Of interest to the broader physics

community is the derivation of the ideal athermal phonon detector resolution and

it’s T 3
c scaling behavior which suggests that the athermal phonon detector technology

developed by CDMS could also be used to discover coherent neutrino scattering and

search for non-standard neutrino interaction and sterile neutrinos. These proposed

resolution optimized devices can also be used in searches for exotic MeV-GeV dark

matter as well as novel background free searches for 8GeV light WIMPs.

Initial performance studies of our first two next generation iZIP detectors at the

University of California Berkeley CDMS test facility indicate that electron recoil sur-

face event misidentification is < 2x10−5 ±2.5x10−5

2x10−5 (90%CL) for a recoil energy range

of 8keVr-60keVr strongly indicating that z fiducial volume performance will not limit

our WIMP sensitivity in next generation experiments. Furthermore, phonon only

fiducial volume selections were created for nuclear recoil energies >2keVr suggest-

ing that phonon only background free or background subtracting light WIMP mass

experiments are potentially viable.
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Preface

As a member of the ∼ 40 member large collaboration, CDMS, my work, effort, and

knowledge large derives value through the work and knowledge of others. Without

Paul, Astrid, Matt Cherry, Larry, Jasmine, and Rudy, the detector designs that I

have created over the years would have never been fabricated. Likewise, without the

work and effort of the entire UCB crew in building and troubleshooting their dilution

fridge, CDMS would pretty much have never tested a signal R&D device during my

graduate career. For a final example, without the decade of effort by a huge number

of people before my graduate school career began, there simply wouldn’t have been

the CDMS project to work on.

So since my work doesn’t stand independently from those of my collaborators, I

believe that it makes the most sense for my thesis to be explicitly constructed to

rely heavily on the theses of other CDMS members and internal CDMS documents.

Explicitly:

• Introduction: The standard CDMS thesis, for example Sunil’s [1], Jeff’s [2], and

Zeesh’s [3], has spent a sizable number of pages summarizing the theoretical and

astrophysical motivation for WIMPs. In that there is no reason to reinvent the

wheel, this motivation section has been compressed to the smallest possible size!

• Position Correction: A staggering percentage of my graduate career was spent

on improving CDMS II analysis, in particular, optimizing the position correction

to remove outlier surface events. Zeesh, though, has written a quite amazing

thesis chapter on this topic [3] and thus there is no reason to introduce the
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algorithm and it’s sizable flaws when we use it to develop high energy phonon

only fiducial volume cuts for the iZIP.

• Detector Monte Carlo: A year or so of my graduate experience was spent devel-

oping the first comprehensive detector monte carlo for the CDMS collaboration.

Though incredibly valuable for it’s time, it has now been greatly improved upon

and superseded by the work of Kevin McCarthy and Steve Leman at MIT. Con-

sequently, only a qualitative outline of the phonon, charge, and sensor dynamics

will be discussed here (my largest contribution), and the more quantitative re-

sults of the CDMS detector monte carlo can be found [4], [5] and eventually in

the not to be missed thesis of Kevin.

• Reliance on CDMS internal notes: Virtually every topic discussed in this the-

sis has already been documented in internal CDMS collaboration documents

(ebooks). These have been symbolically linked whenever possible. It goes with-

out saying, that sometimes these ebooks have greater depth of thought and this

thesis is a poor summary. On the otherhand, some of these original ebooks are

overly simplistic and blatantly wrong. This is science in action!

For those of you reading this thesis who do not have access to our internal

CDMS documentation, I must say that my thesis is even more awesome when

used as a reference guide for CDMS members. One quite reasonable solution to

this issue, is that you considering joining as a collaborator.
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Chapter 1

Scientific Motivation

1.1 Astrophysical and Cosmological Evidence for

Dark Matter

By looking at doppler shifts of various easily distinguishable spectral features, as-

tronomers have been able to measure the rotational velocity of stars in spiral galaxies

as a function of distance from the galactic core (Fig. 1.1) and match these observa-

tions to our understanding of gravitational dynamics [6]. If we naively assume that

the luminosity distributions are an excellent proxy of the matter density distributions

(i.e. all the matter of the galaxy is in its stars and in dust/gas near the stars), then

using Gauss’ law we can calculate the centripetal force on a star as a function of it’s

orbital radius,

mv2

r
=
mGM(r)

r2

At high radius, well away from the bright galactic center, the mass within the Gaus-

sian surface should be roughly constant and thus we expect that

1
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v(r) ∝ r−1/2

As you can see in Fig. 1.1 though, spiral galaxies display roughly constant velocity

distributions at high radius and, consequently, we are left with the exciting and

mysterious conclusion that the vast majority of the matter in a spiral galaxy is at

high radius and is dark.

27 Jul 2001 19:34 AR AR137-05.tex AR137-05.SGM ARv2(2001/05/10)P1: GPQ

ROTATION CURVES OF SPIRAL GALAXIES 149

Figure 4 Rotation curves of spiral galaxies obtained by com-
bining CO data for the central regions, optical for disks, and HI
for outer disk and halo (Sofue et al. 1999a).

compilation of PV diagrams in the CO and Hα lines (Sofue 1996, Sofue et al. 1997,
1998, 1999a,b). Figure 4 shows rotation curves obtained for nearby galaxies at high
spatial and velocity resolution. For massive spiral galaxies, high nuclear velocities
may be a universal property, but they are detected only with highest resolution
observations. Even a decade ago, it was observed (Rubin & Graham 1987) that
innermost velocities for some galaxies start from an already high velocity at the
nucleus. But high central density may not be a characteristic only of massive
galaxies. The nearby galaxy M33 (1′′ = 3 pc), a galaxy with a minimal “bulge,”
exhibits velocities over the inner±200 pc, which are flat at about V= 100 km s−1

(Rubin 1987) and do not decrease to zero at the origin. Here, too, the contribution
from the falling density of a peaked central mass exceeds the density contribution
from the disk.

Bertola et al. (1998) have emphasized that the high-velocity nuclear peaks
observed in some spiral galaxies match the simulated PV diagrams for Keplerian
rotation due to a massive (∼ 109 M¯) black hole, at equivalent resolution. Even
more dramatic, the analysis of Maciejewski & Binney (2000) shows that when a
galaxy with an arbitrarily large central velocity gradient is observed with a slit wider
than the instrumental point spread function, artifacts are generated in the spectra.
Such artifacts can erroneously be interpreted as discrete kinematic components
and may account for some of the features observed in the spectra of Virgo galaxies
(Rubin et al. 1999).

Evidence confirms that the steep nuclear rise observed in massive galaxies is
real and not due to a particular view of noncircular motions. The probability of
looking at a bar side-on is larger than that of viewing one end-on. Hence, there is a
larger probability for apparently slower rotation than for circular velocity. For these
massive galaxies, the mass density increases toward the nucleus more rapidly than
expected from an exponential or de Vaucouleurs law. The widely adopted custom
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Figure 1.1: Average star rotational velocity versus distance from galactic center for
a characteristic sample of spiral galaxies. From [6]

Spiral galaxies are not alone in requiring large amounts of dark matter for their

dynamics to be understood. At the same length scales, elliptical galaxy dynamics

have been observed through a variety of techniques and the conclusion is identical[32].

Additionally, evidence for dark matter is also found at much larger scales in galaxy

clusters [33, 34].

Further properties and characteristics of dark matter can be constrained by studying

the dynamics of the universe as whole (cosmology). As the universe cooled after

the big bang, the light stable atomic elements of 2H, 3He,4He, and 7Li began to

be synthesized from free neutron and protons. As shown in Fig. 1.2, the relative

relic abundance of the intermediate products (2H and 3He) is quite sensitive to the

baryon/ photon density ratio. Qualitatively, this is due to the fact that the probability

of interaction scales as the square of the baryon density and thus the probability of

incomplete nucleosynthesis (and thus larger relic amounts of 2H and 3He) is much
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Figure 20.1: The abundances of 4He, D, 3He, and 7Li as predicted by the standard
model of Big-Bang nucleosynthesis [11] ! the bands show the 95% CL range. Boxes
indicate the observed light element abundances (smaller boxes: ±2! statistical
errors; larger boxes: ±2! statistical and systematic errors). The narrow vertical
band indicates the CMB measure of the cosmic baryon density, while the wider
band indicates the BBN concordance range (both at 95% CL). Color version at end
of book.

July 30, 2010 14:36

Figure 1.6: Abundances of light elements as predicted by Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis, reported as a
fraction of hydrogen abundance, vs. baryon-to-photon ratio. Bands show 95% CL. Boxes indicate
observed abundances with ±2σ error bars — the small boxes show statistical errors, and the big
ones show those and systematic errors. Plot from:[17].

Figure 1.2: Calculated elemental abundances from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis for 7Li
(green) 3He (red) and 2H as a ratio to simple 1H and 4He as a ratio to the total
baryonic mass (pink). 90% CL for current observational constraints are shown in
yellow (stat+sys) and white (stat only).[7]

more likely for small baryon densities [35]. Unfortunately, observation of the relative

relic abundances of 4He and 3He today has been made enormously more complicated

by the fact that these elements are also byproducts in stellar nucleosynthesis and thus

the only precise measure of the baryon density is the relic abundance of 2H (due to its

fragility, it can not be produced in stars). This measurement alone, though, strongly

constrains dark matter properties. It suggests that the majority of dark matter

must be non-baryonic [7].

Further evidence for the mostly non-baryonic nature of dark matter can be can be seen

in observations of the cosmic microwave background, or CMB . Before the universe
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cooled to the point where e− and p+ would coalesce into neutral particles (recombina-

tion), photons were strongly coupled to these charged particles. After cooling though,

these photons travelled largely unimpeded all the way to our telescopes today giv-

ing us a snap shot of the acoustic excitations that existed in this photon-baryon fluid

(Fig. 1.3) and consequently an enormous amount of information about the dynamical

properties of the fluid itself. Most importantly for us, the dynamics are quite sensitive

to the baryon density and the small observed baryon density measured reaffirms the

fact that dark matter is largely non-baryonic[8].

9

CMB temperature primary anisotropies are sourced by the acoustic oscillations of the photon-

baryon plasma before decoupling. Baryons tended to gravitationally collapse and form overdensities,

whereas the photon pressure countered these overdensities, causing oscillations. At the time of de-

coupling, the CMB recorded the state of these oscillations. The key is that not all matter participated

in these acoustic oscillations — the dark matter was collisionless and immune to resistance by pho-

ton pressure. The relative amplitude of the peaks of the CMB angular power spectrum, shown in

Figure 1.7, constrain baryon density and non-baryonic dark matter density, when combined with

other cosmological observations [19].The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 192:18 (47pp), 2011 February Komatsu et al.
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Figure 7. WMAP seven-year temperature power spectrum (Larson et al. 2011),
along with the temperature power spectra from the ACBAR (Reichardt et al.
2009) and QUaD (Brown et al. 2009) experiments. We show the ACBAR and
QUaD data only at l ! 690, where the errors in the WMAP power spectrum are
dominated by noise. We do not use the power spectrum at l > 2000 because of a
potential contribution from the SZ effect and point sources. The solid line shows
the best-fitting six-parameter flat !CDM model to the WMAP data alone (see
the third column of Table 1 for the maximum likelihood parameters).

the magnitude–redshift relation of 240 low-z Type Ia su-
pernovae at z < 0.1. The absolute magnitudes of super-
novae are calibrated using new observations from Hub-
ble Space Telescope (HST) of 240 Cepheid variables in
six local Type Ia supernovae host galaxies and the maser
galaxy NGC 4258. The systematic error is minimized by
calibrating supernova luminosities directly using the geo-
metric maser distance measurements. This is a significant
improvement over the prior that we adopted for the five-
year analysis, H0 = 72 ± 8 km s!1 Mpc!1, which is from
the Hubble Key Project final results (Freedman et al. 2001).

2. Gaussian priors on the distance ratios, rs/DV (z = 0.2) =
0.1905±0.0061 and rs/DV (z = 0.35) = 0.1097±0.0036,
measured from the Two-Degree Field Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dFGRS) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data
Release 7 (SDSS DR7; Percival et al. 2010). The inverse
covariance matrix is given by Equation (5) of Percival
et al. (2010). These priors are improvements from those
we adopted for the five-year analysis, rs/DV (z = 0.2) =
0.1980 ± 0.0058 and rs/DV (z = 0.35) = 0.1094 ± 0.0033
(Percival et al. 2007).
The above measurements can be translated into a measure-
ment of rs/DV (z) at a single, “pivot” redshift: rs/DV (z =
0.275) = 0.1390±0.0037 (Percival et al. 2010). Kazin et al.
(2010) used the two-point correlation function of SDSS-
DR7 LRGs to measure rs/DV (z) at z = 0.278. They found
rs/DV (z = 0.278) = 0.1394 ± 0.0049, which is an ex-
cellent agreement with the above measurement by Percival
et al. (2010) at a similar redshift. The excellent agreement
between these two independent studies, which are based on
very different methods, indicates that the systematic error
in the derived values of rs/DV (z) may be much smaller
than the statistical error.
Here, rs is the comoving sound horizon size at the baryon
drag epoch zd ,

rs(zd ) = c"
3

! 1/(1+zd )

0

da

a2H (a)
"

1 + (3"b/4"! )a
. (15)

For zd , we use the fitting formula proposed by Eisenstein
& Hu (1998). The effective distance measure, DV (z)

(Eisenstein et al. 2005), is given by

DV (z) #
#

(1 + z)2D2
A(z)

cz

H (z)

$1/3

, (16)

where DA(z) is the proper (not comoving) angular diameter
distance:

DA(z) = c

H0

fk

%
H0

"
|"k|

& z

0
dz$

H (z$)

'

(1 + z)
"

|"k|
, (17)

where fk[x] = sin x, x, and sinh x for "k < 0 (k = 1;
positively curved), "k = 0 (k = 0; flat), and "k > 0
(k = !1; negatively curved), respectively. The Hubble
expansion rate, which has contributions from baryons,
cold dark matter, photons, massless and massive neutrinos,
curvature, and dark energy, is given by Equation (27) in
Section 3.3.

The cosmological parameters determined by combining the
WMAP data, baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO), and H0 will
be called “WMAP+BAO+H0,” and they constitute our best esti-
mates of the cosmological parameters, unless noted otherwise.

Note that, when redshift is much less than unity, the effective
distance approaches DV (z) % cz/H0. Therefore, the effect of
different cosmological models on DV (z) does not appear until
one goes to higher redshifts. If redshift is very low, DV (z) is
simply measuring the Hubble constant.

3.2.3. Power Spectrum of Luminous Red Galaxies

A combination of the WMAP data and the power spec-
trum of LRGs measured from the SDSS DR7 is a powerful
probe of the total mass of neutrinos,

(
m" , and the effective

number of neutrino species, Neff (Reid et al. 2010b, 2010a). We
thus combine the LRG power spectrum (Reid et al. 2010b) with
the WMAP seven-year data and the Hubble constant (Riess et al.
2009) to update the constraints on

(
m" and Neff reported in

Reid et al. (2010b). Note that BAO and the LRG power spectrum
cannot be treated as independent data sets because a part of the
measurement of BAO used LRGs as well.

3.2.4. Luminosity Distances

The luminosity distances out to high-z Type Ia supernovae
have been the most powerful data for first discovering the
existence of dark energy (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al.
1999) and then constraining the properties of dark energy, such
as the equation of state parameter, w (see Frieman et al. 2008,
for a recent review). With more than 400 Type Ia supernovae
discovered, the constraints on the properties of dark energy
inferred from Type Ia supernovae are now limited by systematic
errors rather than by statistical errors.

There is an indication that the constraints on dark energy
parameters are different when different methods are used to fit
the light curves of Type Ia supernovae (Hicken et al. 2009a;
Kessler et al. 2009). We also found that the parameters of the
minimal six-parameter !CDM model derived from two com-
pilations of Kessler et al. (2009) are different: one compilation
uses the light curve fitter called SALT-II (Guy et al. 2007) while
the other uses the light curve fitter called MLCS2K2 (Jha et al.
2007). For example, "! derived from WMAP+BAO+SALT-II
and WMAP+BAO+MLCS2K2 are different by nearly 2# , de-
spite being derived from the same data sets (but processed with
two different light curve fitters). If we allow the dark energy

12

Figure 1.7: Temperature power spectrum as a function of multipole moment (l), from WMAP seven-
year data. Also included are data points from ACBAR and QUAD for l ≥ 690. The line through
the data points is a fit to WMAP data alone. Plot from:[19].

1.2.3.3 Large-Scale Structure formation

The final piece of evidence for dark matter, I report here, is the observed large-scale structure today,

which is inconsistent with a universe comprised only of baryonic matter [20]. From the CMB, we have

deduced the matter-density-fluctuation power spectrum at the time of photon-baryon decoupling (z

∼ 1100). While density fluctuations at scales shorter than the horizon scale3 remain frozen until

matter-radiation equality (z ∼ 3000), they are free to grow afterwards. This is not true, however,

for baryonic matter, which continues to oscillate in a photon-baryon fluid until decoupling. Baryonic

overdensities can grow only after z ∼ 1100. Thus, the overdensities from baryonic matter alone are

insufficient to seed large-scale structure formation in the timespan that we start observing galaxies,

clusters etc. This problem is solved if a component of matter such as dark matter, uncoupled to

3size of the observable universe, determined by the farthest point photons can travel after the Big Bang.

Figure 1.3: Angular power spectrum of the thermal anisotropies found in the CMB
[8]

One final piece of evidence which supports the non-baryonic nature of dark matter

is that of the enormous amount of structure visible in the universe today [9, 36]. At

the time of recombination, fluctuations in the baryonic matter density are directly

measured by fluctuations in the CMB spectrum to be ∼ 10−5. These fluctuations are

so small because the strong coupling to photons means that non-linear gravitational

collapse is impossible, and thus any fully baryonic matter models of the universe re-

quire that the enormous amount of structure visible today develop in the relatively

short time after recombination. By contrast, cosmological models with large amounts

of non-baryonic, non-relativisitic dark matter can begin to clump at times well

before recombination and thus the baryonic matter will very quickly collapse into the
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pre-existing gravitational wells immediately following photon decoupling. This addi-

tional requirement that dark matter be cold prior to recombination seems inviolate.

Relativistic or hot dark matter simply has too much kinetic energy to be collected in

the initial small density perturbations.

Taking into account all of these observational bounds, the current best estimate on the

fractional amount of cold non-baryonic dark matter in the universe is ΩCDM=0.228±0.016

or ΩCDMh
2=0.1126±0.036 [8].

1.2 WIMP Hypothesis

Numerous candidate particles have been proposed which meet the astrophysical/cosmological

criteria that the particle be non-baryonic and cold including the broad classes of ax-

ions [37], SuperWIMPs [38], and super heavy relics [39, 40]. The general class of the

WIMP, or Weekly Interacting Massive Particle, is largely though considered to be the

most compelling theory currently and it is the class for which we have optimized our

detector.

Let’s propose the existence of a massive non-baryonic particle (χ) which is in thermal

equilibrium with the universe at early times. As the temperature of the universe drops

below the mass of χ, two things occur. First, the particles become non-relativistic

and thus the non-relativistic constraint for structure formation is automatically sat-

isfied due to their massive nature. Secondly, the number density begins to scale as

e−Mχ/T . Microscopically, this is due to the fact that in equilibrium the creation and

annihilation rates must be identical and as the temperature decreases a smaller frac-

tion of lighter particles (photons, electrons, etc...) have the necessary kinetic energy

to create a particle with such a large mass. This is the shoulder in Fig. 1.4.

Since the annihilation rate is very dependent upon the particle density, there comes

a point in the expansion and cooling of the universe where annihilation rate is slower

than the cooling rate and at this point the particle ‘freezes out’ and the comoving
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24

in the transition region. Accurate calculations require numerical solution of the Boltzmann

equation in an expanding universe

dnχ
dt

+ 3Hnχ = −〈σχχv〉
[
(nχ)2 − (n(eq)

χ )2
]2
, (1.17)

but an approximate solution for the relic density in the relevant regime is [46]

Ωχh
2 ' 0.1 pb ·c

〈σχχv〉
. (1.18)

Figure 1.12 indicates the general character of this solution: decoupling occurs at Mχ/Tf ≈
20, with only logarithmic corrections from other particle properties, while the relic density

is determined by the thermally-average annihilation cross section at decoupling. A particle

with a larger annihilation cross section can remain in equilibrium slightly longer, leading to

further Boltzmann-suppression and a substantially lower relic density.

1 10 100 1000

0.0001

0.001

0.01

Figure 1.12: Evolution of a WIMP’s comoving number density as a function of temperature
(in units of the WIMP mass M) in the early Universe. The solid curve represents the
equilibrium abundance, while the dashed curves represent actual abundances for various
choices of velocity-weighted annihilation cross section. Figure from [6].

Equation 1.18 suggests that χ will have a relic density comparable to that observed

for non-baryonic dark matter (ΩCDMh
2 ∼ 0.1) if it has an annihilation cross section of order

a fraction of a picobarn, a typical order of magnitude for the weak cross sections. By dimen-

sional analysis, such a particle should have a mass of order (Mc2)2 ∼ σ/α2 ∼ (10 GeV)2.

Figure 1.4: WIMP number density as function of 1/T for different annihilation cross
sections. [9]

density becomes invariant. For non-relativistic particles, the fractional dark matter

density at which freeze out occurs is [41]

Ωχh2 ' 3x10−28

<σχχv>
cm3/s

Roughly, larger annihilation cross sections means that the particle remains in thermal

equilibrium slightly longer and thus larger cross sections mean smaller relic densities.

Interestingly, the mass of the particle is only important insofar as it varies the anni-

hilation cross section.

The WIMP hypothesis is so compelling because the relic dark matter density needed

to match cosmological observations places the annihilation cross section, σχχ, at

roughly the weak scale, and it’s exactly at this scale where we expect an enormous

amount of new physics and particles to solve the hierarchy problem. Consequently, the
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WIMP hypothesis kills two birds with stone. If the hierarchy problem is solved with

new physics near the weak scale, then it’s enormously reasonable to assume that the

lowest energy, most stable particle caused by this new physics explains non-baryonic

cold dark matter mystery quite easily. [41]



Chapter 2

Experimental Design Roadmap

2.1 Overall Direct Detection Design

Currently, three broad experimental search techniques are being used to search for

WIMPs. At accelerators like the LHC, one can hope to create these massive particles

and look for missing momentum / energy signatures. Secondly, one can hope to

observe WIMP annihilation products from those locations with a high density of dark

matter. Finally, one can hope to directly measure WIMP- matter elastic scattering,

our focus in CDMS.

The challenges in the latter derive solely from the required WIMP characteristics.

The weak to very weak elastic scattering interaction rates expected from crossing

arguments on the annihilation cross section suggests that large instrumented detector

masses with very small backgrounds are required to discover WIMPs. Consequently,

all direct detection experiments are constructed from radioactively pure materials

and are located underground to shield from backgrounds produced by cosmic rays

and muons.

Secondly, the WIMPs with which we would hope to interact, are gravitationally

bound to our galaxy, and thus their velocity distribution will have a maximum cutoff

8
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of ∼2x10−3c [42]. For elastic e− recoils, this velocity constraint is equivalent to a

recoil energy constraint of ∼10eV, which is certainly a bit daunting; standard large

mass ultra-clean scintillator based experiments like KAMLAND and BOREXCINO

have energy thresholds which are 3 orders of magnitude too large.

For elastic nuclear recoils, the kinematic restrictions are less severe. Due to the

relatively near mass matching, nuclear recoil energies on the order of 10keV will

be produced, suggesting that WIMP-nucleus interactions are the preferred detection

technique. A second enormous advantage of WIMP-nuclear scattering is that for

these small momentum transfers we expect scattering amplitudes to sum coherently

across all nucleons giving us a total nucleus cross section which scales as A2 (∼ x5000

for Ge).

33

ment, one of the leading experiments in the field, and the one used for the WIMP search presented

in this dissertation.
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Figure 2.9: WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross section vs. WIMP mass. Limits are shown from
XENON 100 (blue) [80], CDMS II (red, work described in this dissertation), EDELWEISS-II (dashed
green) [78], and WARP (magenta dotted line)[81]. The regions enclosed within pink lines denote
the DAMA/LIBRA 3σ allowed parameter space as interpreted in [85]. The region enclosed with a
green line denotes the 90% CL boundaries of a CoGeNT-compatible WIMP model, determined by a
DC-rate analysis, [83] though the region is statistically ill-defined. Finally the light shaded regions
represent theoretically allowed MSSM space interpreted in grey by [86] and in green by [87]. Plot
generated by: [88].

2.4 Complementary nature of the different approaches to

WIMP search

In closing this chapter, it is important to note that collider, indirect, and direct searches for WIMPs

constitute complementary probes of WIMP dark matter. Colliders search for new particles probing

physics that may be related to WIMPs. Indirect searches probe the annihilation processes that

produced the WIMP relic density we observe today. Direct searches seek signals of WIMP-scattering

off hadronic matter. In effect, these three probes ask different questions about WIMPs and provide

three different handles on understanding them.

Figure 2.1: Current limits on the WIMP-nucleon cross section as a function of the
WIMP mass for Xenon 100 (blue) [10] , CDMS II (red) [11], Edelweiss (dashed
green) [12], and WARP (magenta) [13] all of which discriminate between electronic
and nuclear recoils. Signal excesses at low energy seen in CoGENT (green) [14]
and DAMA (magenta) [15], neither of which can distinguish between nuclear and
electronic recoils, could be attributed to WIMPs with masses within the inclusion
contours shown. Finally, regions of MSSM parameter space in which WIMPs are are
particularly well motivated are shown in grey [16] and green [17].
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The elastic nuclear recoil detection channel offers one more enormous advantage.

Since the vast majority of radioactive backgrounds interact with matter electronically

while WIMPs hypothetically interact through nuclear scattering, a detector which has

the ability to distinguish between nuclear and electronic recoils will remove the vast

majority of the remaining background. The advantages of this technique can be seen

in Fig. 2.1. For large WIMP masses, the top 4 limits are all set by experiments with

recoil type discrimination.

In summary, all direct detection WIMP search experiments will share these ele-

ments:

• Sensitivity to low energy nuclear recoils

• Large instrumented masses

• Underground

• Composed of radioactively clean materials

• Excellent electron/nuclear recoil discrimination

2.2 General Design of Semiconductor based Dark

Matter Experiments

In semiconductors, the recoil energy for both electronic and nuclear interactions is

converted into numerous crystal vibrations (phonons) and e−/h+ excitations [43].

However, the relative ratio of these products differs drastically depending upon the

recoil type [44]. Electonic recoils are near maximally efficient at producing e−/h+

pairs. Roughly, phonon creation rate only begins to dominate when the energetic

electronic excitations do not have the necessary kinetic energy to create an additional

excited pair. Ge is slightly non-ideal in that there is some optical phonon produc-

tion but still ∼25% of the recoil energy is converted into potential energy of e−/h+
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pairs.

By contrast, non-relativistic nuclear recoils like those produced by hypothetical WIMP

interactions are much less efficient at producing charge carrier excitations (Lindhard

theory[44]). Qualitatively, the low velocity of the nucleus means that perturbation

of the e− is more akin to a slow, adiabatic perturbation that produces very few exci-

tations. For Ge, in the 10-100keVr energy range, nuclear recoils produce ∼ 1/3 the

ionization of that for an equivalent energy electron recoil (∼ 8%). This is seen in Fig.

2.2 for a CDMS II dark matter detector where the y-axis is the fractional amount of

electronic potential energy normalized to 1 for electronic recoils. So a semiconductor

detector which measures both the number of charge carriers produced in an inter-

action as well as the amount of phonons produced in an interaction will be able to

discriminate between nuclear and electronic recoils.

109

Figure 3.22: Ionization yield bands from calibrations of detector G31 with a 109Cd source
on the charge face (left) and phonon face (right), after correction for energy nonlinearity
and position dependence. The solid lines indicate the ±2σ electron recoil (top) and nuclear
recoil (bottom) bands. Surface β events appear between the two bands, with different yields
and reconstructed energies on the two faces. Both data sets include calibration runs with a
255Cf source to illustrate the location of the nuclear recoil band.
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Figure 3.23: Distribution of surface events from 133Ba calibrations of detector T1Z5 during
this data run. The gray dotted lines define the various bounds of the surface event selection
used here. The solid lines indicate the bounds of the ±2σ nuclear recoil band. Many fewer
events from the charge surface (◦) than from the phonon surface (×) appear within the
nuclear recoil band.

Figure 2.2: Ionization yield as a function of recoil energy for a CDMS II detector
with the fully collected ±2σ electron recoil and nuclear bands shown in red and green.
Electron recoil events which occur near the surface of the detector have systematically
suppressed charge collection (lower black band) and can thus be misidentified as
nuclear recoils (from Jeff).

In a traditional semiconductor ionization device, the number of e−/h+ pairs produced
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in an interaction is measured by drifting the carriers with an electric field to electrodes

instrumented with high impedance charge amplifiers and measuring the image charge

collected on those electrodes. As seen in Fig. 2.2, CDMS has found that e−/h+

trapping on the surfaces of our detector (both the cylindrical sidewalls and the z

faces) significantly suppresses the ionization signal produced for an event and thus

in CDMS II near surface electron recoil events had the potential to be mis-identified

as nuclear recoils. Consequently, semiconductor dark matter devices must be able to

define a 3-D fiducial volume which separates events which occur near a surface from

those which occur in the bulk of the detector.

In summary, a semiconductor based dark matter device must have:

• high resolution phonon energy measurement

• high sensitivity charge excitation measurement

• full 3-D fiducial volume control using charge and/or phonon signals.

In the CDMS II device [3] [2] [45], radial fiducial definition was defined by splitting

the charge electrode into inner and outer concentric rings, while z fiducial volume was

defined through phonon pulse shape parameters. This hybrid fiducial volume met the

requirements of performance requirements of CDMS II in that our background rate

was < 1 for the entire experimental lifetime. As we attempt to increase our WIMP

sensitivity by 2 orders of magnitude in a second generation direct search dark matter

experiment though, leakage of electron recoil surface events past this hybrid fiducial

volume would be significant, drastically limiting our sensitivity and thus We designed

a next generation device, the interleaved ZIP or iZIP, which has significantly improved

fiducialization performance.

As in the CDMS II devices, the high impedance charge electrode has been separated

into inner and outer electrodes allowing for excellent radial fiducial volume control

with charge (Fig. 2.3 left). However, unlike in the CDMS II design, both sides are

instrumented with high impedance charge electrodes and thus both the number of

electrons and holes produced during the event interaction are measured separately
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Figure 2.3: Charge (left) and Phonon (right) sensors in the iZIP4/5 design are split
into localized channels so that position information can be gathered for each and
every event.

which, as we will see in chapter 7, leads to significantly improved radial fiducial volume

definition. Secondly, the number of phonon channels has been increased to 8 from 4

(Fig. 2.4) and phonon sensors are now fabricated on both sides of the detector leading

to superior z-fiducial volume definition. Finally, the channel geometry was redesigned

so that there is now a circular outer phonon channel on both sides of the detector

for significantly improved radial fiducial volume control through the partitioning of

energy and pulse shape in the phonon channels.

This ability to place high impedance charge and low impedance phonon sensors upon

the same face is a beautiful by product of the interleaved electrode geometry (Fig.

2.4). In 1994, Paul Luke was attempting to produce ionization detectors from high

Z semiconductors (large stopping power) with large band gaps (no cooling required)

[46]. Unfortunately, the crystals studied had poor hole mobility and thus the amount

of image charge collected on the instrumented positively biased electrode in a stan-

dard coplanar electrode geometry would hugely vary depending upon event location,

leading to large position dependence in the signal amplitude. To solve this problem,

Luke interleaved two different collection grids and placed one at a higher voltage so

as to collect all the mobile e− on a single electrode. The second electrode was then

used for an estimate of the h+ image charge for subtraction.
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Figure 2.4: Interleaved electrodes with alternating voltages produce complex E-field
geometries (Fig. 2.5) that encode z position information into charge collection and
luke phonon creation locations.

Blas repurposed this interleaved geometric design by recognizing that complex E-

field geometries (Fig. 2.5) produced by complex electrode patterns (Fig. 2.4) at a

variety of voltage biases would encode the original event position information upon

the carrier transport and thus the high impedance instrumented electrode signals. For

the interleaved design, in particular, an event in the bulk uniform field region (Fig.

2.5) left) will have e− transport to the thin +2V electrode instrumented with charge

amplifiers while the h+ are transported to the identically instrumented -2V electrode

on the opposite face, leading to a symmetric signal for bulk events. For surface

events by contrast, carriers follow the large E-fields which run between the interleaved

electrodes on the same face (Fig.2.5 right) leading to asymmetric charge collection

signals, and thus the interleaved design allows one to discriminate surface events from

bulk events creating a full 3D fiducial volume using charge signals alone.

After reasonable preliminary results [47], this design geometry languished primarily

due to fears that:

1. Complex electrode geometries have low E-field saddle points on which one could

trap charge.
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Figure 2.5: With ±2V electrodes instrumented with high impedance charge amplifiers
(thin 40µ m yellow boxes in the right zoom) alternating with 0V on the low impedance
QET instrumented phonon sensors (wide green boxes), excited carriers produced
in the bulk of the detector will collect on the top and bottom charge electrodes
(producing symmetric charge signals), while carriers excited near the surface will
travel along the surface and produce an asymmetric charge signal.

2. The low Al coverage requirements of an interleaved design meant that phonon

pulse shape position information would be severely degraded from CDMS II.

With the success of the Edelweiss detector modeled upon the CDMS R&D device

[12], the first fear was found to be groundless. Secondly, I realized that through

the creation of Luke-Neganov phonons (Ch. 6), additional position information was

encoded into phonon pulse shapes and partition as well, potentially offsetting the

small Al coverage penalty, and consequently the iZIP design program was restarted

and designs 2-5 were produced in relatively short succession.

Over the next 4 chapters, we will delve deeply into the physics and design of the

phonon sensors (Ch. 3-5) and phonon dynamics (Ch. 6), leaving the charge transport,

charge sensor design and the interplay between optimizing an interleaved charge/phonon

detector for charge or phonon sensitivity largely for future theses/papers. Then in Ch.

7, we will present the preliminary device performance of the iZIP at the University

of California Berkeley surface test facility.



Chapter 3

Lump Element TES Dynamics

In the ideal world, the device we use to measure the amount of phonon energy ab-

sorbed per unit time would neither add any uncertainty or any systematic distortions

to the true signal. Alas, this simply isn’t possible. Our sensing element, the Tran-

sition Edge Sensor (TES) unfortunately degrades the phonon signal in both of these

ways and thus it’s certainly worth a few chapters to understand the dynamics of TES

in general and ours in particular and thereby quantify both the magnitude of uncor-

rectable noise and understand to what extent we can disentangle the true phonon

absorption pulse shape from our measured quantities.

The theory presented in this entire chapter is largely distilled from Kent Irwin’s

excellent summary/review [48]. Hopefully, the more careful discussion on correlations

between joule heating fluctuations and Johnson noise fluctuations, the discussions on

dominant noise terms and the emphasis on CDMS specific issues and device drivers

will give it relevance to the CDMS reader. For the non-CDMS reader, the derivation of

the T 3
c resolution scaling law for signal bandwidth limited devices like those of a CDMS

athermal phonon sensor will almost certainly be the most interesting new result. It

strongly suggests that CDMS-like athermal phonon sensors have a compelling role to

play in neutrino physics as well as searches for light and ultra-light dark matter.

16
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3.1 TES dynamics

3.1.1 Ideal Scenario: Perfect Voltage Bias and No Induc-

tor

Most basically, a TES is a superconductive material which has been artificially sta-

blized in some way such that it remains in the middle of it’s superconducting to

normal transition. When in this state, any release of energy into the system will

increase the resistance of the film substantially which can then be measured.

Figure 3.1: Simple Voltage Biased TES

The simplest method (and the one that we use) to keep the TES in the middle

of it’s transition is to place it in a voltage biased circuit as shown in Fig. 3.1 [49].

Roughly, there will exist some temperature and current in which the joule power being

dissipated into the electronic system by the external voltage bias will be exactly offset

by the cooling of the system through a thermal resistance. Furthermore, when voltage

biased the system is naturally stable. Literally, infinitesimal thermal excursions will

be be exponentially damped. Specifically,

1. A temperature excursion increases the R

2. An increase in R decreases the joule heating (i.e. V 2/R)

3. A decrease in joule heating leads to a decrease in the thermal excursion
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4. repeat 1-3 indefinitely ... the system returns to equilibrium

Mathematically, we can represent the voltage biased TES circuit as the single non-

linear differential equation

CṪ =
V 2
b

R(T )
− Pbath(T )

where C is the total heat capacity and Pbath is the thermal energy flow to the bath.

For most systems, the functional dependence of Pbath on the temperature can be

described as

Pbath = K (T n − T nbath) = ΣVtes (T n − T nbath) (3.1)

where K is an extrinsic physical characteristic that in a CDMS style W TES can be

written in terms of Σ, an intrinsic electron/phonon coupling coefficient (measured

later), and the total TES volume, Vtes. Please note, that in this chapter we are

considering the 455 parallel TES found in the iZIP4/5 TES channel design to be a

single combined and contiguous TES with a total width and total volume ,Vtes, that

is simply 455 times of the actual single TES element. This simplification does gloss

over some complexities which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. These

and other important measured W TES characteristics for the iZIP4/5 TES design

can be found in the quick reference table (Tab. 3.1) below.

As expected for a simple metal, C ∝ T . However, the proportionality constant

when biased within the transition will be a raised slightly by the factor,fsc, from

its normal metal values since we also have the latent heat associated with breaking

cooper pairs.

With these definitions, let’s taylor expand to first order about the equilibrium state
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(To, Ro) where Pbath =
V 2
b

Ro
:

CδṪ =

(−V 2
b

R2
o

∂R

∂T

∣∣∣∣
To

−G
)
δT

= −G
(
Pbathα

GT
+ 1

)
δT

(3.2)

where we’ve defined both the differential thermal conductance

G =
∂Pbath
∂T

∣∣∣∣
To

= nKT n−1
o (3.3)

and also α as

α =
∂R

∂T

∣∣∣∣
To

To
Ro

α quite intuitively quantifies the idea of sharpness/sensitivity: if I have α=100, then

a 1% change in the TES’s temperature will give me a 100% in it’s resistance.

The dimensionless grouping Pbathα
GT

seen in Eq. 3.2 will occur so regularly that Irwin

has created the low frequency loop gain parameter, L, defined as

L =
Pbathα

GT
=
α
(

1− Tnbath
Tno

)

n
(3.4)

You can think of L as a comparative measure of the feedback abilities of the changes

in Joule heating and changes in the thermal heat flow to the bath. Specifically, for

systems with large L, a temperature excursion will be damped almost exclusively by

a changing of R, which will lead to a change in the joule heat flowing into the TES

that will eventually suppress the excursion.
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Eq. 3.2 is of course the ODE for a simple exponential decay with an electro-thermal

feedback falltime,τeff , of

τeff =
C

G

1

L+ 1
(3.5)

All other things being equal, a larger α (a sharper transition) or L means your TES

has a larger sensor bandwidth and is simply more sensitive to power fluctuations.

Likewise, notice that your sensor bandwidth decreases as Tbath approaches Tc. How-

ever, they have to be surprisingly close to have any significant effect. For Tbath = 1
2
Tc,

the change in sensor bandwidth is only 3%.

For a first very rough estimate of τeff for CDMS W films, let’s follow an argument first

put internally forward by Adam and the MIT group and look at W film resistance

curves versus Tbath for test wafers which went through the film deposition process

with G48 that were taken by Betty Young, Jeff Yen, and Marco Razeti at Stanford

with the AST dilution fridge (fig. 3.2).

This data indicates that the intrinsic transition widths for our W films, which we

will quantify by estimating the ∆T over which the resistance varies from 10% to

90% of Rn (∆T90−10%), are ∼ 0.5mK. As with any measurement though, there are

some systematics. Most importantly, if the input excitation used to measure the

resistance is too large, then the W film will self heat and the transitions will seem

unnaturally sharp. This is especially true for 4 terminal measurements in which a

current excitation is used (Pjoule ∝ I2R). To minimize this effect, one should:

1. use SQUIDs if possible.

2. use as small of an excitation as possible.

3. measure W films with large volume. This increases both the heat capacity and

the thermal conductance to the substrate both of which suppress self heating

effects.
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Figure 3.2: W test films Resistance profiles for test wafers which were deposited with
G48 (from Betty Young/Jeff Yen/Marco Razeti)

Finally, to bound this systematic, the easiest technique is to look for variations in

the measured transition width as one varies the magnitude of the excitation. This

systematic check was attempted and found to negligibly effect the results.

The resistance curves in Fig.3.2 also measure the Tc of the films. One of the inter-

esting/annoying facts about our current fabrication process is that the measured Tc

values for Si test wafers are usually about 12mK below those values measured for

CDMS detectors from the same deposition (occasionally and for unknown reasons

this rule breaks ). As of this moment, there is no clear understanding of the cause of

this offset. Possibilities include:

1. Electronic noise on the AST system is suppressing the Tc

2. aSi/W bilayers deposited on Ge and Si have different stress characteristics which

correlate to Tc
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3. Si wafers can macroscopically deform to relieve stress which then suppresses Tc

With the knowledge acquired up to this point, we can plug and chug the values found

in Tab. 3.1, and end up with an expected/theoretical τeff vs. Tc shown in Fig. 3.3.

This plot and all future calculations assume that ∆T90−10% is invariant as one varies

Tc through either ion-implantation or through a change of the deposition settings

and thus α ∝ Tc and ωeff ∝ T n−1
c . We know that this is roughly true for small

amounts of ion-implantation (varying the Tc from 110 mK to 80mK for example)

[50]. However, the veracity of this assumption is not known for either larger amounts

of ion-implantation or for Tc variation through variation of deposition settings (gas

pressure, etc.).

To give some sense of scale to these values, the iZIP4/5 has a ballistic phonon collec-

tion time scale of 750µs (much slower) and the risetime of a very localized event on

the closest channel is about ∼ 7µs. So these expected sensor falltimes (3.0µs @80mK)

are very fast!

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
100

101

102

103

X: 65
Y: 7.638

Tc (mk)

τ et
f (u

s)

Sensor Falltime vs. Tc

Figure 3.3: Expected CDMS TES decay times (τeff) as a function of Tc
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Now because our phonon collection times are so much slower than τeff , we can’t

just experimentally check these expectations by measuring the falltime for a regular

CDMS event since it gets confusingly mixed in with short time scale phonon physics.

5 years ago or so though, Walter showed that we can use ”glitch” events for this

purpose.

We believe that a glitch event is a voltage spike down the bias line whose temporal

width is much shorter than all other time scales of the experiment. It’s dominate effect

is simply to directly heat the TES and we consequently expect that the falltimes of

these pulses should be an excellent experimental measure of τeff . An example glitch

event is shown for G51 at UCB, an iZIP4 detector with Tc’s measured between 70-

80mK and with Tbath ∼ 40mK in Fig. 3.4

Figure 3.4: Glitch Event for G51

There are clearly lots of problems here! First, the glitch has 2 distinct falltimes rather

than simply 1. Secondly, the quickest of these two falltimes is ∼ 40µs where naively

reading from Fig. 3.3, we would expect falltimes between 3-6µs. We are an order of

magnitude off our expectations! Reconciling these statements by accounting for more
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Component Value Comments

Σ
0.32±.02±.12 pW

K5m3 [51] Electron/phonon coupling constant:
Pbath = ΣVTES (T nc − T nbath)

n 5 Thermal conduction power law exponent
Vtes 17000 µm3 Total Volume of W TES per channel in the

iZIP4/5: Vtes = nqet(tteshtesltes + Vfin)
ρw 1.32x10−7Ωm W film resistivity: for new SuperCDMS 40nm

films (R� ∼ 3.3Ω).
Rn ∼ 700 mΩ Normal resistance of single phonon channel
fsc ∼ 2.5 Heat capacity increase due to superconduct-

ing/normal phase change

γw
108 J

K2m3 [52] W heat capacity coefficient:
C = fscγwVTESTc

Tc
∼ 80 mK Nominal value
40-110mK Value range

∆Tc 90%−10% 0.5-1.5mK Unfortunately, has yet to be well measured
ltes 220nm Length of TES in the direction of current flow
nchan 8 Number of Phonon Channels in the iZIP4/5.

Table 3.1: Aggregate CDMS iZIP4/5 W TES characteristics

complex TES dynamics will be our primary job for the next two chapters.

3.1.2 Adding additional complexities

Unfortunately, answering the above τeff mystery and deriving the theoretical noise

PSDs, signal green’s function, and complex impedance of the circuit,Ztot(ω), will

require a few complicating details. First, we’ll have to read out the change in resis-

tance/current with some device. The easiest way is to couple to a SQUID inductively

and thus we’ll complicate the circuit by adding an inductance, L (FETs aren’t ideal

due to the difficulty in implementing feedback and impedance mismatch). Secondly,

we voltage bias by placing a shunt resistor, Rs, that is much smaller than the TES

equilibrium resistance in parallel with the inductor/TES leg of the circuit. This shunt

resistor plus the stray parasitic resistances can be combined into a single load resistor,

Rl (Fig. 3.5). Values for these components in our current CDMS II electronics can
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be found in Tab.3.2. Finally, we will allow the resistance of the TES to also have

functional dependence on the current flowing through the device.

L

R

RL

_
+

VB
Rs L

R

Rp

IB

Figure 3.5: Left: Diagram of actual current biased sensor circuit. Right: Thevenin
equivalent voltage biased circuit where Vb = IbRs and Rl = Rp +Rs

With these changes we pick up an additional coupled nonlinear ODE for the cur-

rent

L
dI

dt
= Vb − I (Rl +R(T, I)) + δV (3.6)

and we must also remove the assumption of constant voltage across the TES

C
dT

dt
= I2R(T, I)− Pbath + δP (3.7)

In the coupled dynamical equations above, we also introduced δV and δP which will

be place holders for pulses, oscillating perturbations, and various noise terms.
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Component Value Comments

Rbias
1.25kΩ UCB warm electronics
2.5kΩ Soudan warm electronics

Tbias ∼300K Except at Soudan :)
Rfeedback 1kΩ

Rs
20-22mΩ metal film resistor. With the current cold electronics,

this is quite difficult to measure accurately
+∼4mΩ If Tstill >1.2K, a normal Al wirebond is in series with the

designed Rs [53]

Ts

∼600mK In our cold electronics the shunt resistor is located on the
still thermal stage

∼1.2K At UCB, the still stage runs hot
∼1.0K At Soudan, the still stage runs hot for 5 towers because

the thermal conductance of the tower graphite is larger
than expected

Rp

∼ 4mΩ 4 Mill-max pin/socket interconnections on 10mK stage
+∼ 2mΩ 2 Mill-max pin/socket interconnections on 4K stage
+∼ 4mΩ If Tstill >1.2K, a normal wirebond is also include in the

total Rp [53]

Tp

∼40mK Approximate temperature of base stage at UCB and
Soudan

1.0-1.2K Approximate temperature of still stage at UCB and
Soudan

4.2K 4K stage at UCB (2 mill-max pin/sockets)
∼5.5K 4K stage temperature at Soudan

L
∼100nH Squid Inductance when feedback locked

+50-150nH Parasitic Inductance of wiring and detector with current
cold electronics

Table 3.2: Cold Electronics Values
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3.1.3 Equilibrium ‘IBIS’ studies

Before deriving the small signal dynamics and noise about the equilbrium point for

the more complex system, let’s discuss how the equilibrium itself varies with a change

in the voltage biasing [54] and how one can measure Rn and Rp. Experimentally, the

simplest method of doing this is simply to voltage bias with a slow triangle wave so

that the voltage drop across L is negligible(Fig. 3.6 left). Due to the non-linearity of

the dynamical equations (Eq. 3.6 and 3.7), analytical simulations of these curves are

impossible and one must therefore resort to computational methods.

Figure 3.6: left: Simulated equilibrium current through a TES, I, plotted versus time
for a triangle wave variation in voltage bias V (∝ Ib) right: I plotted directly against
Ib

In Fig. 3.6 right , one can roughly pick out 3 distinct dynamical regions. First, at

very small Ib, the current flowing through the TES is insufficient to heat the TES

and thus the TES itself is entirely superconducting. With only the small parasitic

resistance Rp on the TES leg of the circuit (Fig. 3.5 left), almost all the current

flowing through the system (Ib) is flowing through the TES:

I =
Rs

Rs +Rp

Ib

Therefore, the superconducting region can be used to estimate Rp if Rs is precisely
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known.

As the voltage bias is increased, the critical current is eventually reached and the sys-

tem jumps from being superconducting to having some amount of resistance. Please

notice that the ‘snapping’ point is dependent on past history, it’s hysteretic. This

follows simply from the fact that the critical current depends significantly on the

temperature of the system. If the magnitude of the voltage bias is being decreased,

then the temperature of the electronic system is ∼ Tc of the film. By contrast, if

the magnitude is being increased from zero, then there is no joule heating since the

film is superconducting and consequently the electronic tempature is very close to

the substrate temperature, ∼ Tbath. Since colder superconducting films have larger

critical currents, the snap point occurs at a larger bias current.

At voltages higher than the snap point, the TES is biased with natural negative

feedback in the middle of it’s transition. As long as the width of the transition,

∆T90−10, is significantly smaller than Tc then the cooling power is roughly fixed as is

the joule heating (remember at equilibrium, the joule heating is equal to the cooling

power). Assuming that the TES is truly voltage biased (Rp << Rs << Ro):

I ∼ Pbath
IbRs

=
Pbath
Vb

As one can see in Fig. 3.7, the total power isn’t exactly constant in this transition

region, potentially for a few different reasons.

For single block TES structures, the most likely cause is the finite temperature width

of the transition: smaller voltage biases require large current flow, or equivalently

small resistances, to remain in equilibrium. Consequently, at low biases the required

joule heating is slightly smaller than at large biases leading to the P (Vb) curve being

slightly positively sloped. As an masochistic exercise in differential calculus one can

calculate that the expected slope is dP
dVb

= 2+β
1+β+α

n
I where β, the dimensionless current

sensitivity of the TES, is defined later in Eq. 3.8.
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In CDMS detectors, the TES is actually a composite object made of a large number

of TES in parallel distributed over a large area. Unfortunately, our somewhat archaic

film deposition machine has poor film property uniformity over full wafer scales and

as such we usually have a 5-10mK gradient in Tc across the detector . This gradient

completely swamps the intrinsic width of the transistion and consequently, the slope

of the power curve in the transition region should not be used to estimate the intrinsic

width.

Finally, as we’ll discuss in much greater detail in the next chapter, thermal phase

separation along the length of the TES also leads to large perturbations from the

idealized constant power curve in the transition region.

Figure 3.7: left: Measured Joule heating versus Ib for TES test structures. right:
Measured TES resistance versus Ib for TES test structures(produced by Sean Hart)

In the final region of the IBIS curve, the voltage bias has been increased to such a

level that the TES has been heated out of its transition region and it consequently

behaves for all intents and purposes like a simple resistor so that

I =
Rs

Rs +Rp +Rn

Ib

Thus, this normal section of the IBIS can be used to estimate Rn given a knowledge

of Rs.
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Determination of TES cooling coefficients

Primarily, we use IBIS curves to measure Rp and Rn for the device as well as to

determine Ib required to bias the TES at the desired equilibrium resistance of the TES,

Ro, for best sensitivity and necessary bandwidth. Additionally though, by taking

multiple IBIS curves at various bath temperatures, Tbath, one can experimentally

measure K, n, and Σ by measuring the the joule heating as a function of Tbath (I2
oRo =

ΣVtes(T no − T nbath)).

Over the years, this study has been made numerous times by our group ([55],[51])

with little internal consistency suggesting that there is an underestimate of various

systematics. The most likely culprits are:

• Poor thermal coupling between the Si chip/test device and the bath (negative

bias for K)

• Poor thermometer calibration

• Poor thermal coupling between the bath and the thermometer(positve bias on

K)

• Large β in W films (next section)

Data from the most recent study by Sean Hart in 2009 on the geometries seen in Fig.

4.4 are shown in Fig. 3.9. In this study, we experimentally measured the thermal

conductance of the Stycast epoxy joint connecting the Si test chip to the copper tower

and from this estimated the Si chip temperature, TSi, as a function of Tbath and Pjoule

to remove the first systematic mentioned above. Unfortunately, we didn’t expend

significant effort in minimizing the other possible systematic sources.

The experimental heating curves are consistent with the expected n=5 power law,

which suggests that the dominant thermal impedance is the coupling between the

W electron and phonon systems. When biased, the effective temperature of the

quasiparticles is ∼ Tc while the W phonon system is well coupled to the thermal bath

and as such has a temperature near Tbath.
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Phase Separation in Tungsten Transition Edge Sensors
S.J. Hart!, M. Pyle!, J.J. Yen†, B.A. Young!!, P.L. Brink!, B. Cabrera!, M. Cherry!,

N. Mirabolfathi†, B. Sadoulet†, D. Seitz†, K. Sundqvist† and A. Tomada!

!Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA
†Department of Physics, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

!!Department of Physics, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA 95053, USA

Abstract. To optimize the signal efficiency in detectors utilizing Transition Edge Sensor (TES) technology we have fabricated
and characterized test devices which approximate the electrical and thermal properties of the tungsten TES parallel arrays
used for the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) phonon sensors. We measure the equilibrium power as a function of bias
voltage by sweeping the bias current through the TES array and measuring the resulting current through the sensor. Our results
are in agreement with previous estimates of the critical length for a TES to separate into superconducting and normal phases.
However, we found that the presence of the tungsten sections, which connect the TES to the aluminum fins, significantly
shortens the critical length for the onset of phase separation, and indicate that many CDMS phonon sensors have operated
with phase separated TESs. We have also improved the determination of the electron-phonon coupling in our tungsten films
to be (0.32 ± 0.02)" 109 W/m3K5. Finally, we also found that the thermal conductance between the tungsten electron and
phonon systems does not scale linearly with added fin connector volume, instead #75% of added volume contributes.

Keywords: transition edge sensor, TES, phase separation, CDMS, electron phonon coupling, tungsten, QET
PACS: 12.60.Jv, 14.80.Ly, 85.25.Am, 71.38.-k

INTRODUCTION

Transition edge sensors have been used for more than a
decade in a range of experiments throughout the world.
The sensitivity and overall performance of TES-based
detectors are impressive, yet more can be done to op-
timize these devices. For example, when the tungsten
TESs used in CDMS detectors [1] separate into super-
conducting and normal regions the sensitivity decreases
by about a factor of three. To avoid phase separation
and optimize the signal efficiency in these sensors, we
must understand this behavior. Studies of test devices
patterned on small area chips are ideal because the prop-
erties of the tungsten film are more uniform over these
small areas than over the larger CDMS phonon and
ionization detectors. We have designed and tested two
types of tungsten TES arrays wired in parallel, in or-
der to understand the effect of varying TES length and
of the addition of tungsten fin connections along the
length of each TES. The type with fin connectors mimics
the quasiparticle-trap assisted (QET) phonon collection
scheme utilized in CDMS ZIP detectors. Characterizing
the parameters affecting phase separation is important in
order to optimize the sensor design.

DEVICES

The devices consisted of arrays of thin-film tungsten
TESs wired in parallel, photolithographically patterned

FIGURE 1. Designs for a pair of test devices consisting of
TESs 100 µm in length. Aluminum rails (green) connect arrays
of tungsten TESs wired in parallel (red). The line width of all
TESs is 1.5 µm. For the TESs pictured at right, each tungsten
fin connector overlaps a rectangular aluminum region by 3.5
µm at its edge. In the region where the tungsten does not
overlap the aluminum, the side connectors each have a volume
of 5.6 µm3 and the end connectors have a volume of 3.3 µm3.
The thickness of the tungsten in these devices is 40 nm.

on a 3 inch diameter silicon wafer later diced into 1
cm"1 cm"0.3 mm. We characterized two types of ar-
rays (see Figure 1), each containing a different TES type.
One TES type consisted of uniform strips of tungsten 1.5
µm in width. The other type was identical to the first
except for the addition of tungsten-to-aluminum fin con-
nections along the length of each TES. These overlapped
the rectangular aluminum regions by 3.5 µm to mimic
the CDMS QET sensor design [1]. As for our CDMS de-

Phase Separation in Tungsten Transition Edge Sensors July 9, 2009 1

Figure 3.8: A pair of TES structures consisting of 100 100um long W TESs (red)
connected in parallel by superconducting Al leads (green). The line width of all TESs
is ∼1.5 µm. For the device on the right, each W fin connector overlaps a rectangular
Al region by 3.5um at its edge. In the region where the W does not overlap the Al,
the side connectors each have a volume of 5.6µm3 and the end connectors have a
volume of 3.3 µm3. The thickness of the W in these devices is ∼40nm.

Figure 3.9: Joule heating as a function of the Si wafer temperature for two different
TES geometries (produced by Sean Hart).
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In alignment with our expectations (studies were also done on 300um long TES struc-

tures as well), the electron-phonon coupling coefficient was found to scale linearly with

the total W volume of the line only TES devices,VTES , and consequently it’s natural

to define the phonon coupling per unit volume, Σ = K/VTES. Least Squares fitting

gives us a best estimate of Σ = 0.32x109 ± 0.02(stat)±0.12(sys) W
m3K5 where we’ve

estimated the systematic error by assuming a 4mK miscalibration of the thermome-

ter.

The more complex W structures with fin connectors have a physical volume which

is ∼x6 larger than the simple line geometry but their electron/phonon coupling co-

efficients were increased by only ∼x4. This suggests either a large thermal gradient

along the W fin connector due to small quasiparticle thermal conductivity along the

fin connector, or a change in Σ due to the proximity of Al.

3.1.4 Small Signal Dynamics

As with the simplified analysis, let’s taylor expand to first order about the equilibrium

and then rewrite ∂R
∂T

∣∣
Io,To

in terms of the dimensionless sharpness parameter α. Let’s

also define an analagous dimensionless parameter for the current as

β =
Io
Ro

∂R

∂I

∣∣∣∣
Io,To

(3.8)

Then,

d

dt

[
δI

δT

]
= −

[
Rl+Ro+Io

∂R
∂I

L

Io
∂R
∂T

L

−2IoRo+I2
o
∂R
∂I

C

−I2
o
∂R
∂T

+G

C

][
δI

δT

]
+

[
δV
L
δP
C

]

= −
[

Rl+Ro(1+β)
L

GL
IoL

− IoRo(2+β)
C

G(1−L)
C

][
δI

δT

]
+

[
δV
L
δP
C

] (3.9)
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Finally, we can switch to the frequency basis and then invert the impedance matrix

(which we’ll call M) to find the current and temperature responses to small power or

voltage bias excitations.

[
iω + Rl+Ro(1+β)

L
+GL
IoL

− IoRo(2+β)
C

iω + G(1−L)
C

][
δI

δT

]
=

[
δV
L
δP
C

]
(3.10)

[
δI

δT

]
= M−1

[
δV
L
δP
C

]
(3.11)

3.1.5 Thermal Power to Current Transfer Function

By disturbing the TES with a small fluctuating thermal power source, δP , we can cal-

culate the transfer function (i.e. green’s function) of the current response in frequency

space through Eq. 3.11.

∂I

∂δP
=
M−1

(1,2)

C

=
−GL
CIoL

1(
iω + G(1−L)

C

)(
iω + Rl+Ro(1+β)

L

)
+ LRo

L
G
C

(2 + β)

(3.12)

One can simply not overemphasize the importance of this calculation. From this equa-

tion we can calculate both the magnitude of the current signal for an input thermal

power and the pulse shape distortion caused by the sensing system. Qualitatively,

we can see in Fig. 3.10 that above 1
τeff

the sensitivity of our sensor to thermal power

fluctuations starts to diminish substantially. The qualitative reason is that for power

fluctuations above this frequency, as soon as the TES starts to heat up, the thermal

power has already flipped signs and thus the maximum temperature excursions are

quite suppressed.
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Figure 3.10: Magnitude (left) and phase (right) of the current response for a differ-
ential thermal power input.

To gain a little further intuition, let’s look at the limiting case where L → 0.

Then,

lim
L→0

∂I

∂δP
=

−1

Io

(
(Ro −Rl) + Rl+Ro(1+β)

L

) 1

(1 + iω/τeff)
(3.13)

where τeff is

lim
L→0

τeff =
C

G

(
1 + L (1− Rl

Ro
)

1+β+
Rl
Ro

) (3.14)

We’ve now generalized Eq. 3.5 to account for the effects of both β and Rl on τeff . This

additional dependence of the sensor bandwidth upon Ro
Rl

and β is pretty large and

both of these effects could be increasing τeff from the simplistic expression calculated

in Fig. 3.3. When running G48 at UCB, Rl ∼ 34mΩ and Ro ∼ 175mΩ for a ratio

of 5:1 which means that the imperfect nature of our voltage bias dropped our sensor

bandwidth by ∼ 1
3
. This is a far cry from the needed 90% drop needed to bring all

measurements into agreement but it is a start.
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A large β could also be the cause for our small measured bandwidth ... but it would

have to be pretty large! For this to be the primary culprit for our small τeff we would

need β ∼ 4 (this is pretty big in the world of TES).

Roughly, the DC value comes from the idea that to remain in equilibrium, the addition

of a heat source must be offset by a decrease in the joule heating, δP + δIVb = 0, or

δP = −VbδI when there is no Rl and L >> 1.

3.1.6 Voltage Bias Excitations: Complex Impedance

To get around the fact that ∂I
∂P

is not directly measurable in our detectors, in the

previous section we used voltage bias spikes as a proxy to a thermal heat pulse.

In the more complex derivation which included an inductor (Eq. 4.8) that we just

completed however, δV and δP excitations are clearly different beasts. This suggests

that for high frequencies we need be a lot more careful.

A second reason for us to really spend time studying TES response to voltage fluc-

tuations is that experimentally they are so incredibly easy for us to create in a re-

producible manner. All you need to do is just put some type of small signal jitter on

top of the DC bias and record with your standard DAQ setup. Furthermore, the sen-

sitivity of this measurement can be increased to an almost arbitrarily high precision

by increasing the time of the measurement. It’s for this reason that throughout the

TES community (even those experiments which can directly measure ∂I
∂P

), complex

impedance characterization is now the defacto standard.

Bizarrely, even though this revolution was at least partially led by ex-CDMS grad-

students, Tali and Tarek, ([56],[57],[58]), CDMS itself has never spent significant

resources on these studies. In my opinion, this oversight can be traced to the combi-

nation of numerous factors:

• There was a 5 year period in which detector R&D was completely frozen. Thus,

improved sensor understanding would not have necessarily lead to a detector
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redesign (CDMS had more important problems).

• There was a false belief in the collaboration that Tc gradients limited the use-

fulness of complex impedance studies.

• All nascent attempts to study these curves led to confusion because shapes did

not match theory due to phase separation (next chapter) and difficulties in re-

moving the SQUID transfer function due to the fact that the mutual inductance

between feedback and sensor loops on our current SQUID chips lead to a SQUID

transfer function which varies with Ro which was studied and understood by

Bruce and Kyle [59]

• For the last 4 years, we’ve been switching to new warm electronics and DAQ.

Consequently, there has been negligible desire to write automation codes for

IBIS and complex impedance measurements at UCB.

So in this subsection, ∂I
∂V

curves will only be shown for the 100um long line device

(Fig. 4.4 left) and even for this device the analysis will be quite limited compared to

what is now standard in the TES community. We will though briefly discuss some of

these more advanced techniques since they will certainly be used with next generation

CDMS detectors that have decreased TES length/lower Tc (no phase seperation) and

new squid electronics.

When trying to use ∂I
∂V

to understand ∂I
∂P

, the first thing to notice is that the poles for

these transfer functions are absolutely identical as long as there is some off diagonal

mixing in the M matrix (there is) from Eq. 3.10. So, by carefully measuring the

voltage transfer function (i.e the complex impedance) by either placing a small AC

voltage oscillation on top of the equilibrium DC bias or by placing a tiny squarewave

function on top of the DC bias, we can at minimum gain information upon all of

the pole locations in the ∂I
∂P

green’s function. Furthermore, this trick is independent

of the complexity of the M matrix. Throughout this chapter, our M matrix has

been 2 dimensional (1 current and 1 thermal Degree of Freedom, DOF). In the next

chapter though, we will vastly complicate the issue by adding additional thermal
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DOFs (phase separation and W fin connectors) and our understanding of the actual

sensor dynamics will be more qualitative than quantitative. Even in this case though,

we can say with certainty that the measured ∂I
∂V

poles are the poles of ∂I
∂P

.

Within the simple single thermal DOF TES dynamical model that we have been

developing in this chapter, ∂I
∂P

in its entirety (poles and zeros) is fully constrained by
∂I
∂V

or equivalently the complex impedance (quick aside: Lindeman proves in this very

nice paper [60] that for a subset of more complex systems ∂I
∂V

still completely defines
∂I
∂P

.):

Ztot =
∂Ites
∂Vb

−1

=
L

M−1
(1,1)

= Rl + iωL+ Ztes

(3.15)

where

Ztes = Ro (1 + β) +
RoL

1− L
2 + β

1 + iω C
G(1−L)

(3.16)

To obtain some qualitative feel for the complex admittance function, let’s look at

Fig. 3.11. At high frequencies, the current response is suppressed by the inductor

(high frequency black x is the inductive pole). We can also clearly see that below

ωeff (low frequency black x), the current response is anti-correlated with the voltage

oscillation. This is absolutely expected and can be simply understood by realizing

that for small changes in voltage, the system will remain within the superconducting

transition and therefore the quasi-equilibrium condition

Pbath ' Pjoule = V (t)I(t)
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Figure 3.11: Simulated magnitude (left) and phase (right) of the current response for
a differential voltage bias oscillation for an iZIP4/5 TES with Tc=65mK for various
β

can be differentiated with time to give

dPbath
dt

' 0 ' d

dt
(V (t)I(t)) = V (t)

dI(t)

dt
+ I(t)

dV (t)

dt

or

dI(t)

dt
' − 1

Ro

dV (t)

dt
(3.17)

The DC approximation above or equivalently a simplification of eqs. 3.15 and 3.16

in the L >> 1 limit for ω = 0, also shows that at low frequency, the magnitude

of the impedance of the TES is ∼ Ro (precisely Ro − Rl) instead of the dynamical

impedanceRo(1+β) which means that these low frequencies have minimal dependence

on β.

On the other hand, above ωeff but below the inductive pole, the TES never has time

to heat up and thus the TES current response is roughly in phase with the voltage

excitation. It’s in this region as well that one is fully sensitive to β. In fact, if the two
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poles are well separated, you can simply read β directly off the ∂I
∂V

plot and not resort

to least squares fitting by looking at the ratio of the two plateaus. Finally, note that

β tends to separate the two poles.
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Figure 3.12: Experimental ∂I
∂V

curves for the 100µm line test structure with
Tc=110mK and Rn=1.9Ω

Let’s apply this knowledge to measured ∂I
∂V

curves for the 100µm line TES W test

structure (Fig. 3.12). At low frequencies, the curves are pretty much textbook.

There is just a single low frequency pole (in contrast to what was seen in the Glitch

pulses) that for bias points with 20% < Ro/Rn < 50%, τeff was fit to be 7-10µs (Tab.

3.3). The uncertainties for these bandwidth estimates are completely dominated by

systematics. As previously alluded to, the feedback coil in our current cold electronics

has significant coupling to the sensor coil which suppresses L when the squid is in

feedback mode [59]. Furthermore, this suppression depends upon Ro and thus the

squid transfer function varies depending upon the bias point. However, in creating

the ∂I
∂V

curves shown in Fig. 3.12 we subtracted the squid transfer function measured

at Rn and thus we’ve induced (no pun intended!) the dominant systematic in these

estimates. To bound the scale of this error, ∂I
∂V

pole locations were fit both with and

without squid transfer function subtraction.

As with the CDMS detector glitch events, these measured τeff are mysteriously quite

slow compared to the naive expectations of ∼1µs for a W film Tc of 109± 2mK
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Ib(µA) Ro (mΩ) Ro
Rn

τeff β α

30 120 ± 5 0.06 ± 0.006 20± 2 1.2± .1 111 ± 20
40 250 ± 5 0.13 ± 0.006 11.5± 3 0.55± .05 111 ± 20
50 400 ± 5 0.21 ± 0.006 8.5± 0.5 0.40± .04 125 ± 20
60 600 ± 5 0.32 ± 0.006 7.8± 0.2 0.26± .03 117 ± 20
70 840 ± 5 0.44 ± 0.006 8.3± 0.3 0.15± .02 125 ± 20
80 1100 ± 5 0.58 ± 0.006 10.9± 0.3 .07± .02 111 ± 20

Table 3.3: Dynamical Properties of the 100µm line test structure for various Ib (Ib =
Vb/Rs

from Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Furthermore, this device had a large Rn(1.9Ω) and these

measurements were taken with Tbath ∼ 47mK, so bandwidth suppression due to these

complexities should be minimal (Eq: 3.14).

At very low voltage biases (∼ 6% Rn: blue curve), we do clearly see a suppression

of the response plateau at high frequencies which when fit suggests a β = 1.2 ± 0.2

but our more standard bias points of 1/5Rn < Ro < 1/3Ro have an acceptable

0.26 < β < 0.40. Basically, we can say that our measured ωeff is being suppressed

by 20 − 30% due to β, and our best guess for α is ∼ 125 which corresponds to a

∆T90−10% >2mK. Clearly, something is amiss!

If we are grasping for straws, one possible systematic in the ∂I
∂V

measurement is that

the fridge thermometer used to estimate the Tc of this device was self heating/poorly

thermally heat sunk and thus rather than a Tc of ∼ 110mK, the real value was actually

100mK (anything more than this would have been really hard to fathom). However,

even with this large hypothesized systematic though, the two measurements are still

in disagreement and in the future more careful studies will have to be performed.

Personally, I have an inclination towards believing this ∂I
∂V

result, but this is in some

sense personal judgement.

So far, we’ve discussed how ωeff , β, Ro, and ω∼L/R are all readily estimable from Ztot

or ∂I
∂V

. We would though really like to estimate α and C individually to quantify

the phase separation length scale and unfortunately, in the limit of L >> 1, Ztes

only depends on the combination L/C. In a neat trick, to my knowledge first used
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by Tarek and the Goddard group [56], complex impedance measurements were done

at two vastly different bath temperatures such that L varied significantly between

the two measurements (L ∝ 1 − Tnbath
Tnc

). By least squares fitting both measurements

together (being careful to allow freedom for β changes), L and C can be separated.

Note that the α estimate shown in fig. 3.2 is the limiting case of this idea where one

has attempted to go to L ∼ 0 but in this method all of the systematics discussed (i.e.

self heating and β) are now explicitly measured.

3.1.7 Electrothermal Oscillation

After deriving Eq. 4.8, we immediately Fourier transformed the equation and cal-

culated both the power/current transfer function and the complex impedances. We

could have also traveled down another path and calculated the eigenvectors and eigen-

values. Most interestingly, the phase difference in the off diagonal elements means

that there is a possibility that the eigenvectors have imaginary components; physically

the system has an oscillation resonance.

The very fact that resonances can be created in a system with nominally only an

inductor and a resistance is quite intriguing. Naively, one would like to ask, ’Where’s

the capacitor?’. Bizarrely, due to the driven nature of the system, the thermal heat

capacity of the TES plays this role. To see how this happens, let’s displace the

system from equilibrium with a thermal heat pulse. This will, of course, immediately

increase both the temperature and the resistance. The current on the other hand,

decreases with a time delay due to the inductor. Effectively, for a short time period

after the pulse, the inductor increases the voltage across the TES to discharge the

energy that was housed in the inductor’s B-field into the TES causing additional

increases in both the temperature and resistance. The TES will eventually begin too

cool due to the decreased joule heating. Again though the inductor causes a delay in

the current response: while cooling, the voltage across the TES is suppressed because

the inductor is siphoning off joule heating to the TES so as to recharge it’s B-field.

Consequently, the temperature of the TES falls below the equilibrium point; we’ve
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set up an electro-thermal oscillation.

Of course, these oscillations are unwanted and thus let’s find the constraint on the

operating point’s resistance, Ro, such that the dynamics are overdamped (both eigen-

values real) [49] [48]:

Ro >
GLL

C(3 + β − 2
√

2 + β)

or

L

Ro

<
C

GL(3 + β − 2
√

2 + β)

In calculating this constraint we assumed that Rl is negligible and also that the

cooling of the system is dominated by electrothermal feedback (L >> 1). Notice that

this is the one place where having a large β is an advantage. At β = 0, τeff > 6 L
Ro

where for β = 2, τeff > 3 L
Ro

.

3.2 Noise

To quantify the sensitivity of phonon sensors, we must also estimate the intrinsic noise

of our sensing circuit. A warning before we begin ... this is a reasonably complex

system and thus we have many sources of noise that we must estimate and then sum

in quadrature. We will though make a significant effort to determine the dominant

noise source so that back of the envelope calculations are possible.

3.2.1 Thermal conductance noise across Gc

As with their electronic brethren, thermal conductors are noisy and infact well de-

signed TES sensors are dominated by thermal fluctuation noise (TFN) across the
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thermal link which connects the TES to the cooling bath in the signal region.

We’ll reprint the traditional derivation of the thermal power fluctuation spectrum

which can be found in many places including [61] with hopefully a tinge of interesting

insight.

Deriving PSD of thermal impedance noise

C
G

Bath

Figure 3.13: simplistic thermal circuit

The derivation precedes with the standard assumptions. First and most importantly,

one assumes that the random power fluctuations dynamically evolve in an identical

manner as their larger non-stochastic brethen (the Langevin assumption [61]). By this

I mean that the very same green’s function which determines the dynamic behavior

of macroscopic deviations from equilibrium will also match the dynamical evolution

of these microscopic stochastic fluctuations.

With this assumption in mind, the first step is clear: let’s find the dynamical transfer

function for how a heat pulse, δP (t), changes the temperature of a simple block with

a heat capacity, C, that is coupled to a thermal bath by a thermal conductance ,G,

(Fig. 3.13).

CṪ = −GT + δP (t)

To get the green’s function, let’s just Fourier transform the linear differential equation
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and then solve for T (ω):

T (ω) =
δP (ω)

G
(
1 + iC

G
ω
) (3.18)

To help with insight, a graph of the transfer function is shown in Fig. 3.14. Notice

that at frequencies well above the inverse of the decay constant, τ = C
G

, the magnitude

of G doesn’t change the thermal response. Physically, the oscillation is so quick that

before the system has a chance to respond and heat up, the oscillation has reversed

sign and thus cools itself. By contrast, at frequencies well below the decay constant the

magnitude of G is extremely important. Physically, the larger the thermal coupling

the harder it is to get a significant temperature difference between the system and

it’s bath with a constant DC power.

Figure 3.14: Here we graphed the thermal transfer function for various G (blue =
small G red= large G). Notice how the high frequency response is totally determined
by C, while the low frequency response is completely determined by G

The second assumption in the standard thermal noise derivation is that the frequency
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power spectrum for the stochastic thermal noise, SδP (ω), is white. This is also an

eminently reasonable assumption. If we assume that the thermal energy is carried into

the system in small random bursts that have time lengths which are much smaller than

the dynamics of the system (shot noise... imagine an excited electron that traverses

some boundary), then we can certainly approximate the spectrum as white.

ST (ω) =
SδP (ω)

G2
(

1 +
(
C
G

)2
ω2
) =

SδP o

G2
(

1 +
(
C
G

)2
ω2
)

As an aside, our thermal conductance certainly doesn’t physically match this elec-

tronic shot noise imagery. In our case, the hot quasi-particle (dressed electron) system

in W is very poorly connected to the much colder phonon system of the W and thus

our impedance is quantum-mechanical in nature. This isn’t a problem though and

the above derviation still holds. All that is required is that the system is shot noise

like... thus as long as the creation of one phonon doesn’t effect the probability of

annihilating/producing another phonon over times scales of our sensor (bounded on

the highside by L/R ∼ 1µs) then the second assumption is valid.

Statistical mechanics is absolutely useless for calculating anything to do with time

scales because at it’s very core, one assumes that systems are in absolute equilibrium

... there is no change in the probability functions with time! However, one can calcu-

late the overall statistical fluctuation of the various exstensive properties of a system

given a microcanonical coupling and then use this and the knowledge of the noise

spectrum shape (the time scale part which is derived from the Langevin assumption

and the assumption of white noise in the heat power spectrum) together to calculate

power noise spectrum.

Let’s start with the partition function (Z) and show how one can calculate both the

average energy of the system and the variation in the average energy simply by taking

derivatives with respect to β (aside: here we’re using β in the thermodynamic sense

as 1
kbT

rather than as the dimensionless measure of TES resistance dependence on

current).
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< E >=

∑
Eie

−βEi
∑
e−βEi

=

−∂Z
∂β

Z
= −∂ln(Z)

∂β

σ2
<E> =

∑
E2
i e
−βEi

∑
e−βEi

− < E >2= −∂ < E >

∂β
=
∂ < E >

∂T
kbT

2 = CkbT
2 (3.19)

At the end of Eq. 3.19 we’ve explicitly related the energy variance of an equilibrium

system with it’s heat capacity, C. Taking a step back, not even considering the very

clean derivation shown, the answer seems to be reasonable. First, one would expect

the energy variation to scale linearly with the number of elements in the system and

thereby C just because of brute
√
N statistics: if I have n statistically independent

processes then the variance of summed properties will scale linearly with the number

of processes. Secondly, as absolutely required there is no mention of G anywhere

because again the magnitude of G will only change the time scales over which a

system gets to equilibrium.

To couple these two pieces of information, we must only realize the the integral over

all frequencies of the energy noise power spectrum,SE(ω) = C2ST (ω), is equal to the

variance.

CkbT
2 = σ2

<E> =

∫
dω

2π
S<E>(ω) =

∫
dω

2π

C2SδP o

G2
(

1 +
(
C
G

)2
ω2
)

or

SP tfn = 4kbT
2G (3.20)

where the power spectrum, S(ω), has been defined implicitly through

< f 2 >=

∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
Sf (ω)
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For those of you really following along, please notice that the integral only covers

positive coefffients (certainly an easy way to pick up an extra factor of 2).

Again, at first glance this answer passes the smell test. Let’s say I have a system

coupled to a bath by a thermal link G and then add a second identical thermal

link in parallel. This second thermal link is completely independent of the first and

thus one would expect the two thermal fluctuation spectrums to add in quadrature

(i.e. the power spectrums simply sum) which the equation clearly shows since G

scales linearly with the number of links added. Secondly, the power spectrum doesn’t

depend on the heat capacity of the connected system! Again, this is what one would

expect.... randomly fluctuations at some boundary shouldn’t depend on variables

which are completely non-local unless there’s some really interesting and weird physics

occuring.

On a second glance though, these equations deserve a little more attention. In par-

ticular, I’ll highlight the strangeness of this result by looking at two systems with

identical C but wildly different thermal conductances, G1 and G2 where G2 >> G1.

From Eq. 3.20, we know that raw amount of fluctuating heat flowing through G2

is significantly larger in size than the amount of stocastic heat flux in G1. Naively,

one would then expect that the thermal/energy variance should also then be greater

for G2. However, this is not the case. We derived in Eq. 3.19, that the energy vari-

ance is independent of the size of the thermal conductance. Thus, we have a slight

quandry; clearly our intuition is letting us down. In fact it is. We must also take into

account how the thermal conductance effects the transfer function. Explicitly, the

increased stochastic thermal noise through high G couplings, is offset by the fact that

the larger thermal conductance also helps to dissipate random fluctuations quicker

(Eq. 3.18).

The above argument fundamentally relies upon the fact that all elements are in equi-

librium. During operation however, this certainly isn’t the case: there’s a large tem-

perature difference between the TES and the bath. In the limit of ballistic phonon

transport between the two temperatures, Eq.3.20 is suppressed linearly by the factor
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[62] [63]:

Ftfn(T, Tbath, ballistic) =
(Tbath/T )n+1 + 1

2

which for Tbath → 0 (where we would like to be) gives us Ftfn = 1/2 which seems

reasonable since we should naively be able to associate the thermal fluctuations in

the equilibrium case as being 1/2 from fluctuations in the number of phonons pro-

duced in the bath and absorbed in the heat capacity, while the other 1/2 would be

fluctuations in the number of phonons produced in the heat capacity and absorbed

by the bath.

The other limiting case is the diffusive limit [64] in which Ftfn takes the form:

Ftfn(T, Tbath, diffusive) =
n

2n+ 1

(Tbath/T )2n+1 − 1

(Tbath/T )n − 1

Calculating Thermal Fluctuation Noise

Now that we know the thermal power fluctuation spectrum, we need only to see how

it couples through to the current signal that we measure. Once again, positing the

Langevin assumption, we’ll just use the macroscopic transfer function (Eq. 3.12) and

consequently the current noise caused by thermal fluctuations is simply

SI TFN =
∂I

∂P

2

4kbT
2GFtfn

To make comparisons between the various Johnson noises and TFN noise more

straightforward, let’s substitute in the low frequency limit of the transfer function
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(Eq.3.13) as well as rewriting G in terms of Pbath (Eq. 3.3)

lim
L→0

SI TFN(ω) =
4kbT

Ro

nFtfn(
1− Tnbath

Tno

) R2
o

(Ro −Rl)2

1

1 + ω2/τ 2
eff

(3.21)

So, at low frequencies and with Rl = 0, the TFN is just the naively calculated

Johnson noise boosted by
Ftfnn

1−
Tn
bath
Tno

.

3.2.2 Johnson load noise

To keep our ∂I
∂P

bandwidth high, we found that we needed Rl, or equivalently Rs

and Rp, to be much smaller than Ro. This at minimum necessitated the use of

superconducting wiring (Al films on the detector itself, NbTi on the vacuum coax,

flyover) throughout the cold electronics.

We did though choose to have 6 millmax normal metal pin connectors (small black

circles in Fig. 3.15 ) each with ∼ 1mΩ in series with the TES for our CDMS II

electronics. The decision to accept this amount of Rp was definitely an optimization

of two directly competing design goals. On the one hand, we want highly sensitive

detectors. On the other hand, we would like to make designs which are easy to

assemble and disassemble multiple times which is definitely an issue with wirebonding

or soldering. At Stanford back in the 90’s, we attempted to get the best of both worlds

by using tinned millmax connectors and depressingly found that after the first few

assembly cycles they would become normal because the Sn film would just flake off.

So, we decided to accept and design around the Rp associated with normal metal

connectors.

There is one other design compromise in our current CDMSII cold electronics which

should be discussed. Sensor wiring goes from the detector (on the mixing chamber

thermal stage), up through the still stage (nominally 600mK), to the 4K stage, then

back down to the still stage to connect with the SQUIDs. This is clearly not optimal
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design! A much simpler design would have 4 millmax pin connectors and go directly

from the base thermal stage to the 600mK stage. Even better, one could place Rs on

the base stage again with 4 millmax pins. Both of these would have less Rp (good), be

simpler (good), and have less thermal conductance between the 4K and the 600mK

stages and thus be easier on the fridge (good).

Figure 3.15: CDMS II Cold Electronics Layout (From Dennis) [18]

The reason why the electronics weren’t originally designed in this manner is purely
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historical. The cold electronics were originally designed for high impedance NTD

BLIP detectors which had their phonon signals read out by FETs on the 4K stage

just like charge channels. When our collaboration switched over to low impedance

SQUID readout and TESs, we didn’t completely redesign the cold hardware but

rather made this setup to save having to remanufacture the vacuum side coaxes and

rigid thermal assembly (tower).

Furthermore, both the UCB and Soudan dilution fridges have still stages which op-

erate abnormally hot. Instead of having the stage around 600mK (as shown in the

drawing), for both fridges the temperature is around 1.1mK. The problem is that the

4K and 600mK stages of the CDMS tower are separated by a graphite tube whose

thermal conductivity is much larger than originally expected and thus the thermal

isolation is insufficient. Therefore, the Al wirebonds (black solid dots) on the still

stage are normal rather than superconducting leading to an additional ∼4mΩ of Rp

(10mΩ total) and also an additional ∼4mΩ on Rs (24 mΩ total).

Rs L

RTES

Rp

Figure 3.16: Electronic diagram of TES circuit splitting Rl into it’s physical compo-
nents. Due to the large impedance of the bias line, circular Johnson currents around
this low impedance loop dominate.
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Let’s sum the Johnson voltage noise from all these sources in quadrature

SI L(ω) =
4kb

(∑
j Ts jRs j +

∑
i Tp iRp i

)

|Ztot(ω)|2 (3.22)

and then we can find the current noise power, SI(ω) by dividing by the magnitude of

the total complex impedance of the circuit (Eq. 3.15)

To set the scale, for frequencies below ωL/R, think of |Ztot| to be ∼ Ro or

SI L(ω < ωeff) ∼ 4kb
Ro

(∑
j Ts jRs j +

∑
i Tp iRp i

)

Ro

=
4kb
Ro

T? (3.23)

This last simplification is pretty cool! We were able to rewrite all of the unecessary

load resistor Johnson noise in terms of a simplistic standard TES Johnson noise

term and an effective temperature just like we were able to do earlier with TFN

noise. Unfortunately, as we lower the Tc of our TES in future designs our shunt

and parasitic noise will remain constant while all intrinsic noise sources decrease and

thus our sensitivity will eventually will be needlessly dominated by cold electronics

Johnson noise. This is shown explicitly in Fig. 3.17. Around a Tc of 82mK, the two

noise sources are of equal magnitude and thus our total noise is roughly
√

2 higher

than ideal. At 20mK it’s even more appalling! Using our current electronics would

result in a ∼x2 sensitivity loss at low frequencies.

In the long term, the only solution is to drop Rs to the base stage and if single stage

SQUIDs on the 600mK stage are still used, one must take care that the Rp from any

normal connector is minimized. Most likely this means that if we still use normal

connectors, we must find ones with smaller Rp than a standard millmax connector

provides. Personally, this doesn’t seem like a huge issue to me. At a minimum, we

can just place 4 millmax connectors in parallel.
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Figure 3.17: Relative magnitudes of TFN and load resistor Johnson noise for CDMS
II electronics as a function of TES Tc

3.2.3 TES Johnson noise

When calculating how the Johnson noise across the shunt resistor translates into the

measured current noise, we implicitly kept track of how ETF interacted with the

noise source because we used the complex impedance,Ztes(ω) (it’s part of Ztot), and

not simply Ro in Eq. 3.22. (As an utter aside, at low frequencies |Ztot| ∼ |Ztes| ∼ Ro

even though the phase is totally different ... thus the PSD wouldn’t change that

significantly at lower frequencies ).

Unfortunately, we can’t simply use the same method for calculating the current noise

contribution from the the TES itself for a rather subtle reason which was first dis-

cussed in a paper by [64].

I find that the most intuitive way to think about Johnson noise is to explicit recognize

that ohm’s law is only valid in the aggregate sense because the dissipative process
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that it characterizes is absolutely stochastic. Thus in an ideal world, one would really

always write < V >=< I >< R > rather than V = IR to explicitly make this

clear. The concept of Johnson noise is now seen to be absolutely vital. It is the

statistical measure of the variation one can expect at any random time away from

ohm’s law.

Continuing down this path, one sees that the joule heating law, P = I2R is also only

valid in the mean sense and, most importantly for us, that the voltage fluctuations and

joule heating fluctuations about the equilibrium conditions are strongly correlated!

To determine the correlation let’s take kirchoff’s voltage laws about the simplified

electrical diagram seen in Fig. 3.18

Vb + δVTES = IRl + Lİ + IRTES

and multiply both sides by the current. Please notice that for simplicity we have

dropped the Johnson fluctuations across the load resistor and the voltage fluctuations

across the power source. Though both of these are certainly important (we’ve already

calculated the current noise contribution from the load resistor and we’ll calculate

what is effectively the source voltage noise below), these noise sources absolutely

have no correlations with the joule heating of the TES (Johnson noise across the load

resistor correlates to the joule heating of the load resistor not to the joule heating of

the TES!) and thus for the purposes of this calculation they can be dropped.

IVB = I2Rl +
d

dt

1

2
LI2 +

(
I2RTES − IδVTES

)

We can now simply read off the terms. On the left we have the average amount of

power which is being supplied to the circuit by the input power from the voltage

source. The first term on the right is the average amount of power being dissipated

in the load resistor while the second term corresponds to the amount of power which

is being stored magnetically in the inductor.
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The final term (everything in the parantheses) are all of the joule heating terms

for the TES. I2RTES is of course the mean power which is dissipated into the TES

and thus −IδVTES must correspond to the stochastic joule heating fluctuation. In

words, one finds that with this sign convention, a positive voltage noise fluctuation

has less power dissipation in the resistor. This certainly makes sense... An electron

which easily passes through the resistor will lose less energy to the TES system (less

Joule heating) and consequently will have more potential energy (δVTES > 0) than

usual.

L

R
TES

R
L

_

+

!V

V
B

Figure 3.18: Dominant current noise loop superimposed on a simplified TES circuit
diagram

To take into account this correlation is quite easy. We must replace the heat pulse

place holder in Eq. 3.11 with −IoδV

[
δI

δT

]
= M−1

[
δV
L

−IoδV
C

]

or in non-matrix form the current through the TES is related to the random fluctu-

ations of voltage across the TES by

δI =
dI

dV tes
δV =

(
M−1

1,1 (ω)

L
− IoM

−1
1,2 (ω)

C

)
δV
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which in the important limit of of L→ 0 and L >> 1 gives us

limL→0 &L>>1
dI

dV tes
=

1

Rl +Ro(1 + β)

iω

iω + LG
C

(
1 + β − (2 + β) Rl+Roβ

Rl+Ro(1+β)

)

Basically, at frequencies below ∼ ωeff , Johnson noise from the TES is largely sup-

pressed by feedback. Physically, on the one hand a positive Johnson noise voltage

fluctuation means smaller than average joule heating in the TES, which cools the

sensor, decreases the resistance, and increases the current. On the otherhand, at fre-

quencies below ωeff the positive voltage fluctuation leads directly to a smaller current

(Eq. 3.17). These two effects largely cancel each other.

The calculation of the current noise due to the Johnson noise of the TES noise follows

seamlessly

SI TES =
dI

dV

2

tes
4kbToRo

All of the noise derivations above assume that the voltage and current fluctuations

of the system when biased (and thus not at equilibrium) are identical to those of

a similar system at proper equilibrium. When this assumption is carefully studied

[48] using non-linear non-equilibrium fluctuation dissipation techniques [65] [66], an

increase in the noise magnitude for the case of β 6= 0 is found

SI TES =
dI

dV

2

tes
4kbToRo((1 + β)2 + . . . )

Note also that the noise is now not strictly gaussian.

In the L→ 0 and L >> 1 limit, the above simplifies to

SI TES ∼
4kbTo
Ro

R2
o

(
(1 + β)2 + . . .

)

(Rl +Ro(1 + β))2

ω2

ω2 + ω2
∼eff

(3.24)
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where as one would expect, ω∼eff ∼ ωeff . Again, with the exception of the low

frequency rolloff, this looks incredibly similar to plain old Johnson noise!

3.2.4 Johnson noise from the hot bias resistor

We’ve now accounted for all the noise sources in the cold electronics. We must still

estimate the current jitter induced by the warm electronics. Naively, this could be

enormous, since all the warm electronic are at 300K compared with 80mK for the

TES itself.

Rs L

RTES

Rp

RBias

Figure 3.19: Simplified electronic circuit including Rbias which due to it’s large size
switches a voltage source to a current source. It’s Johnson noise is insignificant.

As seen in Fig. 3.19, CDMS creates the constant current going to the TES circuit

by placing a relatively huge resistor,Rbias ∼1kΩ, below a standard voltage source.

Since Rbias >> Rs and Ro we can estimate the current jitter going through the entire

circuit as

SI bias =
4kbTwarm
Rbias

Now the vast majority of δIbias will be channeled through the shunt resistor because

of it’s lower resistance and thus the current noise which effects our measurement is
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attentuated even further. Explicitly,

SItes bias =
4kbTwarm
Rbias

(
Rs

Rs+Ro

)2

A quick glance at Tab. 3.2 will show that current noise from Rbias is suppressed by

two orders of magnitude with respect to the other sources of noise and thus we’ll

forget about it from this point on [45]. The moral of the story is that as long as

one is not worried about energy loss in the bias resistor, one can always minimize

the warm electronics current noise by simply increasing the size of Rbias. Even if one

is concerned about dumping power, since we aren’t trying to read out any signal on

this line we can just put a huge capacitor in parallel in Rbias and filter this Johnson

noise (or more importantly non-intrinsic stray electronic noise) down to any arbitrary

level.

3.2.5 Squid noise

For the sake of brevity, I’ll gloss over many interesting issues involving our SQUID

based current readout electronics (mutual inductances resonances between the feed-

back inductance loop and the TES circuit inductance loop [59], possibilities for mul-

tiplexing) and simply just give you the rough noise contribution of a decent CDMS

II SQUID array when referenced to the TES current, I:
√
SI Squid ∼ 2-4 pA√

hz
.

Of course, we would hope that our system is designed and operated in a manner such

that the intrinsic sensor noise dominates.

3.2.6 Total Noise Spectrums & NEP

Since the noise sources mentioned above are certainly not correlated, we can simply

sum them in quadrature to find the overall current noise for our detector. In Fig.3.20,

I’ve shown both the simulated current noise spectrum for a large iZIP channel with
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Tc = 70mK with an operating equilibrium point of Ro =150mΩ and a measured

CDMS II noise spectrum from Soudan.
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Figure 3.20: Total Current Noise Spectrums for a simulated iZIP4/5 with Tc =65mK,
β=1 (right) and a measured noise Spectrum for the CDMSII detector T3Z2 at Soudan
(left)

One quite surprising feature of the Soudan spectrum is the complete lack of a noise

shoulder around ωeff where the TFN noise starts to fall off and where the load resistor

Johnson noise begins to be suppressed by β (β = 1 in simulation). For sensors with

higher Tc’s, this shoulder should be even more clearly visible per Fig. 3.17, and the
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β = 1 assumption certainly isn’t absurdly large. So this is a bit of mystery.
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Figure 3.21: Noise Equivalent Power split by source at various frequencies

To truly understand our sensitivity, let’s further reference our noise in units of thermal

power by dividing SI by ∂I
∂P

2
(Fig.3.21). This ”Noise Equivalent Power” is definitely

the most natural units in which to study our sensitivity because at the end of the

day, we are fundamentally trying to measure a thermal power signal being dropped

into the TES.

Just as we found that the current referenced noise sources were easily written in terms

of simple Johnson in the limits of L → 0 (eqs. 3.21, 3.23,& 3.24), we find that here
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everything can be easily referenced to the thermal fluctuation noise (TFN):

Sp TFN = 4kbT
2
cGFtfn

SpRl = 4kbT
2
cG

T?

(
1− Tnbath

Tno

)

Tcn

(
1 + ω2

(
C

G(1− L)

)2
)

SpRtes = 4kbT
2
cG

(
1− Tnbath

Tno

)
(1 + β)2

nL2

(
1 + ω2

(
C

G

)2
)

∼ 4kbT
2
cG

(
1− Tnbath

Tno

)
(1 + β)2

nL2

C2

G2
ω2

(3.25)

With this new basis (Fig. 3.21), it’s immediately apparent that above ωeff , our thermal

power noise is increasing rapidly! Physically this occurs because our power transfer

function, ∂I
∂P

, is dropping exponentially above ωeff where the Johnson noise terms

don’t really begin to drop off until the inductor cut-off.

From a CDMS design perspective, this fact seems pretty constraining! If we want our

sensitivity to high frequency pulse shape information to be similar to our sensitivity

to low frequency total phonon information, then we must design ωeff to be at the

same rough frequency as ωshape. This translates into a lower limit on the Tc of the

sensors since ωeff scales as T n−1
c .

Though reasonable, the above is a bit simplistic. In CDMS, we don’t need our high

frequency pulse shape sensitivity to be identical to our low frequency pulse shape

information. Rather, we would like both our high frequency and low frequency sensi-

tivities to be as large as possible! If DC sensitivity grows faster than our sensitivity

at 20khz with lowering the Tc, that’s okay. They’re still both getting bigger.

So we need to find out how sensitivity scales for ω > ωeff with Tc. Luckily, we already

have all the tools to do this estimation. If Sp(ω = 0) is dominated by TFN noise

(here we are explicitly assuming that in the future Johnson noise on load resistors
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won’t be an issue), then

√
Sp(0) ∝

√
T 2
cG ∝ T

n+1
2

c ∝ T 3
c

This plus the additional fact that ωeff ∝ T 4
c leads to

√
Sp(ω > ωeff) ∝ T−1

Our previous argument, fortuitously turns out to be correct. If ωeff > ωshape, then

lowering the Tc of the sensor decreases our noise as T 3
c . Continuing to lower the Tc

such that ωeff < ωshape though then increases our noise as T−1
c . The absolute optimum

is ωeff = ωshape.
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Figure 3.22: Simulated total Noise Equivalent Power for the iZIP4/5 as a function of
sensor Tc

Fig. 3.22 clearly shows these scaling laws for low Tc. For Tc >∼ 55mK, however,
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the above derivation doesn’t hold. The high frequency sensitivity seems to remain

invariant, while the low frequency information scales as expected. The issue is that

ωeff ∝ T 4
c doesn’t account for any variation of β with Tc, which in the full simulation

used for Fig. 3.22 varied roughly linearly as shown in Fig. 3.23. So, at high frequencies

ωeff ended up scaling with T 3
c rather than T 4

c which leads to an invariant high frequency

sensitivity.
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Figure 3.23: β variation with Tc in the NEP simulation

The moral of the story is that to optimize our detector, we really need to carefully

experimentally measure ωeff , α, and β as function of Tc for our W films. Once this

is done, we can then choose a Tc which correctly balances low and high frequency

information.
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3.2.7 Optimum Filter Energy/Amplitude Estimation Sensi-

tivity

Just as when we take the mean of multiple indentical and independent measurements

to get an estimate with less variation, we would like to optimally combine the phonon

flux information on all the various time scales for the best resolution on the magnitude

of the pulse. Derivations can be found in [1], [63], and even on wikipedia for least-

squares fitting (discrete case only) so I won’t attempt to remake the calculation

here.

Our best possible energy sensitivity to the recoil energy, E, given that the heat flux

into the TES, Q(t), has a known shape, p(t),

Q(t) = Ep(t)

is

σ2
E =

1∫∞
0

dω
2π

4|p(ω)|2
Sp tot(ω)

(3.26)

This equation can be easily analytically integrated ([48],[63]) in the limit that

1. All of the thermal energy is collected in the TES (ε =100%)

2. The signal bandwidth, ωpulse is much greater than the bandwidth of the sensing

system, ωeff

3. Noise PSDs are dominated by TFN and TES Johnson noise (i.e. SQUID noise

and Rl Johnson noise is negligible)

4. L→ 0

5. L >> 1
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which all hold for the vast majority of TES devices (infared/optical/x-ray/gamma).

For this case:

σ2
E =

4kbT
2
cG

ωeff

√√√√Ftfn

(
1− Tnbath

Tno

)

n

=
4kbT

2
c C(1 + β)

α

√
Ftfnn

1− Tnbath
Tno

(3.27)

Conspicuous in its absence in the second line is the lack of dependence upon the

thermal conductance, G. Physically, as one increases G, the change in the sensor

bandwidth(ωeff) precisely cancels out the increased TES noise.

Unfortunately, the standard CDMS detector breaks assumptions 1-3. Specifically:

1. In the iZIP4/5 design only 10− 14% of the total phonon energy that is released

into the crystal actually collects and is dissipated through electro-thermal feed-

back in the TES (10% < ε < 14%).

2. Phonons rattle around in the Ge crystal for τpulse ∼ 750µs before being collected

in the TES. Consequently, ωeff >> ωpulse except for very small temperatures.

3. Load resistor Johnson noise is at least a significant component of the total noise

for our current electronics.

So to estimate the Optimum filter sensitivity of a CDMS detector, we are forced to

generalize Eq. 3.27. Luckily for us, this is still a pretty easy integral. The sum of all

3 noise sources in Eq. 3.25 gives you an Sp with only a single zero

Sp = 4kbT
2
cG


Ftfn +

T?

(
1− Tnbath

Tno

)

Tcn



(

1 +
ω2

ω2
?

)
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where

ω? =
GL

C(1 + β)

√√√√√
nFtfn

1−
Tn
bath
Tno

+ T?
Tc

1 + T?
Tc(1+β)2

and we can write the total athermal phonon pulse shape as a single exponential

P (ω) =
ε

1 + iω/ωpulse

Thus, for the case in which L → 0 and sL >> 1, the OF sensitivity (Eq. 3.26)

is

σ2
E =

4kbT
2
cG

ε2


Ftfn +

T?

(
1− Tnbath

Tno

)

Tcn


 ω? + ωpulse

ω?ωpulse

(3.28)

which in the CDMS iZIP limit of ωpulse << ωeff reduces to

σ2
E ∼

4kbT
2
cG

ε2ωpulse


Ftfn +

T?

(
1− Tnbath

Tno

)

Tcn


 (3.29)

Bizarrely, this suggests that we can very slightly increase our baseline energy reso-

lution by increasing Tbath since we are dominated by Rl Johnson noise with the old

electronics.

Assuming that with next generation CDMS electronics Rl Johnson noise is negligible,
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Eq: 3.28 simplifies to:

σ2
E =

4kbT
2
cG

ε2
Ftfn

ωeff

√
nFtfn

1−
Tn
bath
Tno

+ ωpulse

ωeff

√
nFtfn

1−
Tn
bath
Tno

ωpulse

∼ 4kbT
2
cG

ε2
Ftfn

min(ωeff

√
nFtfn

1−
Tn
bath
Tno

, ωpulse)

(3.30)

So, the standard CDMS iZIP4/5 detector with ωeff >> ωpulse is completely unopti-

mized for total phonon resolution. Basically, to get the large ωeff , we needed a huge

G for which we paid a huge TFN noise penalty but we get no bandwidth benefit for

the total phonon estimate because our signal itself is bandwidth limited! This is a

severe issue! On the one hand, we want a larger sensor bandwidth for phonon pulse

shape information. On the other hand this large sensor bandwidth severely degrades

our total phonon estimates and also our low frequency partition estimates. Both can

not be optimized at the same time!

Assuming that we don’t care about high frequency pulse information, how would we

go about optimizing our total phonon resolution? Well, a standard CMB experiment

would simply fabricate a detector with smaller G by decreasing the width or increasing

the length of the SiN legs. We though don’t have this freedom! Our limiting G is

the electron/phonon coupling in the W itself and we can’t control this independently

of the heat capacity, C, in fabrication. By dropping the Tc of our films on the other

hand, we can drastically reduce G and ωeff (Fig. 3.24). In fact, since G scales with

T n−1
c , σpt ∝ T

n+1
2

c which for us is T 3
c . Please note that these scaling laws are relatively

independent of any α and β uncertainties since these characteristics only change the

sensor bandwidth edge which just doesn’t matter until one goes to quite low Tc. Thus

this scaling law should be quite robust!
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Figure 3.24: Ultimate Baseline Resolution Scaling with Tc

Inexplicably, the measured resolution for G48 after 1/f background subtraction is bet-

ter for some channels than the ultimate expected sensitivity calculated with Eq.3.30,

which of course is impossible. One can always do worse than fundamental noise,

but one can never do better! So immediately, after claiming that our Tc scalings are

systematically robust, I must unfortunately invoke an unexplained systematic as the

culprit for these better than expected sensitivities on the high Tc side. The most

likely culprits are:

• Our Tc estimates are preferentially positively biased for distributed TES systems

with Tc position gradients. Thus, the ’average’ Tc is probably less than the

measured Tc and the experimental points should be pushed to the left.

• the electron phonon coupling constant, Σ, could be overestimated for the iZIP4/5

TES design

• Rs could be poorly measured.

This though is a genuinely good problem to have.
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In summary, T 3
c resolution scaling is simply enormous! As shown in Fig. 3.24, if

we can get 90eV for a Tc=90mK, then we should be able to get ∼ 2eV for the

same size detector (∼ 1kg) with the same detector geometry for a Tc=20mK. This is

impressive! To my knowledge, no other detector technology currently in existence has

the ability to combine such large masses with such high sensitivity to nuclear recoils.

The CoGENT ultra low capacitance Ge ionization detectors are limited by 1/f noise

and have a σee ∼ 70eV, or an equivalent nuclear recoil threshold of 2keV [14]. In

principle, the ionization only signal of a 2-phase Xenon detector is more competitive

(σne =∼ 200eV-400eV [67]), but this is hugely dependent upon the nuclear recoil

electron yield factor in Xe which isn’t well measured and is still almost 2 orders of

magnitude lower in sensitivity than a Tc optimized athermal detector.

3.3 Tbath Sensitivity

So far, we’ve not discussed brute engineering limitations upon our Tc choice and

instead have focused upon understanding low and high frequency sensitivity scal-

ings/optimizations with Tc. This is definitely reasonable when thinking about future

experiments since Leiden Cryogenics has just tested a new dilution fridge with 2mW

cooling power at 100mK and a base temperature of 5.5mK [68]. So 10-20mK base

temperatures at the detector itself for 100kg-1000kg detector masses is reasonable.

Unfortunately, our current cryogenic installation in Soudan does not meet these lofty

goals: Tbath is somewhere between 40-55mK with five towers installed. This depress-

ing fact is caused by a combination of poor fridge performance, less than stellar

thermal conductance between the mixing chamber and the detector tower, and larger

than expected thermal conductivity between still and base temperature stages in the

detector tower.

To quantify how this high bath temperature effects device performance, let’s return

to Eqs. 3.5 and 3.4 and plot how ωeff scales with Tbath
Tc

(Fig. 3.25). Basically, for

Tbath=50mK, we could drop our Tc all the way down to 70mK and only have a ∼
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20% bandwidth degradation, which is completely reasonable, particularly since we

have bandwidth to spare. At 60mK, we have a 40% suppression which is liveable

but things are starting to get scary. Please note that here we are not taking into

account any ωeff suppression due to β which should lessen as we increase Tbath, so

these scalings are conservative.
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Figure 3.25: Sensor Bandwidth suppression due to Tbath

Secondly, Blas always argues that one of the largest and unsung advantages of an

athermal sensor design is the lack of sensitivity to Tbath fluctuations in ∂I
∂P

. At high

frequencies, this statement is quite difficult to assess since it depends so heavily upon

α and β scalings as one changes the bias point, but for low frequencies which are of

incredible importance to the CDMS iZIP because of its slow phonon collection times,

we can simply look at the normalized DC gain shift for small Tbath fluctuations.

To do this let’s rewrite Eq. 3.13 in terms of the constant Vb (if the bath temperature
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fluctuates during an experiment we will not change Vb to compensate):

lim
L→0&L>>1

∂I

∂P
=

−1

(Vb − 2IoRl)

1

(1 + iω/τeff)
(3.31)

then

∆ ∂I
∂P

(0)
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∂P
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=
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1− Tnbath
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)(
1− Rl

Ro

)2

Ro

T n−1
bath∆Tbath
T nc

which is shown in Fig. 3.26 for a ∆Tbath=1mK and Tbath =50 mK for various Tc. The

3% DC gain fluctuation for a Tc=60mK is relatively modest and of roughly the same

order as the residual position dependence in our non-stationary Optimum Filter total

phonon estimator and also the temporal variation in e/h trapping. Consequently, if

our maximum Tbath fluctuations throughout a Soudan run are ∼1mK, then we should

be able to run detectors with 60mK Tc quite reasonably from a stability perspective.

Furthermore, by carefully measuring the complex impedance on a regular basis, this

gain shift could be removed on a run by run basis.

3.4 Saturation Energy

In detectors optimized for total phonon resolution (ωeff < ωpulse), saturation energy

can be roughly and easily estimated as the energy required to change the resistance of

the TES from the operating point (∼ 30%Rn) to ∼ 90%Rn under constant voltage
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Figure 3.26: DC Sensitivity of ∂I
∂P

to Tbath fluctuations

bias:

Esat = C(T )∆T90−30%Vb

For devices with small β, one can then write Esat in terms of α [69] as

Esat β=0 ∼
C(Tc)Tc

α

For large β devices though, the temperature transition is effectively broadened under

voltage bias. To see this let’s simply calculate ∂R
∂T

∣∣
V

for R(I, T ):

∂R

∂T

∣∣∣∣
V

=
∂R

∂T

∣∣∣∣
I

+
∂R

∂I

∣∣∣∣
T

∂I

∂T

∣∣∣∣
V
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where you can calculate ∂I
∂T

∣∣
V

from V = IR as

∂I

∂T

∣∣∣∣
V

=
−I
R

∂R

∂T

∣∣∣∣
V

or subbing in one finds that

∂R

∂T

∣∣∣∣
V

=
∂R
∂T

∣∣
I

1 + β
=

R
T
α

1 + β

and consequently, a more general estimate of Esat for the ωpulse >> ωeff limit is

Esat ∼
C(Tc)Tc(1 + β)

α
(3.32)

If one naively plugs the iZIP TES characteristics into Eq. 3.32, one finds a satura-

tion energy of 74keV for a Tc = 80mK which completely underestimates our actual

saturation energies. To obtain a better Esat estimate in the ωeff >> ωpulse limit, let’s

require that the maximum phonon power into the TES is less than the Joule heating

for a saturated TES:

Psat = ωpulseEsat = Pbath −
V 2
b

Rn

= Pbath

(
1− Ro

Rn

)

or

Esat ∼
Pbath

(
1− Ro

Rn

)

ωpulse

∼ Pbath
2
3

ωpulse

Finally, for an Esat estimate which is acceptable for all ωeff , let’s just directly sum the
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two limits (this isn’t perfect by any means but . . . )

Esat ∼
C(Tc)Tc(1 + β)

α
+
Pbath

2
3

ωpulse

(3.33)

which can be seen in Fig. 3.27. Please beware, that this just an estimate! For the

distributed TES systems that we use in CDMS, the position dependent phonon signal

can locally saturate some TES at energies scales below those estimated by Eq. 3.33

leading to non-linearities in pulse shape rather than a sharp saturation cutoff.

Figure 3.27: Approximate saturation energies for the iZIP4/5 and for two proposed
ultra low threshold designs as a function of Tc

3.5 Detector Design Driver Summary

• Ro/20 < Rs +Rp < Ro/5: To keep large sensor bandwidth, we need Rl << Ro.

On the other hand, as we increase the ratio between Ro and Rl, the thermal
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power dumped onto the fridge stage which holds Rs increases linearly. Thus,

decreasing Rl < Ro/20 doesn’t make much sense either.

• Rp on the still stage or higher needs to be minimized so that unnecessary John-

son noise doesn’t dominate intrinsic TES noise

• Tbath should absolutely be kept below ∼ 80% of Tc to minimize sensor bandwidth

fluctuation and DC gain shift. For the Soudan fridge, this suggests that 63mK is

probably the lowest Tc that we really want to try. Of course, further suppression

of Tbath only improves device performance and thus Tbath ∼ 1/2Tc is desired.

• Low frequency signal sensitivity used for total phonon estimators as well as DC

phonon partition scales as T−3
c . The lower one can go, the better!

• High frequency pulse shape information is optimized when ωeff . ωshape. Match-

ing this condition by variation of TES Tc, depends intimately on β(Tc)

Competition between these last two design drivers makes precise Tc optimization

difficult and dependent upon the WIMP mass for which one wants ultimate sensitivity.

High WIMP mass searches are limited by charge noise in electron recoil/ nuclear recoil

discrimination and thus better total phonon resolution isn’t a large advantage. By

contrast, pulse shape information for fiducial volume definition is incredibly important

so Tc should be chosen so that sensitivity at 10khz is near optimum. Specifically, we

should lower the Tc until 10khz noise scales with T−1
c . By contrast, low WIMP mass

optimized detectors would be designed to absolutely minimize threshold energy and

thus lower Tc’s are favored.

3.6 Future Studies

• Determine Tc ranges for which W films can be produced dependably, using both

ion-implantation or deposition parameter variation as the dependent variable

• Understand the mechanism by which W films on Si test wafers have suppressed
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Tc for the Balzers deposition system

• Experimental characterize α, β, ωeff for the feasible temperature range(which

hopefully goes all the way to 20mK)



Chapter 4

Advanced TES Dynamics

4.1 Motivation

Unfotunately, CDMS detector channels have never perfectly followed simplistic TES

dynamical theory presented in the previous chapter. Many of these idiosyncracies

can be explained away by the fact that we gang together 500-1000 spatially separated

TESs in parallel across, what at times is, a sizeable temperature gradient. Thus, as

mentioned in the previous channel, we don’t expect the slope of the equilibrium power

curve vs bias potential to be related to the intrinsic temperature width or α.

However, there are discrepancies which can’t be so easily explained away. In fig.

4.1, I’ve plotted the responsivity curves for 4 of the 120 phonon channels from the

CDMS II experiment which span the spectrum of various shapes. With the exception

of T1-Z5B (blue) which seems to at least qualitatively match a simple TES with

β ∼ 0.3 all the other devices have much more complex transfer functions. T2Z5-A

(cyan) and T3Z4-B (red), both display quite broad resonance features in the 10-

100khz range which can’t be produced without an additional pole zero pair, so they

definitely don’t match standard theory. At first glance, one could argue that T3Z2-C

(yellow) corresponds to a channel which has been biased too low in its transition and

77
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Figure 4.1: Wide range of current responses to bias voltage fluctuations found in
CDMS II detectors.

is thus starting to display Electro-thermal oscillation. However, this argument doesn’t

explain the sensitivity dip between 2-20khz. Taking one more stab at matching T3Z2-

C, we could say that perhaps this dip is caused by β. Under closer scrutiny though,

this theory also fails. β suppresses ETO, and thus if there is enough β to create a dip,

then there is also enough β to suppress ETO. Likewise, if there is ETO, one can’t see

the characteristic β dip. So, in summary, we can say that the admittance curves in

Fig. 4.1 are too complex to be described by simple TES theory with 1 thermal DOF

. . . we simply need more poles and zeros.

Aside: Historically, we also hypothesized that perhaps the long pulse falltimes seen

in CDMS II were also due to exotic TES dynamics but the iZIP R&D runs (pulses

with 750-850µs falltimes and no dependence on Tc [G3D had a 40mK difference in Tc

between it’s two sides]) are clearly inconsistent with these theories.
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4.2 Complications due to Absorbers

For applications in which the TES is not only the sensing element but also the in-

cident energy absorber (optical devices), the physical devices closely resemble the

dynamical equations produced in the previous chapter. In devices that are optimized

to study higher energy gamma and x-ray radiation on the other hand, almost always

an additional absorber is used to account for the smaller interaction cross sections.

Hoevers et al [70], one of the first groups to study the noise and the dynamical changes

created through additional heat capacity couplings, constructed x-ray devices with

thick Au absorbers for example. A modern day example, dear to many of my fellow

CDMS collaborators, is the µ-X focal plane shown in fig. 4.2 [58, 71].

A

TES

GAT

GTB

Bath

Figure 4.2: left: Photo of a preliminary µ-X TES array. Right: Thermal Conductance
diagram for TES devices with coupled absorbers.

Since CDMS detectors are, in essence, just high energy gamma detectors (albeit

measuring energy in 2 ways), Kyle Sundquist [72] suggested that one would naively

expect us to roughly share the same thermal diagrams and perhaps even some of the

dynamical complications of µ-X.

Though, in essence correct, there are a few modifications. As discussed in much

greater detail in the next chapter, CDMS detectors concentrate phonon energy in the

TES through athermal phonon collection in Al fins which are then connected to the

W TES via a W/Al fin connector(fig. 4.3). Due to the large bandgap of the Al films
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(∼2K), there are virtually no thermally excitable electronic states and consequently,

there is virtually no thermal conductance between the TES and the Al. By contrast

the W only part of the fin connector, has approximately the same Tc as the W TES

and consequently there are electronic states which are thermally accessible. Thus, a

physically accurate thermal diagram of a CDMS QET structure would include the

heat capacity of the W only fin connector,CF , separated from the TES by a thermal

conductance, GTF .

Fin ConnectorTES
GFT

GBT

Bath

GBF

Figure 4.3: left: A superCDMS TES (magenta line) is connected to the Al phonon
absorption fins (blue) through 10-12 W connectors (depending on the design). The
physical volume of the W is completely dominated by the connectors Center: For
CDMS II and mZIP devices, nominally 1/2 the width of the W connector overlaps
the Al fin (∼ 3.5µm) Right: Thermal Diagram for a CDMS TES.

To understand if the anomalies in the complex admittance plots are due to this addi-

tional thermally connected heat capacity, let’s first estimate the values for GTF and

CF and then derive the small signal dynamics for this 2 thermal body system.

4.2.1 Estimating thermal properties

In CDMS II QETs, the W only part of the fin connectors has a physical volume

per TES, Vf , of ∼ 70µm3 (12 x 40 µm x 3.5µm x 40nm) while the TES volume

varies depending on the line width thickness from 10-25 µm3(1- 2.5 µm line width).

Thus, in the limit of small thermal gradient and little lateral proximity effect, both
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the heat capacity and the electron/phonon coupling should be totally dominated by

contributions from the fin connector.

Phase Separation in Tungsten Transition Edge Sensors
S.J. Hart!, M. Pyle!, J.J. Yen†, B.A. Young!!, P.L. Brink!, B. Cabrera!, M. Cherry!,

N. Mirabolfathi†, B. Sadoulet†, D. Seitz†, K. Sundqvist† and A. Tomada!

!Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA
†Department of Physics, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

!!Department of Physics, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA 95053, USA

Abstract. To optimize the signal efficiency in detectors utilizing Transition Edge Sensor (TES) technology we have fabricated
and characterized test devices which approximate the electrical and thermal properties of the tungsten TES parallel arrays
used for the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) phonon sensors. We measure the equilibrium power as a function of bias
voltage by sweeping the bias current through the TES array and measuring the resulting current through the sensor. Our results
are in agreement with previous estimates of the critical length for a TES to separate into superconducting and normal phases.
However, we found that the presence of the tungsten sections, which connect the TES to the aluminum fins, significantly
shortens the critical length for the onset of phase separation, and indicate that many CDMS phonon sensors have operated
with phase separated TESs. We have also improved the determination of the electron-phonon coupling in our tungsten films
to be (0.32 ± 0.02)" 109 W/m3K5. Finally, we also found that the thermal conductance between the tungsten electron and
phonon systems does not scale linearly with added fin connector volume, instead #75% of added volume contributes.

Keywords: transition edge sensor, TES, phase separation, CDMS, electron phonon coupling, tungsten, QET
PACS: 12.60.Jv, 14.80.Ly, 85.25.Am, 71.38.-k

INTRODUCTION

Transition edge sensors have been used for more than a
decade in a range of experiments throughout the world.
The sensitivity and overall performance of TES-based
detectors are impressive, yet more can be done to op-
timize these devices. For example, when the tungsten
TESs used in CDMS detectors [1] separate into super-
conducting and normal regions the sensitivity decreases
by about a factor of three. To avoid phase separation
and optimize the signal efficiency in these sensors, we
must understand this behavior. Studies of test devices
patterned on small area chips are ideal because the prop-
erties of the tungsten film are more uniform over these
small areas than over the larger CDMS phonon and
ionization detectors. We have designed and tested two
types of tungsten TES arrays wired in parallel, in or-
der to understand the effect of varying TES length and
of the addition of tungsten fin connections along the
length of each TES. The type with fin connectors mimics
the quasiparticle-trap assisted (QET) phonon collection
scheme utilized in CDMS ZIP detectors. Characterizing
the parameters affecting phase separation is important in
order to optimize the sensor design.

DEVICES

The devices consisted of arrays of thin-film tungsten
TESs wired in parallel, photolithographically patterned

FIGURE 1. Designs for a pair of test devices consisting of
TESs 100 µm in length. Aluminum rails (green) connect arrays
of tungsten TESs wired in parallel (red). The line width of all
TESs is 1.5 µm. For the TESs pictured at right, each tungsten
fin connector overlaps a rectangular aluminum region by 3.5
µm at its edge. In the region where the tungsten does not
overlap the aluminum, the side connectors each have a volume
of 5.6 µm3 and the end connectors have a volume of 3.3 µm3.
The thickness of the tungsten in these devices is 40 nm.

on a 3 inch diameter silicon wafer later diced into 1
cm"1 cm"0.3 mm. We characterized two types of ar-
rays (see Figure 1), each containing a different TES type.
One TES type consisted of uniform strips of tungsten 1.5
µm in width. The other type was identical to the first
except for the addition of tungsten-to-aluminum fin con-
nections along the length of each TES. These overlapped
the rectangular aluminum regions by 3.5 µm to mimic
the CDMS QET sensor design [1]. As for our CDMS de-

Phase Separation in Tungsten Transition Edge Sensors July 9, 2009 1

Figure 4.4: A pair of TES structures consisting of 100 100um long W TESs (red)
connected in parallel by superconducting Al leads (green). The line width of all TESs
is ∼1.5 µm. For the device on the right, each W fin connector overlaps a rectangular
Al region by 3.5um at its edge. In the region where the W does not overlap the Al,
the side connectors each have a volume of 5.6µm3 and the end connectors have a
volume of 3.3 µm3. The thickness of the W in these devices is ∼40nm.

This was indeed found to be the case when we (Sean Hart et al. [51]) measured pairs

of TES devices with and without fin connectors (fig. 4.4) for TES lengths of 100µm

and 300µm. As shown in table 4.1, the joule heating required to keep the TES with

fin connectors was approximately 4 times larger than for the same size TES without

attachments. The simplest quantification of these results is to define an efficiency

factor,Efc, by which we scale the W-only fin connector volume when we calculate the

total thermal conductance:

Pbath = Σ(Vtes + EfcVf )(T 5 − T 5
bath) (4.1)

Combining information from both 100µm and 300µm devices, our best estimate for

Efc is 70 ± 10%(stat). In the chapter on simplistic TES dynamics we discussed the

systematics for this measurement in some depth. Most of these systematics effect
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both devices equally and thus we believe that our estimate of Efc is quite robust from

a measurement perspective. The physical mechanism for this phonon electron

coupling suppression though is quite complex and thus Efc(Tc, Tbath) where we’ve

only measured one point in the total parameter space. If we model the cause of Efc as

being a simple thermal gradient along the fin connector, then Efc ∼ 70% corresponds

to a thermal gradient of ∼ 12%, which is certainly reasonable. With this model, we

would expect that as one decreases Tc, the thermal gradient across the fin connector

would decrease and thus in the low Tc limit we would expect Efc → 1. On the other

hand if Efc is primarily caused by a suppression in density of free carriers due to a

proximity effect (the superconducting Al fin is physically connected to the W fin,

then Efc would largely be independent of Tc.

Rs(mΩ) Rp(mΩ) Rn(Ω) Vtf (µm3) K (W/K5) Tc (mK)
100µm Line TES 23 12 1.94 594 1.9±0.2x10−7 109.8± 2.0
100µm Fin TES 20 13 1.58 3430 7.5±0.7x10−7 105.3± 1.2

300µm Line TES 25 13 1.85 5400 18.2±1.7x10−7 108.9± 1.4
300µm Fin TES 24 12 1.64 27600 75.2±8.6x10−7 105.6± 1.4

Table 4.1: TES test structure measured characteristics

In principle, combining these equilibrium measurements with ∂I
∂V

at multiple Tbath and

Tc could allow one to measure the suppression in both the electron-phonon coupling

and the heat capacity of the system separately. However, for the purposes of the small

signal calculations in this chapter though, we will assume (with little/no justification)

that the heat capacity suppression is identical to Efc.

For an initial rough estimate of the thermal conductance between the fin connector

and the TES, we’ll estimate the electronic thermal conductivity (gw) from the normal

resistivity (ρW = 1.32x10−7Ωm for SuperCDMS films ) using the law of Wiederman-

Franz (gw =
βwfT

ρw
∼ 1.3x10−2 W

Km
). Of course, the true dynamical problem is a

continuous material with both a specific heat and a thermal conductivity rather than

the block model above, so we must guess a length scale. The most reasonable guess

would probably be ∼ 1/2 the distance between the TES and the farthest point of

the fin connector because the energy is evenly distributed along the length of fin
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connector. Since we expect larger deviations from simplistic TES dynamics for weaker

couplings though (in the limit of infinite conductivities the connector and the TES

have identical temperatures and behave like a single block element with the total heat

capacity), let’s be conservative though and use the full length of 30µm. Thus,

GTF ∼ gW (12x40nmx3.5µm)/30µm ∼ 600
pW

K
(4.2)

where the 12 accounts for the fact that each mZIP TES has 12 fin connectors in

parallel( 10 for CDMS II or iZIP). Please note, that this number is per TES. When

simulating multiple TES in parallel, one must of course multiply by the number of

TES.

4.2.2 Small signal derivations for multiple thermal block sys-

tems

Of course, the primary change we will introduce to the simplistic TES dynamics is

the addition of another thermal degree of freedom, TF , so that the fin connector

temperature can fluctuate independently from the TES temperature (now TT instead

of simply T). For ease of understanding though, let’s also define the fin connector and

TES heat capacities in terms of the total heat capacity, C, as

CF = ζFC

CT = ζTC
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where

ζF =
EVf

Vtes + EVf
ζT = 1− ζF

(4.3)

With these definitions the full non-linear dynamical equations are

L
dI

dt
= V − I (RL +R(TT , I)) + δV

CζT
dTT
dt

= I2R(TT , I)− PBT (TT , Tbath)− PTF (TT , TF ) + δPT

CζF
dTF
dt

= −PBF (TF , Tbath) + PTF (TT , TA) + δPF

(4.4)

As always, let’s linearize about equilibrium to distill the all important small signal

ODE and noise PSDs, rewriting the resistance derivatives in terms of α and β. Let’s

also assume here that TFo ∼ TTo and thus the differential conductance between the

fin connector and the bath is symmetric: GBF ' ∂PTF
∂TT
' −∂PTF

∂TF
. Finally, let’s assume

that the differential thermal conductances to the bath from the TES, GBT = ∂PBT
∂TT

,

and from the fin connector, GBF = ∂PBF
∂TF

, scale with fractional volumes so that we can

rewrite them in terms of a total bath coupling, GB. With all of these simplifications

we end up with

d

dt




LδI

CζT δTT

CζF δTF


 = −



Ro(1 + β) +Rl

Poα
IoTTo

0

−Po(2+β)
Io

GTF + ζTGB − Poα
TTo

−GTF

0 −GTF GTF + ζFGB






δI

δTT

δTF


+



δV

δPT

δPF




(4.5)

To match Irwin’s 1D equations even more closely, let’s use his DC loop gain quantity,
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L = Poα
ToGB

. With this

d

dt



δI

δTT

δTF


 = −




Ro(1+β)+Rl
L

LGB
LIo

0

−Po(2+β)
IoCζT

GTF+ζTGB−LGB
CζT

−GTF
CζT

0 −GTF
CζF

GTF+ζFGB
CζF






δI

δTT

δTF


+




δV
L
δPT
CζT
δPF
CζF


 (4.6)

Furthermore, since we are really attempting to understand the dynamical differences

caused by the additional thermal DOF, let’s simplify the above system by taking the

limit as L → 0. With this simplification, we kill off one degree of freedom and from

the first row of Eq: 4.6, we can write δI in terms of δTT and δV as:

δI = − LGB

Rl +Ro(1 + β)
δTT +

1

Rl +Ro(1 + β)
δV (4.7)

In fourier space, this simplified 2D ODE,M2D, is just


 iω + GB

CζT

(
L Ro−Rl
Ro(1−β)+Rl

+ ζT

)
+ GTF

CζT
−GTF

ζTC

−GTF
ζFC

iω + G
C

+ GTF
ζFC



[
δTT

δTF

]
=




δPT+Io(2+β) Ro
Ro(1+β)+Rl

δV

ζTC
δPF
ζFC




(4.8)

In the limit of GTF >> GB, we can taylor expand the dynamical eigenvalues about

GB = 0 and we find

1

τeff

=
GB

C

(
L Ro −Rl

Ro(1 + β) +Rl

+ 1

)
− ζ2

F

C

GTF

(
GB

C
L Ro −Rl

Ro(1 + β) +Rl

)2

+ ...

1

τTF
=

GTF

ζF ζTC
+
GB

C

(
LζF
ζT

Ro −Rl

Ro(1 + β) +Rl

+ 1

)
+ ζ2

F

C

GTF

(
GB

C
L Ro −Rl

Ro(1 + β) +Rl

)2

+ ...

(4.9)
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As expected, in this limit τeff is exactly what one would expect from an idealized

TES with the heat capacity of the entire system as we guessed earlier. The next

term though is a bit scary. As GTF → LGB, the sensor bandwidth will start to be

suppressed.

The fast decay eigenvalue is associated with an assymetric eigenvector. This sets the

times scale for which energy fluctuations become shared between both the TES and

the fin connection.

In Fig. 4.5, ∂I
∂V

and ∂I
∂PF

curves for a variety of different GTF multiples for both the

full equations with L=250nH, and for the simplified M2D ODE are shown. For our

base conservative case with GTF=600pW/K (black), the characteristic fluctuating

response seen in many CDMS II channels is absent (Fig. 4.1). If we drop GTF by an

additional factor of x3-x10 though, we do start to see features which are reminiscent

of our response. So, is it possible (albeit very unlikely) that we’ve overestimated our

minimum super conservative GTF ? If yes, then we’ve potentially found the culprit

for the non-ideal TES dynamics.

We can though immediately disregard this hypothesis though by realizing that drop-

ping GTF by these large factors also suppresses the time scale at which energy ab-

sorbed in the fin connector is transferred to the TES, τTF . By itself, a GTF = 60

pW/K (GTF/10) gives us a τTF ∼ 6µs which is roughly the size of the phonon pulse

risetimes seen in both the CDMS II oZIP and iZIP detectors for quick surface events

in the primary channel. Once we account for additional delays due to phonon physics

and quasi-particle diffusion in the fins, these small GTF can be ruled out experimen-

tally.

It would be nice to develop a little bit of intuition into how a small GTF creates

bumps in ∂I
∂V

because it may give us insight into how other physical mechanisms

also produce similar features, so let’s try to understand the simplified 2D dynamical

response (red dotted). At high frequencies (ω > ωeff), neither the TES nor the fin

connector shows significant thermal fluctuations. Consequently, the TES behaves like

a regular resistor with resistance, Ro(1+β). At very low frequencies, the TES and the
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Figure 4.5: Simulated current transfer functions for bias voltage fluctuations, dI
dV

, and
power fluctuations into the fin connector, dI

dPf
, for the wiederman-franz estimated

thermal conductance between the fin connector and the TES in black and for a
variety of multiples. To grossly approximate experimental CDMS II dI

dV
curves seems

to require an unphysically small Gtf . In dotted red are shown curves for the simplified
2 DOF system (Rl = 0, β = 0 and L = 0). Below what would have been the L/R
cutoff, the simplified equations match quite well.

fin connector always remain in quasi-equilibrium and thus the thermal power flowing

from the TES into the fin connector,PTF is equal to the thermal power flowing from

the fin connector to the bath, PBF , which is very slowly varying with temperature and

thus effectively constant. Thus, dPTF
dt
∼ 0 and the system can effectively be considered

a single composite object which follows 1D TES dynamics or ∂I
∂V

(ω = 0) = −1
Ro−Rl

.

In between, these two limits though things get a bit tricky. There exists a frequency

region, ωeff < ω < ωTF , in which a significant portion of the joule heating caused
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by the δV fluctuation is traveling through PTF and heating/cooling the fin connector

(δPTF 6= 0). If this joule heat is heating the fin, it’s not heating the TES and thus

the 180o current response seen at DC is muted.

4.2.3 Additional noise due to finite GTF

Since we’ve gone through all the hassles of deriving the small signal dynamics, we

might as well go the one additional step and calculate the noise induced into our

measurement by thermal power fluctuations across GTF . In our block model, the heat

capacity of the conductance is infinitesimal and consequently by energy conservation

any random power fluctuation into the TES (δPt) is offset by an opposite power

fluctuation in the fin connector (δPf = −δPt). Of course, this was also true for

power fluctuations from the bath and the TES in the last chapter. However, there

we weren’t sensitive to the energy changes in the bath and thus we didn’t explicitly

keep track of the anticorrelation. By contrast, here the TES is sensitive to energy

fluctuations in both the bath and the fin connector.

As derived previously, the PSD spectrum is white (shot noise assumption) and the

magnitude is

SPTF GTF (ω) = 4kbT
2Gtf (4.10)

Taking into account the anticorrelation between δPT and δPF , we find the current

transfer function for these fluctuations is

∂I

∂Ptf
=

(
M−1

3D (1, 2)

CζT
− M−1

3D (1, 3)

CζF

)
(4.11)
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or

∂I

∂Ptf
=

−LGB

Io(Rl +Ro(1 + β))

(
M−1

2D (1, 1)

CζT
− M−1

2D (1, 2)

CζF

)

=
−LGB

Io(Rl +Ro(1 + β))

1

CζT

(
iω + GB

C

)

(iω + ωeff) (iω + ωTF )

(4.12)

and consequently the noise spectrum referenced to current (fig. 4.6 left) is

SI Gtf =
∂I

∂Ptf

2

SPTF Gtf =
∂I

∂Ptf

2

4kbT
2GTF (4.13)

The shape of the TFN across GTF (solid magenta) is quite similar to the feedback

suppressed Johnson noise of the TES. To gain physical intuition, let’s discard the

inductor and look at the simplified noise spectrum (dotted magenta) for which δI ∝
δTT . Without feedback, we would expect the temperature fluctuations of the TES

due to GTF power fluctuations to be flat until they roll off at ωTF = GTF
CζF ζT

, so the

high frequency roll off is expected. Physically, this is simply because low frequency

power fluctuations from the fin connector into the TES lead to an increase in δTT and

a decrease in δTF until the random power fluctuation is canceled out by heat flow due

to the thermal gradient. With feedback though, matching joule heating fluctuations

suppress δTT but at the expense of exacerbating the δTF fluctuation (δPTF ∝ δTT −
δTF . . . so if δTT ∼ 0 due to feedback then δTF increases to compensate). Thus,

we are only sensitive to TFN noise from GTF at low frequencies insofar as the large

fluctuations in δTF lead to fluctuations in the thermal power leaving the fin connector

and going into the bath, PBF . Since this varies quite slowly compared to the resistivity

changes (L >> 1), SI Gtf is quite feedback suppressed at low frequencies.

Unfortunately, these simulations suggest that in the frequency range ωeff < ω < ωL/R,

TFN noise across GTF dominates all other noise sources in the case that GTF = 600

pW/K. This is a bit depressing! In the previous chapter we learned that we’d like to
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Figure 4.6: Fundamental total noise spectrums (black) and component partitions for a
simulated large iZIP (550 TES in parallel) with an operating Tc of 80mK. TFN across
a Wiederman-Franz estimated Gtf was calculated for the full matrix with L=250nH
(solid magenta) and for the simplified ODE with L=0, β = 0 and Rl = 0 (dotted
magenta)

place ωeff near but below the frequencies where the pulse shape information which is

super important for fiducial volume definition is located. Thus, our lack of attention

to GTF may have contributed to sub-optimal fiducial volume definition in CDMS II

devices. To make sure that in future devices we are limited by this unnecessary noise,

let’s develop some design constraints such that TES johnson noise dominates in this

frequency range.

Using Eq. 4.12,

∂I

∂Ptf
(ω > ωeff) ∼ −1

Io(Rl +Ro(1 + β))
ζF
LGB

GTF

1

(1 + iω/ωTF )

or dropping β and Rl we find that

SI Gtf (ω > ωeff) ∼ 4kbT

Ro

1

1 + ω2/ω2
TF

ζ2
F

LGB

GTF

(4.14)

So to keep GTF noise subdominant at all frequency ranges we need that GTF >>
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LGB or equivalently that ωTF >> ωeff . For low Tc, this is a trivial constraint since

GTF ∝ Tc while LGB ∝ T nc . For higher Tc devices (Fig. 4.6), we must be vigilant. In

the worst case scenario, we can decrease GTF by increasing the number of fins and/or

decreasing the percentage of the fin edge which is overlapped with W (as long as

QuasiParticle collection isn’t adversely effected (next chapter), the latter is especially

beneficial since it also decreases ζF . Additionally, it even decreases the magnitude of

GB so even regular TFN noise is suppressed. Infact, the QETs used in the iZIP4/5

series have been designed with only 1/2 the fin edge being covered with W (best

conservative guess for GTF ∼ 1200pW/K).

4.3 Internal TES inhomogeneities

In the noise derivations which treat the TES as a single block object, we never looked

at internal TES power fluctuations. Specifically, what about the stochastic power

fluctuation shown in fig. 4.7, where half the TES is randomly heated while the other

half is randomly cooled.

δP

Figure 4.7: Diagram of an internal stochastic noise fluctuation in which energy is
taken from the right half of the TES and placed into the left half

To see if this fluctuation couples to the current flowing through the TES, we just need

to calculate if the total resistance of the TES, which is the sum of the resistance of
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the left and right halves (Rl,Rr), fluctuates:

δR = δRl + δRr

=

(
∂Rl
∂Tl

Cl
−

∂Rr
∂Tr

Cr

)
δP

=

(
∂ρl
∂Tl

A2
l cl
−

∂ρr
∂Tr

A2
rcr

)
δP

(4.15)

So we can now see the implicit assumptions in all of our previous noise derivations.

Internal TES fluctuations will not couple to the current as long as:

1. ∂ρl
∂Tl

= ∂ρr
∂Tr

2. the cross sectional area doesn’t vary along the TES (Al = Ar)

3. the specific heat of the W, c, doesn’t vary along the TES

Occasionally, violations of these conditions are done on purpose [73]! The most likely

non-advertant cause for location dependent variations in resistivity though is almost

certainly thermal variations across the TES such that different regions of the TES are

in different parts of the superconductivity transition. In devices fabricated on SiNx

membranes with diffusive phonon propagation for instance, a spatial thermal gradient

is a necessary byproduct of the radial thermal cooling link of the SiNx. A second

method, which we will discuss in much greater depth below due to its pertinence

in our own devices is the spontaneous thermal symmerty break or ‘thermal phase

separation’ in TES which are too long.

As we will see the good news is that, in both cases, the minimization/elimination of

these spatial inhomogeneities is straightforward: design the TES such that internal

thermal impedance of the TES is much smaller than the cooling impedance to the

bath.
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4.3.1 Understanding Thermal Phase Separation

The easiest way to intuitively see why thermal variation across a TES is the rule rather

than the exception is to study the seemingly different problem of thermal stability

for a thermally uniform TES.

Figure 4.8: left: A TES biased with constant current right: A TES biased with
voltage

Fig. 4.8 left shows a TES operating under constant current bias. Assuming a single

temperature for the entire TES, one ends up with the rather simple energy dynamics

equation of:

CṪ = I2R(T )− Pbath(T )

where we’ve used the same variable definitions as found in the previous chapter. To

test the stability of the equilibrium, we’ll just taylor expand to 1st order about the

equilibrium point and see if thermal excursions (physically usually caused by thermal

noise) grow unabatted or if they exponentially diminish with time. The result is

CδṪ =

(
I2
o

∂R

∂T
−G

)
δT
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As you can see, as long as the derivative of the Joule heating is larger than the

derivative of the substrate cooling (almost always the case since the resistance changes

very quickly with temperature whereas the substrate cooling power changes much

more slowly), any thermal excursion is exponentially amplified... the equilibrium is

unstable.

Contrast this to voltage biasing scenario (Fig. 4.8 right), whose dynamical equation

and it’s 1st order taylor exspansion are reprinted below.

CṪ =
V 2

R(T )
− Pcool(T )

CδṪ =

(
−I2

o

∂R

∂T
−G

)
δT

In this situation, the joule heating term has now been flipped to supply negative

feedback and the circuit is completely stable.

Now that we understand thermal stability for TESs under voltage and current bias,

let’s throw a curve ball. Let’s take the TES in Fig. 4.8 and split him into 2 TES that

are in series as shown below

Figure 4.9: 2 TES in series

The 1st order taylor expanded differential equation is slightly more complex due
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to the increased dimensionality and is shown below in the limit that variations in

the substrate cooling power are inconsequential with respect to the huge changes in

resistivity (L >> 1 limit)

C

[
∆ṪA

∆ṪB

]
=

V 2

(RA +RB)3

[
(RB −RA)∂RA

∂TA
−2RB

∂RB
∂TB

−2RB
∂RA
∂TA

(RA −RB)∂RB
∂TB

][
∆TA

∆TB

]
(4.16)

Unfortunately, the differential matrix is still rather daunting... ideally it should be

diagonalized so that we can find the dynamical eigenvalues. To get an idea of the

stability we can take just look at the scenario where RA and RB are of equal size. In

this case, the diagonal terms cancel exactly and we are left with just the off diagonal

terms. A matrix of this type has both a positive and a negative eigenvector: THE

EQUILBRIUM IS UNSTABLE!

To give a more intuitive understanding we’ll state what happens in words for the case

that RA = RB:

1. A thermal excursion in A increases RA

2. An increase an RA decreases I

3. (a) The decrease in I and increase in RA cancel and there’s no change to the

Joule Heating in A (the diagonal term is 0)

(b) A decrease in I leads to a decrease in the Joule Heating of B

4. B cools. A’s temperature remains constant
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5. B cooling decreases RB

6. A decrease in RB increases I

7. (a) An increase in I increases the Joule Heating in A

(b) An increase in I and the decrease in RB cancel so that there’s no change

to the Joule Heating in B (the diagonal term is 0)

8. A warms further. B Remains at the temperature at step 4

9. Repeat above indefinitely ... A goes normal and B goes superconducting.

The conclusion that two resistors in series will always tend to separate temperatures

seems to damn our assumption that there is no variation within a TES since I can

always think of any resistor of length l as simply two resistors butted together with

length l/2. Don’t get too upset though.... there must be someway to reconcile the

instability of the 2 resistor scenario and the assumption made by everyone in our field

that a correctly operating TES has thermal homogeneity.

The answer to this false paradox is that in the 2 resistance scenario mentioned above,

I physically seperated the 2 TES and as such didn’t allow for any thermal conduc-

tion between RA and RB which would try to keep the two resistors at the same

temperature.

In summary, we can say that significant thermal variation along a TES (‘thermal

phase separation’) will occur unless the thermal conduction along the TES overcomes

the destabilizing influence of the joule heating. Thus, if I make a TES too long and

effectively decrease the thermal conductance along the TES it will phase separate.
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Likewise, by increasing the sharpness of the resistance transition I am increasing

the destablizing influence of the voltage bias and thus will eventually overcome the

stablizing influence of the internal thermal conductivity of the TES. Finally, if I

increase the coupling to the substrate too much (by adding fins in a very pertinent

example), I will also increase the destablizing influence of the voltage bias and again

force the system to spontaneously symmetry break.

4.3.2 Quantitative Phase Separation Criteria

Let’s flush out the statements made above. Particularly, I would like to estimate

the exact length when phase separation occurs for a TES with certain properties

[74].

First, we must modify the equations for the system in Fig. 4.8 right to allow for inter-

nal thermal variation by letting the temperature vary with both time and position

along the TES:

Lİ(t) = Vb + I(R +Rl)

cATF Ṫ (x, t) =
I2ρ(T (x, t))

AT
− pbath(T (x, t))ATF + gwAT∇2

xT (x, t)
(4.17)

where we are now using volume normalized quantities of c (specific heat
[

J
m3K

]
) and

pbath (volume normalized power which cools the TES
[
W
m3

]
) instead of C and Pbath.

gw is the internal conductivity coefficient which tends to keep the TES at a uni-

form temperature(
[
W
mK

]
). This problem has two distinctly different and important

cross-sectional areas for CDMS QETs. As discussed earlier, the W fin connectors

significantly increase both the coupling between the phonon bath and W electron

system and also the total heat capacity ( assuming GTF >> LGB). Thus, the per-

tinent cross-sectional area for these terms in Eq. 4.17 is the average cross sectional

area of the total fin connector + TES system, ATF . Both the thermal and electrical
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conductances along the TES however depend only on the cross sectional area of the

TES, AT , though since the fins connectors are disconnected appendages. These two

are related by the previously defined ζT , AT = ζTATF (Eq. 4.3).

The TES resistance, R, in Eq. 4.17 is now an integral quantity

R =

∫ l

0

dx
ρ(I, T (x, t))

AT

where l is just the length of the TES in the direction of current flow.

So, not only is this PDE totally nonlinear, but it’s also nonlocal. This is the true

definition of nasty!

To find if the homogenous equilibrium point is stable let’s taylor expand all of the

nonlinear terms in both equations to 1st order around the thermally homogenous

equilibrium point (potentially an unstable equilbrium). In this 1st order limit,

δR simplifies to

δR(t) =

∫ l

0

dx
1

AT

(
∂ρ

∂I

∣∣∣∣
Io,To

δI(t) +
∂ρ

∂T

∣∣∣∣
Io,To

δT (x, t)

)

=
Roβ

Io
δI +

Roα

To

∫ l

0

dx δT (x, t)

and then in the limit of L→ 0, Kirchoff’s voltage equation can be solved to give

δI(t) =
−IoRoα

To(Rl +Ro(1+β))

∫ l

0

dx δT (x, t)
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and the set of nasty nonlinear coupled equations can be written as the single PDE:

cATF δṪ (x, t) =
Poα

lTo

(
δT (x, t)− (2+β)Ro

Ro(1+β)+Rl

1

l

∫ l

0

dx δT (x, t)

)
−gbATF δT (x, t)+gwAT∇2

xδT (x, t)

(4.18)

In keeping with defining volume normalized properties, gb, is just the volume inde-

pendent version of Gb.

To get rid of the spatial derivatives, we can easily switch to fourier space since we

have dropped what would be the horrid many-body terms. There’s one subltely here

though. We must choose our fourier modes to satisfy the boundary conditions. In

particular, the spatial derivative must be zero at both x=0 and x = l because there is

no heat flow out either of the ends of the TES (thermal flux ∝ ∇T ). This condition

corresponds to cosine waves with k = mπ
l

:

T (x, t) = T ′k (t) cos(kx) k =
mπ

l
m ⊂ I : [0,∞) (4.19)

where implicit summation over k indices is assumed. This set of fourier modes is

certainly non-standard and it’s worth a little time to go into it’s properties. First and

foremost, this set of fourier modes is complete: every possible function within the

range (0, l) can be made simply by varying the coefficients. This is a tinge surprising

since the standard fourier set has both sine and cosine terms (or equivalently complex

coefficients).

T (x) = Ak cos(kx) +Bksin(kx) k =
2πm

l
m ⊂ I : [0,∞) (4.20)

A qualitative and certainly non-rigorous way to see the equivalence of these two spaces
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is to simply look at the number of degrees of freedom per unit of k space. In the

cosine space there is 1 degree of freedom for every π
l
. In the standard basis there

are 2 degrees of freedom for every 2π
l

, the exact same number. This basis set is also

orthogonal,
∫ l

0
dx cos(qx) cos(kx) = l

2
δ(k − q), so deconstructing a complex function

into its components is easy.

With this said, working in cos(kx) basis is definitely more challenging from a brute

calculation perspective (switching back and forth between sine and cosine with deriva-

tives, etc) and thus throughout the rest of the chapter we will write these modes as

the sum of exponentials,

T (x, t) = T (k, t)
′
cos(kx) = T (k, t)eikx k =

mπ

L m ⊂ I : (−∞,∞) (4.21)

where T (k) is always real and T (k) = T (−k). There are only two properties which

don’t totally match the rules for the standard basis. First, with the coefficient con-

straints this basis is overcomplete and thus not orthogonal. Resolving T (q) is though

still easily possible. It’s now just the real component of the convolution:

T (q, t) = <
(

1

l

∫ l

0

dxe−iqxT (x, t)

)

Secondly the definition of white noise is slightly off. The noise is of course called

white because all frequencies have the exact same magnitude in the standard basis.

By contrast, in the cosine basis all of the frequency modes have random phases like

usual, but the zeroth harmonic is twice as big as all others:

< δf(k 6= 0)δf(k 6= 0) >=
1

2
< δf(k = 0)δf(k = 0) > (4.22)

The same qualitative reasoning we used to understand completeness can also be used

here. In the standard basis with complex coefficients we can decompose the coefficient
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variance into two terms: an imaginary variance and a real variance. Since the phase

is absolutely random, we further know that both of these terms on average contribute

1/2 of the total variance. In the cosine basis by contrast, we have only the real

component; the imaginary components have effectively been spread out over all of

the cosine terms made from odd values of m (kodd = moddπ
l

).

Figure 4.10: Allowable lowest order thermal modes in the TES

With this aside finished, one simplification which was unexpected is that only the

zeroth harmonic has a non-zero integral over the TES and thus the joule heating

term simplifies significantly and Eq: 4.18 becomes

Ṫ (k, t) =
Poα

cATF lTo

(
T (k, t)− (2+β)Ro

Ro(1+β)+Rl

T (0, t)δ(k − 0)
)
− gb

c
T(k, t)− k2 gwζT

c
T (k, t)

=
gb
c

(
(L − 1)T (k, t)− L (2+β)Ro

Ro(1+β)+Rl

T (0, t)δ(k − 0)
)
− k2 gwζT

c
T (k, t)

(4.23)

At this point, we can see how voltage biasing effects the various fourier modes. For

the zeroth harmonic (mean temperature of the TES), voltage biasing certainly makes
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the system more stable... there’s ‘electrothermal feedback’. However, this is not true

for the higher modes. In fact, voltage biasing destablizes all modes except the

first. Only internal thermal diffusion (with a little help from substrate cooling) keeps

the higher modes from exploding. Secondly, notice that β only effects the dynamics

of the k=0 mode! As we’ve seen time and again, β pretty much only hurts our

performance! We want a large sensor bandwidth for the 0th mode and β suppresses

it. We want to have higher mode fluctuations suppressed and β is no where to be

found!

The maximum length condition at which a TES is thermally uniform is then simply

the length at which the first harmonic mode (k = π
l
) stops being suppressed or

lmax =

√
gwπ2ζT
gb(L − 1)

(4.24)

which we can simplify further by rewriting gw in terms of ρw using the Weidermann-

Franz law, gb in terms of Σ, and we can decompose L into it’s components:

lmax =

√√√√ π2βwfζT

nΣT n−2
c ρw

(
α
n

(
1− Tnbath

Tnc

)
− 1
) (4.25)

where βwf is the Weidermann-Franz coefficient. This final formulation of the phase

separation limit, illustrates one of the tricks for diagnosing phase separation problems

in your sensor. If you believe that your TES is operating in a phase separated regime,

you can drop L and eventually homogenize the TES performance by increasing Tbath

(This is another trick which I should have used to a much greater extent)!

The prominence of the TES fractional volume coefficient, ζT , highlights another strong

feature of the phase separation hypothesis. In our current fabrication process we have

significant variation in the width of the TES both across the detector face and between

fabrication batches, which consequently means that we have significant variation in

both ζT and in the amount and magnitude of phase separation in the TES. Basically,
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the dynamical response depends significantly upon physical variables over which we

have minimal control. The inverse argument is also quite powerful. If we want to make

detectors which behave identically and don’t have ‘personalities’, we must design the

TES (decrease the Tc/ decrease the length of the TES/decrease the fin connector

volume) so that the system isn’t phase separated.

A History of CDMS & Phase Separation

In the next section we will properly show that operating a TES when phase sepa-

rated results in suboptimal performance, but we can guess this would be the case since

the vast majority of a phase separated TES is either completely super-conducting or

normal and thus has no sensitivity to thermal changes (smaller signal sensitivity),

Additionally, the noise on the measurement has increased since thermal noise fluctu-

ations across the boundary between the two modes couple to the current. So we can

be pretty confident that phase separation is evil and should be avoided in devices at

all costs. Furthermore, this understanding is not new. Our collaboration has always

attempted to design thermally uniform devices (Blas and Kent originally developed a

slightly simplified Eq. 4.25 and thus it’s not like our collaboration didn’t understand

these concepts).

Unfortunately though, we have yet to achieve this goal. When designing the CDMS II

oZIP QET [75], we unfortunately did not account for the increased electron-phonon

coupling due to the huge fin connectors (ζT ∼1/7). Consequently, the CDMS II oZIP

TES is actually phase separated for all Tc >∼ 65mK (α assumed to be 80) when we

thought it had been conservatively designed for operation at 80mK as seen by the

black curve in Fig. 4.11.

Over the following years, phase separation continued to float around as possible culprit

for a variety of ills in the Cabrera group at Stanford even though we falsely believed

that the CDMS II detector was immune to these issues. Most notably, Steve correctly

and smartly hypothesized that phase separation could be the cause of strange pulse

shape behavior in his x-ray detector [76] and I attempted to explain non-intuitive
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pulse shape behavior in quasi-particle diffusion experiments by allowing for thermal

variation along the TES [77]. Eventually, while attempting to analyze the CDMS II∣∣ ∂I
∂V

∣∣ (Fig. 4.1 [78]), Jeff and I came to the conclusion that phase separation was the

most likely culprit for the non-simplistic transfer functions and we understood the

CDMS II design mistake of not accounting for ζT .
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Figure 4.11: Maximum Length for which a TES remains thermally uniform as a
function of Tc for ζT corresponding to oZIP (black) and iZIP (all colors) QET designs

In the hope that this issue would never again plague CDMS, the iZIP TES design was

significantly altered. First, we decreased the iZIP QET length to 220µm from the

250µm of the CDMSII oZIP. Secondly, we substantially decreased the volume of the

W fin connectors and because we switched to full-wafer contact photo-lithography on

the EV-Align from optical stepper photolithography on the Ultratek our W TES line

widths increased from ∼1µm to ∼2.4µm which though horrid from the perspective

of maximizing the Al surface coverage (next chapter) also helped to increase ζT from

∼1/7 to ∼1/2. Due to these changes, we estimated that the iZIP TES with an α = 80

would phase separate at 88 mK and thus we thought that we had built in a little safety

margin since we planned on operating the devices at a Tc of 80mK.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of the iZIP4/5 detectors which were fabricated for
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βwf 2.22x10−8WΩ
K2

Electron/Phonon Coupling Coefficient (Σ) 0.32±.02±.12 pW
K5m3 [51]

Thermal Conduction Power Law Exponent (n) 5
TES length (l) 220µm for iZIP

250µm for oZIP
TES volume fraction (ζT ) 0.5 for iZIP

0.14for oZIP
α 125 - 300
ρw 1.32x10−7Ωm

Table 4.2: Phase Separation Characteristics for CDMS TES

SuperCDMS Soudan have Tc which are within the range 95mK-105mK since we

stopped ion-implanting detectors after implanting the first batch resulted in detectors

with unexpected Tc (To this day we still don’t have a full understanding as to what

happened. A significant possibility is human error). Thus, we fully expected these

high Tc detectors to be phase separated.

To my utter dismay though, even G51 with 71mK < Tc < 82mK seems to display

some features in their ∂I
∂V

curves that Adam, Steve, and Tali have quite persuasively

argued are still quite indicative of phase separation. Basically, their argument is that

I massively overestimated the phase separation length for a given Tc when designing

the iZIP4/5 QET by using an α=80, since the Stanford measured R vs T curves

indicated an α >300 . As we discussed in the previous chapter though, this α estimate

is inconsistent with that from ∂I
∂V

curves for the W TES test structures which seem

to indicate an α ∼ 125. So, we know that my original estimate was too low but not

how low. Without more careful and consistent measurements of α(Tc) in the future,

there will remain significant uncertainty on the phase separation length scale.

To help guide this discussion in the future, the curves shown in Fig. 4.11 show the

maximum TES length for thermally uniform dynamics as a function of Tc for a wide

variety of α.
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4.3.3 Phase Separation Dynamics and Noise

Problems with 1st Order Approximations

In the derivation to find the point at which a TES phase separates, we truncated

all of the taylor exspansions at first order so that we could make the system easily

solveable.

To see how much information we lost in making this huge simplifying assumption one

only needs to look at the plot of R(T). Notice, that the first order taylor exspansion is

completely unphysical. At temperatures far below Tc, the first order taylor exspansion

gives negative resistances... likewise at high temperatures the resistance continues to

grow indefinitely!

Figure 4.12: default

This unphysicality is implicitly found in our simplified dynamical equations for T (k).

In particular, let’s say I have a system in which I can magically manipulate only the

thermal conduction along the TES and not change any of the other electrical/thermal

properties of the system. With this power, I can take a system which is stable and

exhibits no phase separation and change the thermal connection slightly and force
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the system into an unstable regime. Then any small/random thermal fluctuation in

the first harmonic mode,δT (1), will cause an exponential growth of the 1st thermal

harmonic:

T (1, t) = δT (1)eγt (4.26)

Literally, the linearized equations say that the first harmonic will never stop growing.

On one side of the TES, we’ll have infinite positive resistance and on the other side

we’ll have infinite negative resistance. Furthermore, the system will never be in equi-

librium... there will never be a situation where all time derivatives go to zero.

Truly, we must accept the added computational hassles and keep higher order terms

if we want to say anything about a phase separated equilibrium point!

nonlinear PDE in the x basis

GW
C

Gcool

C C C C

Figure 4.13: Discretized TES approximation to the full PDE

To solve the full non-linear dynamics computational, the most obvious solution is to

discretize the TES into n components connected both thermally and electrically in

series as shown in Fig. 4.13. With this simplification Eq. 4.17 becomes

Lİ = Vb + I(R +Rl) + δV

CiṪi = I2Ri(I, ~T )− Pi bath(Ti) +Gw (Ti − Ti−1)−Gw (Ti+1 − Ti) + δPi
(4.27)

Up to this point, we’ve been able to get away with only defining R(I, T ) locally
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in terms of Ro,
∂R
∂I

, and ∂R
∂T

. When operating a TES in a phase separated regime

though, the entire resistance curve is expressed and thus we need to use some reason-

able functional form for the resistance. Historically, the CDMS Cabrera group has

used

ρ(J, T ) =
ρn
2


1 + tanh



T − Tc −

(
η

1.76

√
~ρnTc
kbc

J
) 2

3

∆





 (4.28)

where ∆ characterizes the width of the transition (∆ = ∆T90−10/ log(9)) and the

dimensionless η characterizes the sensitivity of your film to current.

One should consider the absolute blind use of this formula throughout the rest of this

chapter to be a significant systematic since the functional form is certainly not well

theoretically motivated. However, it also was not arbitrarily generated. As discussed

in Jenn Burney’s thesis [79], the dependence of ρ on the current density, J , was

generated from the BCS critical current equation. Hopefully, the qualitative features

of phase separated dynamics and noise will be independent of this precise functional

form.

After propagating in time for scales long with respect to τeff , equilibrium current and

temperature distributions along the TES can be obtained. As expected, TES with

l < lmax have uniform thermal distributions. Interestingly, for devices with physical

properties such that lmax < l < 2lmax, the length scale over which thermal variation

occurs is substantial compared to the length of the TES itself as shown in (Fig. 4.14).

Intuitively, this makes sense: internal thermal conduction along the TES may not be

large enough to suppress thermal fluctuations completely but it can at least keep

the thermal gradient from growing too large. Eq. 4.23, though not completely valid

since it drops all non-linear terms, also hints at this result since in the region of

lmax < l < 2lmax, only the first harmonic term grows exponentially.

To computationally estimate both ∂I
∂V

and ∂I
∂P

, we must just ping the simulation with
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Figure 4.14: Simulated equilibrium resistivity along a phase separated iZIP4/5 TES
with Tc=75mK and ∆Tc=1mK for which lmax=169µm
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Figure 4.15: Simulated ∂I
∂V

curves for phase separated (black) and non-phase separated
(blue) iZIP4/5 TES with Tc=75mK and ∆Tc=1mK

a dirac delta δV or δP (note: this is simply equivalent to starting the simulation with

a small current or temperature offset). Results are shown in Figs. 4.15 & 4.17. To

emphasize the differences caused by phase separation, these plots also all display the

greens function for a TES with absolutely identical physical characteristics except for
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Gw which was increased by x4 so that a thermally uniform state was stable.

The fact that the telltale dip and bump seen in
∣∣ ∂I
∂V

∣∣ for many of the CDMS II detec-

tors(Fig. 4.1) was naturally and easily replicated for the phase separated simulation

(black) definitely suggests that we have found the cause of our complexities!

Fortuitously, we can experimentally strengthen this argument further by looking at

the TES test structures. Due to the large Tc(105-110mK) on all the devices we

fabricated and studied, Eq. 4.25 indicates that all but the 100µm line device are

phase separated for the entire domain of expected α. This means that by looking at

the 300µm line only device, we can precisely separate all dynamical effects which are

caused by non-infinite GTF from the effects caused by phase separation.
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Figure 4.16: Experimental ∂I
∂V

curves for 300µm line only test structure

When biased low in the transition(blue curves), the measured ∂I
∂V

(Fig. 4.16) certainly

qualitatively matches both the simulation and the CDMS II detectors. The disap-

pearance of the dip and bump when biased higher in transition (red) is also consistent

with phase separation hypothesis because a smaller L should increase lmax.

The ∂I
∂P

curves shown in Fig. 4.17 display an enormous number of interesting fea-

tures. First and foremost, operating in a phase separated state (black) substantially

decreases your power sensitivity over the same TES which has been artificially homog-

enized. Secondly, two falltime poles are clearly distinguishable in the time domain
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Figure 4.17: Simulated ∂I
∂V

curves for phase separated (black) and non-phase separated
(blue) iZIP4/5 TES with Tc=75mK and ∆Tc=1mK in time and fourier domain

just like for iZIP glitch events. Basically, a uniform thermal power spike dominately

couples to only 2 thermal eigenvectors of the system. Even more interestingly, the

highest frequency falltime pole, ωfall 1, for the phase separated case is very similar

to the ωeff pole for the thermally uniform simulation. If this result is general and

not hugely dependent upon the precise functional form used for ρ(I, T ), then we al-

ready have an excellent understanding of our actual ωeff(Tc) just by looking at phase

separated glitch events and other ∂I
∂V

curves. Channel A1 of G51(Tc=71±2mK), for

example, has pole frequencies of 5.0±0.7 khz which under the assumption of β=0.3

give us an α estimate of 110±20. Making our standard assumption of linear depen-

dence of α on Tc (transition width invariant), this gives us an α100mK= 160±30 which

roughly matches that device characteristics found for the TES test structures.

One confusing detail in the G51 glitch analysis, is that since side 1 channels are

71-75mK while side 2 channels are at 77-82mK we should expect a clear correlation

between the quick falling edge pole and channel side. Being more precise, we naively

would expect ωfall 1A1 ∼x1.7ωfall 1A2. This is not seen.

In a test to study the feasibility of taking ∂I
∂V

curves for all devices at the bias point

only, we measured the response of G12G (Side 1: 73mK< Tc <78mK & Side 2:
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Figure 4.18: G51 glitch event with falling edge fit A1 and G12G response to voltage
square wave excitation (channels names correspond to DIB addressing)

59mK< Tc < 65mK) to a small square wave function and the results are seen in Fig.

4.18 right. Though not trivially visible, Adam found transfer functions with 3 poles

plus an offset (an additional pole at ω=0) were required to fit all channels, which

means that all channels had 2 excitable thermal degrees of freedom and were thus

phase separated even though the side 2 channels were quite low in Tc [80]. Even more

confusing is the enormous size of the primary falltime pole. For C2, ωfall 1= 40 ± 13

khz (τfall 1 ∼ 4 µs), which is x8 faster than the quick falltime pole seen for G51 glitch

events even though G51 had larger Tc. This falltime is so quick that it suggests an

α >400.

Trying to reconcile these two measurements is certainly difficult. One possibility is

that the electronic glitches aren’t tantamount to dirac-delta functions but are actually

slower than the sensor response. Another possibility is that α has wild fluctuations

between different depositions. Finally, this pole is so quick that it could just barely

be caused by poor thermal connectivity between the fin connectors and the TES

(remember we experimentally argued that Gtf was absolutely too large to cause 6µs

response, so 4µs is on the edge). Under this hypothesis though, we would expect

3 thermal poles for a truly phase separated device like G48 rather than just 2. So

this hypothesis certainly seems disfavored. To conclusively disprove this hypothesis
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though, we would really like to study a 100µm fin connected device which we know

to be phase uniform (Tc <80mK).

Additional Noise Sources in the X basis

In splitting up the TES into nx independent pieces, we added a significant number of

degrees of freedom to the system and we should certainly expect stochastic fluctua-

tions between these degrees of freedom. Luckily, in the x-basis this is quite simplistic.

For the johnson noise across the TES, we must only assume that the voltage drop

across each component TES is independent of all others and thus we can use simple

noise theory for the magnitudes:

Sv tes i = 4kbTRi(Ti) (4.29)

Of course, the voltage johnson noise is still anti-correlated with power noise for each

individual TES segment as we derived in the previous chapter.

Likewise, if we assume that the thermal fluctuations across each of the thermal con-

ductances to the bath are also non-correlated, then we end up with

SpGb = 4kbT
2
i Gb(Ti(t)) (4.30)

The fluctuations across the thermal conductance between two series TES (Internal

Thermal Fluctuation Noise [ITFN]) are of course more tricky because by definition

they take energy from one TES and move it to another and thus by energy conserva-

tion we have δPITFN i(t) = −δPITFN i−1(t) for the thermal power fluctuations across

the conductance between the ith and i+ 1th elements.
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The magnitude of these fluctuations is simply

SpGw,i+1 = 4kb

(
Ti + Ti+1

2

)2

GW i,i+1 (4.31)

Please note that unlike in the basic TES chapter, I haven’t explicitly calculated the

first order transfer functions from the various noise sources to current. Conceptually,

I could explicitly linearize the nD+1 dynamical equations to find the rather large and

daunting MnD+1 dynamical matrix but at the end of the day you, the reader, would

have gained very little from this experience that we didn’t already know from just

looking at the computationally calculated Fig. 4.19.

Figure 4.19: Simulated current (left) and power (right) noise.

In a phase separated device, ITFN along the TES (magenta) couples quite strongly

to current and dominates all other noise sources around ωeff . For CDMS II, this is

particularly problematic since this is the precise frequency range which contains all of

our fiducial volume information (i.e. the electron recoil/nuclear recoil timing cuts).

Being a bit bolder, one could quite reasonably argue that the CDMS II standard

analysis threshold could have been set at 5keV rather than 10keV if only our devices

hadn’t been phase separated. Clearly, the design requirement of no phase separation

is valid.
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4.3.4 Many body vector ODE in fourier space

During the ending days of the CDMS II experiment, we were quite interested in the

second low frequency pole seen in the phase separated green’s function. The hope

was that we could understand the long position dependent pulse times seen in the

CDMS II experiment as being caused by phase separation in the TES. This hypothesis

hinged on finding physical TES characteristics which both decreased the frequency of

this slow pole and increased it’s efficacy with respect to the ωfall 1 pole, something we

found incredibly hard to reproduce in the simulation by just randomly trying different

ρ(I, T ) curves.

Of course we now understand that our issue in simulating this performance was that

these long collection times were actually due to phonon physics and the fact that it

was hard to reproduce the desired characteristics was a sign that we were barking

up the wrong tree, but at the time I was convinced that with just a little more

effort and understanding these long falltimes could be matched. So the rest of this

chapter, though intrinsically interesting and beautiful doesn’t significantly add to

our understanding of the CDMS detector and thus definitely it can be skipped with

impunity.

Our basic plan was to gain more intuitive understanding of the system by finding

some small dimensional basis in which to expand both the perturbations and the

equilibrium thermal shape. This seemed quite reasonable since the simulated current

response to a dirac-delta voltage or uniform power input (Fig. 4.15) was dominated

by 2 eigenvectors. This is a bit surprising. For a TES split into nx bins, there are

nx+1 degrees of freedom, or equivalently, the linear pertubation matrix, M(ω) has

dimensions nx+1 x nx+1. Consequently, the transfer function for this model, nominally

has nx + 1 poles! Since, these poles aren’t seen in the current response it means that

the vast majority of the dynamical eigenvectors aren’t excited by the homogenous

pertubations (the only ones we really care about) and thus we can totally drop them

without loss of information.

The cosine basis which diagonalizes Ṫ = −D∇2T would seem to be an excellent
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basis in which to expand our system for two reasons. First for large k pertubations,

thermal diffusion dominates all other terms in the dynamical equations due to the k2

(Eq. 4.23). Secondly, a nice approximation to the equilibrium ρ(x) seen in fig. 4.14

(and more generally all weakly phase separated systems) can be built with only the

smallest few 3-4 degrees of freedom.

Handling Convolutions

This basis though has one huge problem: nonlinear x basis operators aren’t easily

represented. Thus we’ll need to figure out how to relate the fourier components of

T (x, t)n to T (k) . For simplicity, let’s play with T (x, t)2 and then generalize:

T (x, t)2 = T (k1, t)e
ik1xT (k2, t)e

ik2x

= T (k1, t)T (k2, t)e
i(k1+k2)x

= T (k1, t)T (k2, t)δ(k1 + k2 − p)eipx

≡ T2(p, ~T (t))eipx

where in the second to last line we summed over a delta function and then in the

final line we defined T2(p, t) as the fourier coefficient for T (x, t)2 (nothing we just

did is earth shattering by any means... we simply just derived the convolution for-

mula). Next, we can generalize the procedure and find the fourier coefficient for

T (x, t)m:

Tm
(
p, ~T

)
= T (k1, t)T (k2, t)...T (km, t)δ(k1 + k2 + ...km − p) (4.32)

One can think of these formulas diagramtically as well. Fundamentally, Tm(p) is sim-

ply the sum of all feynman vertices which conserve momentum (Fig. 4.20 illustrates

all the diagrams for T 3).
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Figure 4.20: Graphical schematic for convoluting a T (x)3 operator

In the definition above, T0, is ambiguous. Since we plan on always summing our

many-body expansions about the homogenous equilbrium point though, it simplifies

the calculations tremendously if we define T0 as

T0(p) = δ(p− 0) (4.33)

Using these definitions, we can now expand the ρ fourier modes in terms of ~T .

ρ(x, t) =
1

m!

∂mρ

∂Tm
Tm(x, t)

=
1

m!

∂mρ

∂Tm
Tm(k, ~T (t))eikx

≡ ρ(k, ~T (t))eikx

(4.34)

As an aside, you can now see the price of keeping the non-linear terms (T (x, t)2,

T (x, t)3, ... ) in our calculation. In fourier space, these terms are correspond to many

body couplings (yikes!).
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4.3.5 Pertubatively Calculating the Resistance

In the first order calculation above, we found quite unexpectedly that working in the

fourier domain simplified tremendously the nonlocal Resistance term. Luckily, a sim-

ilar simplification is seen even when we keep all perturbative orders. Explicitly:

R(t) =

∫ l

0

dx
ρ(T (x, t))

At

= ρ(k, ~T )

∫ l

0

dx
eikx

At

=
ρ(0, ~T )l

At

(4.35)

Just as warning... the equation for R(t) looks quite simple. ρ(0, ~T ) though, does

include all of the many body feynman diagrams implicitly!

4.3.6 Putting it all together: the many-body differential equa-

tion

Let’s take eq. 4.17 and taylor expand to all orders about thermally homogenous

equilibrium temperature,Tu (if l > lmax this is an unstable equilibrium point!). Then

let’s fourier transform all of the resulting terms. Finally, we can use the orthogonal-

ity of the fourier components to split the partial differential equation into a vector
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ODE:

L
d

dt
I(t) = Vb − I(t)

(
Rl +

ρ(0, ~T (t))l

At

)
+ δV (t)

cAtf
d

dt
T (k, t) =

I2(t)ρ(k, ~T (t))

At
− pbath(k, ~T (t))Atf − gwAtk2T (k, t) + δP (k, t)

(4.36)

Notice that for simplicity, we constrain R to only vary with T and not I (β = 0).

This allows us to drop all the higher order partials which combine T and I.

4.3.7 Small Signal Taylor Exspansions about points near Tu

Just as in the x-basis, eqs. 4.36 can be tossed into a numerical ODE solver and we can

find the stable equilbrium points as well as current pulse shapes. The whole purpose

of switching to the fourier basis though, was to develop smaller (and thus more

comprehensible) formulations for dI
dV

and dI
dP (0)

as well as gain understanding into the

nature of the phase separated equilbrium, neither of which we have yet accomplished.

For the later, let’s look at the taylor expansion about an arbitrary point, ~T?, which

is between the stable equilibrium phase space point,~Teq, and the unstable equilbrium.

Afterwards, we can then obtain the important transfer functions by simply setting ~T?
to ~Teq.
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The first order taylor expansions are

L
d

dt
δI(t) = −

(
Rl +

ρ(0, ~T?)l
At

)
δI(t)− Iul

At

∂ρ(0)

∂T (q)

∣∣∣∣
~T?
δT (q, t) + δV (t)

cvAtf
d

dt
δT (k, t) =

2Iuρ(k, ~T?)
At

δI(t) +
I2
u

At

∂ρ(k)

∂T (q)

∣∣∣∣
~T?
δTq − gb q(k)δTq − gwk2δTk(t) + δP (k, t)

(4.37)

Just like in the basic TES dynamics chapter, we’ve added the possibility of voltage

and power perturbations so that we can eventually calculate all the external transfer

functions. Due to the constraint that T (−k) = T (k), we can shrink the phase space

vector to only I(t) and Tk(t)|k ≥ 0 without any loss of generality if we redefine partial

derivatives to be

∂Tm(k)

∂T (q)

(
~T
)

=




mTm−1(|k − q|) if q = 0

m
(
Tm−1(|k − q|) + Tm−1(|k + q|)

)
if q 6= 0

(4.38)

With this in mind, the thermal conductance to the substrate, gb, and ∂ρ(k)
∂T (q)

are now

both matrices defined as

gb q(k) =
1

m!
Σ
∂mT n

∂Tm

∣∣∣∣
Tu

∂Tm(k, ~T )

∂T (q)

∣∣∣∣∣
~T?

(4.39)

∂ρ(k)

∂Tq
=

1

m!

∂mρ

∂Tm

∣∣∣∣
Tu

∂Tm(k, ~T ))

∂T (q)

∣∣∣∣∣
~T?

(4.40)
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Phase Separated Equilibrium and Higher Order Suppression

Since the inductor only changes the behavior of the system on short times, we can

remove him if we are only trying to understand properties of the equilibrium state.

Secondly, since we aren’t trying to be exact in this section let’s also remove Rl (R0 >>

Rl if in strong electro-thermal feedback regime) and gb q(k) (L >> 1). With these

simplifications δI is now a function of δ ~T

δI(t) =
−I? ∂ρ(0)

∂Tq

∣∣∣
?

ρ(0)?
δTq +

At
ρ(0)?l

δV (4.41)

and thus eq. 4.37 can be written only in terms of temperature changes:

cAtf
d

dt
δT (k) =

I2
?

At

[
∂ρ(k)

∂T (q)

∣∣∣∣
?

− 2ρ(k)?
ρ(0)?

∂ρ(0)

∂T (q)

∣∣∣∣
?

]
δT (q)−gwAtk2δT (k)+

2I?ρ(k)?
lρ(0)?

δV+δP (k)

(4.42)

The dynamical regime that we are interested in for CDMS II / SuperCDMS devices is

lmax < l < 2lmax. Consequently, the diffusion term (−gwk2) dominates joule heating

terms in eq. 4.42 for all thermal modes k > π
l

and thus we would expect that the true

equilibrium state, ~Teq, would have small contributions from these higher order modes

(as seen in fig. 4.14).

Bizarrely, the smallness of these modes also tends to suppress the importance of

the higher order many body couplings. To see this, note the presence of m! in the

denominator of eq. 4.34 means that for large m, each individual many body term has

an extremely minute size. So for these terms to be non-negligible, a huge number of

them must sum coherently. In the case of l > 5lmax for instance, 5 different thermal

modes could have significant deviations from zero. Thus, the phase space for an m-

order coupling is 5m which which is much larger than m! for m < 5. and consequently

the 5th order many body coupling will almost certainly dominate the m = 1 or m = 2

many body contributions. In our case, the suppression of higher order modes due to
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diffusion allows us to cut off our many order couplings as well.

With this in mind, let’s write eq. 4.42 in matrix format, keeping only the m < 2

many body terms and only the k = 0, π
l

thermal modes

cAtf
d

dt

[
δT (0)

δT (1)

]
=




− I2
?

At

(
∂ρ
∂T

+ ∂2ρ
∂T 2T (0)

)
−2 I

2
?

At

∂2ρ
∂T 2T (1)

I2
?

A2
t

(
2 ∂2ρ
∂T 2−

(
∂ρ
∂T

)2

ρ(0)
−

∂2ρ
∂T 2

∂ρ
∂T

ρ(0)
T (0)

)
T (1) I2

?

A2
t

(
∂ρ
∂T

+2 ∂2ρ
∂T 2T (0)−4

∂2ρ
∂T 2

∂ρ
∂T

ρ(0)
T (1)2

)
−gw



[
δT (0)

δT (1)

]

(4.43)

The validity of eq. 4.43 critically depends on ∂2ρ
∂T 2 at the unstable equilibrium. If

negative, the presence of |T (1)| tends to accelerate the phase separation process.

Physically, the transfer of energy from one part of the TES to the other will result

in a decrease in the overall resistance, which leads to an increased current and thus

faster growth of |T (1)|. Eventually, |T (1)| becomes so large that higher order many

body terms become dominant (and eventually cut off the growth). By contrast, a

positive ∂2ρ
∂T 2 decreases the current traveling through the TES which tends

to suppress the exponential growth of |T (1)| and thus the two equilibrium

are relatively near each other.

The dependence of dI
dP (0)

transfer function on the amount of phase separation(fig. 4.21)

can also be readily read off the matrix. First and foremost, the amount of mixing

between T (0) and T (1) depends upon the magnitude of the off diagonal elements

(elements [1,2] and [2,1] in eq. 4.43) which are proportional to the amount of phase

separation at equilibrium. Consequently, a TES with just a tinge of phase separation

will have dI
dP (0)

that is dominated by a single exponential with a time constant slightly

longer than τetf for the homogenous system. The other assymetric eigenstate (mostly

δT (1)) which is barely excited by homogenous power inputs will then have incredibly

long time constants(element [2,2])!

By contrast, TES with larger amounts of phase separation will show two exponential

decays of similar magnitude and similar time constants. So our hope of explaining
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Figure 4.21: Current response to uniform thermal power fluctuations for differing
levels of phase separation

the long time constants (∼ 350µs) seen in CDMS II devices through phase separation

certainly doesn’t hold in the slightly phase separated limit. Of course, this derivation

is limited to the small T (1) regime. Consequently, we have not proven that dI
dP (0)

with dominant long fall time exponentials are impossible to create with stronger

phase separation. Blas and I, though, simulated a variety of different largely phase

separated systems with different ρ(T ) curves and found the above ideas to always

hold true. Thus, we are very confident that dominant falltimes > 200µs are very

difficult to generate through a phase separated mechanism (Plus, we now know they

are caused by phonon physics).

4.3.8 Additional Noise Sources in the k basis

When deriving the noise frequency distribution functions in the basic TES chapter,

we took as fact the statement that a shot noise source which is totally random in time

has a white frequency spectrum (random and absolutely constant at all frequencies).

Ideally, we’ d like to transfer all of this reasoning over to k-space when deriving the

noise power at different wavelengths but unfortunately we can’t.

The reason is that in a phase separated state, we know that the resistivity may
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vary hugely across the TES. Consequently, we can’t claim that the voltage noise

fluctuations are absolutely random in space. Rather, in the parts of the TES with

larger resistivities, the noise will be larger and in areas where the resistivity is small,

the voltage noise will also be tiny. This means that at least the johnson noise spectrum

for a TES won’t be white.

To calculate and understand the frequency spectrum for this non-stationary noise

source it actually helps to have first looked at how one calculates noise spectrums

under the more standard ”ergodic” assumption (noise is statistically similar at all

times). To keep from having to use gated functions in the definition of the S we’ll

make this derivation using a discrete fourier basis or equivalently a finite time range

from [0,T) and in the standard fourier basis (δω = 2π
T

) with complex coefficients.

To calculate < z(t)z?(t+τ) >, the absolutely first thing we’ll do is use the assumption

that the statistical properties are equivalent at all times by switching the average over

an ensemble to an integration over time. Thus,

σ2
z(τ) =< z(t)z?(t+τ) >=

1

T

∫ T

0

z(t)z?(t+τ) =
∑

ω1

∑

ω2

z(ω1)z?(ω2)eiω2τ
1

T

∫ T

0

e−i(ω1−ω2)t

(4.44)

The integral, is simply a delta function which forces ω2 = ω1 and thus we are left

with

σ2
z(τ) =

∑

ω

z(ω)z?(ω)eiωτ (4.45)

Eq. 4.45 looks like a fourier transform in the variable τ , so let’s just simply invert it

to isolate z(ω)z?(ω).

z(ω)z?(ω) =
1

T

∫ T

0

dτσ2
z(τ)e−iωτ (4.46)
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Now if we take the assumption that σ2
z is non-zero only for τ = 0 (i.e. uncorrelated

in time), we immediately see that the right side of eq. 4.46 does not vary with ω and

consquently |z(ω)|2 is a constant.

Let’s look at eq. 4.44 in another way. In the derivation we rationalized the averaging

over t because of the assumption of uniformity. However, we can also look at this

as simply the 0th harmonic mode in a fourier exspansion of t. Thus, if we want to

allow the noise to vary at different times/locations or be ”non-stationary” we must

not take the average of t/x and instead keep all of the higher order terms. In this

vein let’s fourier expand < z(x)z?(x+ λ) > in momentum space (unlike usual we are

using the standard fourier basis!).

σ2
z(q, λ) =

1

l

∫ l

0

dx < z(x)z?(x+ λ) > e−iqx

=
∑

k1,k2

< z(k1)z?(k2) > e−ik2λ
1

l

∫ l

0

dxei(k1−k2−q)x

=
∑

k

< z(k + q)z?(k) > e−ikλ

(4.47)

Generalizing the previous case, we can determine all elements of the covariance matrix

in frequency space just by inverting with respect to λ/τ . In particular, the off diagonal

elements of the frequency space covariance matrix are zero for stationary noise sources

since σ2
z(q, λ) = 0 for all q 6= 0. For non-stationary noise sources, nonzero q modes of

σ2
z(q, λ) exist and consequently correlations exist between the various k modes!

Thermal Fluctuation Noise

Even though we just spent a page deriving the non-stationary noise fourier transforms,

let’s assume that the variation in temperature across a phase separated TES is small

relative to mean temperature and thus can safely be ignored when calculating the

power fluctuations across the coupling to the bath (Gb). With this assumption, the
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noise per unit length is then white and thus in our cosine basis

S dδQ
dx

TFN(q = 0, ω) =
4kbT

2Gb

l2
=

4kbnΣT̄ n+1Atf
l

S dδQ
dx

TFN(q 6= 0, ω) =
2kbT

2Gb

l2
=

2kbnΣT̄ n+1Atf
l

(4.48)

where q are discrete fourier modes and the ω are continuous. The magnitude of all

the terms were automatically set by the zeroth term.

Internal Thermal Fluctuation Noise

For the thermal power fluctuations within the TES, let’s again assume that the vari-

ation in temperature is small so that we don’t have to keep track of the non-diagonal

correlations just as we did in eq. 4.48. This calculation has one significant complica-

tion though. The boundary conditions of the TES require that these internal power

fluctuations be expanded in the sine basis (at x = 0 and x = l the heat transfer is

always zero). If so, then the differential heating per length, −∇δQITFN , will be in the

cosine basis as we derived earlier. As with the cosine basis, the sine basis is complete

from (0, l).

However, we can’t simply find the coefficients of all higher order terms through calcu-

lating the zeroth harmonic and then declare the system to have no spatial correlations,

because by definition there is no zeroth harmonic; the Al bias lines have a supercon-

ducting band gap and thus the thermal conduction out the two ends is exponentially

suppressed!

Consequently, to set the magnitudes of the fluctuations, let’s follow the previous

calculations in spirit and calculate the magnitude of power fluctuations necessary so

that σ2
E of the left 1/2 of a TES matches the value from statistical mechanics (fig.

4.22). We could follow Voss [61] and integrate energy variation over 1/2 the volume
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l/2
q

c,g

Figure 4.22: default

or we can simply track the power fluctuations through the l/2 surface. Following the

second method, we find that

< σ2
E l/2 >=

∑

ω= 2πm
l

∑

k=mπ
l

< δP (k, ω)δP ?(k, ω) >

ω2 + g2k4

c2

eikl +
< δP (k, ω)δP ?(−k, ω) >

ω2 + g2k4

c2

(4.49)

Using the fact that δP (−k, ω) = −δP (k, ω) (this is a sine basis), we find that only

the kodd terms are non zero and consequently

< σ2
E l/2 >= c

lAcs
2
kbT̄

2 =
∑

ω= 2πm
l

∑

kodd=
moddπ

l

2 < |δQ(k, ω)|2 >
ω2 + g2k4

c2

(4.50)

Since we are in the large T limit, we can switch the ω summation to an integral and

consequently the power fluctuations have a magnitude of

SδQ ITFN(k, ω) = 4kbT̄
2 gwAcs

l
(4.51)

Correlated Johnson Noise

Due to the large variation of the resistivity when phase separated, we must keep

track of the correlations between different noise spatial frequencies. Again setting the

magnitudes based upon the 0th mode, we find that the differential voltage fluctuation
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covariance matrix has values:

Sδ dV
dx

(k, k + q, ω) = 4kbT̄
ρ(q)

Acs
(4.52)

where we’ve simply generalized from the standard definition of the power spec-

trum:

< z(k)z?(q) >=

∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
Sz(k, q, ω) (4.53)

Of course, if a simulated noise spectrum is required then one can diagonalize the

covariance matrix to find the uncorrelated eigenvectors, randomize in both magni-

tude and phase along these dimensions and then rotate back into the experimental

basis.

Total Current Noise Calculations

The relative magnitude of these additional noise sources can again be seen in fig. 4.19

and we now have the ability to understand the low frequency suppression of ITFN

power fluctuations as a consequence of the |T (1)|, T (0) anticorrelation found in the

slightly phase separated state (Eq. 4.43). Due to a positive ∂2ρ
∂T 2 , an increase in |T (1)|

increases the total resistance which then due to joule heating decreases T (0). Thus,

at long time scales, there are two competing effects on the current. These effects have

different time constants though, so once we go to frequencies above the lowest rolloff,

the noise will begin to increase.

4.4 Detector Driver Summary

• Our fin connectors should be designed so that Gtf >> LGb to minimize unnec-

essary thermal fluctuation noise.
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Figure 4.23: Fig. 4.19 reprinted for convenience of reader

• Tc, ζT and l should be chosen so that our devices are not phase separated (Eq.

4.25).

4.5 Future Studies

• 2D finite element simulation of complex W TES structures with fin connec-

tors. Can one account for the smaller effective electron/phonon coupling with a

simple wiederman franz thermal impedance or must one also take into account

variations in gap energy?

• Carefully measure α(Tc), so that phase separation lengths can be accurately

estimated.

• By varying the fridge temperature and/or bias point and measuring the onset of

phase separation, β and ωeff with ∂I
∂V

curves, one can precisely and experimen-

tally determine the required changes necessary so that the phase separated TES

operates in a thermally uniform manner. It’s a shame that this study wasn’t

completed before the iZIP4/5 design.

• Measure and understand ∂I
∂V

curves for 100µm line device with Tc <70mK so

that we can be certain that the device is not phase separated.



Chapter 5

QET design and Optimization

5.1 Using Bandgaps to concentrate and separate

energy

If one strips away all the cumbersome details which we delved into in the TES chap-

ters, the estimate for energy noise in any well designed (bandwidth matched intrinsic

noise limited) bolometric device boils down to the fact that stochastic thermal fluc-

tuations scale with the specific heat, C, and the temperature, T, of the system:

σ2
E ∝ CT 2 (5.1)

With this understanding, optimizing for maximum sensitivity is quite simplistic: Op-

erate at low temperatures and concentrate the signal in as small of an effective volume

as possible . A CDMS detector is a perfect example of taking both of these rules to

extremes. First, the sensing element is operated at a temperature around 80mK,

about 4000 times colder than a standard Palo Alto day.

Concentrating the energy into a small region is less straightforward, largely because

130
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we require a huge volume if we are to have any hope of seeing a single wimp interaction

due to the incredibly small theoretical wimp/nucleon cross section. Consequently, we

can’t simply use mirrors to concentrate the signal into a small sensing area as is

done with visual wavelength light in telescopes, for example. Instead, we collect and

concentrate the particles produced in the interaction through the manipulation of

both semiconductor and superconductor bandgaps. To set the scale at how well we

do this: the ratio of the active sensor volume (TES volume) to volume of the wimp

interaction volume is 109.

5.1.1 Electronic bandgap and freeze out

The lions’ share of this factor comes from using a large bandgap material as the

absorber (Ge). At 80mK, the thermal excitations have an energy on the order of

10µeV. By contrast, the energy required to raise an electron from the valence band

to the conduction band is ∼0.7eV and the energy required to raise an electron from

a donor impurity state to the valence band is ∼100meV. Therefore, it’s statistically

impossible to thermally excite the electrons in the crystal; they’re ”frozen out”. How

does this effect the heat capacity? if I vary the temperature slightly (say by a ∼1

mK), the total electronic state and consequently the total electronic energy hasn’t

changed at all; the electronic heat capacity is negligible.

In summary, at these small temperatures Ge phonons will never interact with the

electronic system of the Ge. Their energy will always remain concentrated in the

phonon system.

One can certainly make a high quality thermal sensor with just this level of concentra-

tion. Cuore, for example, is a neutrinoless double beta decay experiment that attaches

a small thermal sensor (NTD) to a 125cm3 crystal of TeO2. Edelweiss, another direct

detection dark matter experiment is also designed in this way.
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5.1.2 Creation and Collection of Non-Thermal Excitations

through Superconducting bandgaps

As discussed previously, a CDMS detector also measures the number of electron-hole

pairs produced in an interaction. This is done by drifting the charge particles to

electrodes at differing voltages on the surface of the crystal of which at least one is

instrumented with a FET.

Figure 5.1: Detector Schematic showing electrons and holes drifting across the detec-
tor under the influence of an E field

For the measured charge signal to be both reproducible and independent of the exact

interaction point, the excitations must reach the electrodes. This requires that the

electron-hole recombination time and the mobility,µ, are both very large. Also, the

rate of trapping for excitations in a localized state must also be small (at 77K, the

drifting E field must be large enough (∼ 500V/cm) so that neither the electrons nor

holes can get stuck in unfilled local impurity state).

In some sense this measurement is the exact complement to the thermal phonon

measurement we discussed in the previous section. There we used the large band

gap in semi-conductors to decouple all the electronic degrees of freedom from the

low energy phonons that we were attempting to measure. By contrast, here we are

using the semi-conductor bandgap to conserve the number of high energy excitations

(potential energy of the excitation >> thermal energy) and their quasi-stable nature

to concentrate them at the electrodes through physical drift.

In CDMS, We’ve simply stolen all of these charge measurement ideas that have
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been around for the last 50 years and directly applied them to our phonon sen-

sor where we’ve simply switched from an electronic bandgap to the superconducting

bandgap.

Al Fin

W TES

Figure 5.2: QET cross section

The basic design can be seen in the cross section schematic of a phonon sensor (Fig.5.2)

[81]. Phonons with energy greater than double the superconducting bandgap of Al

(Tc ∼1K therefore 2∆EAl ∼ 300µeV) split Al cooper pairs into quasi-particles. In the

ideal scenario, the excitations randomly diffuse until they get trapped in an area with

suppressed Tc due to an overcoating of W (∼40nm thick) along one edge. Eventually

these quasi-particles cross into the W and are pulled into the W TES due to the

spatial Tc gradient (fig. 5.3). Hopefully, the Tc variation is sharp enough so that a

large percentage of the Al quasi-particles’ potential energy is converted into kinetic

and potential energy of much higher number of W excitations.

Eg Al

Eg W

Figure 5.3: Superconducting Bandgap Energy Variation within QET

In direct analogy with the more standard semi-conductor charge measurement, the

Al superconducting film has 3 property requirements for this mechanism to effectively
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collect energy.

1. the quasi-particle recombination rate must be small

2. the quasi-particle trapping rate must be small

3. the diffusion(DAl)/mobility(µAl) of the Al quasi-particles should be as large as

possible

There are some differences however. In the semi-conductor, the excitations are

forcibly drifted by the electric potential. Unfortunately, a similar forcing mecha-

nism is not as easily engineered into the system and consequently for the vast major-

ity of the Al ‘fin’, the propagation is completely random. Qualitatively, this means

that the length of the fin shouldn’t be too much greater than a few diffusion length,

lfin .
√
DAlτtrapAl, whereas for the semiconductor ldrift . µ|E|τtrapGe where |E| is

the magnitude of the E field.

In summary, with the above sensor design principle, we collect the energy from ather-

mal phonons which were located throughout the entire crystal volume and condense

the energy into the volume of the W TES! Naively, this huge additional decrease

(∼ 7x104) in active sensor heat capacity with respect to an Edelweiss style Ge dark-

matter device with NTD readout (the original prototypes of this style were also made

by CDMS) should lead to a 2 order of magnitude sensitivity increase and this doesn’t

even account for the fact that the intrinsic temperature sensitivity of a TES (α ∼
100-300) is significantly greater than for an NTD (α ∼ -10) [1]. Unfortunately, the ‘as

built’ energy resolution improvements over an NTD style readout were significantly

more modest (∼x3) than this for CDMS II. Much of this discrepancy we can already

understand through this and earlier chapters:

• Edelweiss NTD sensors operate at ∼20mK rather than our ∼100mK

• poor matching of TES bandwidth to phonon signal bandwidth

• non-intrinsic 1/f noise at low frequencies and unnecessary johnson noise from

high temperature Rs and Rp due to archaic cold electronic design
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• TES sensor bandwidth suppression due to phase separation (this would only

effect the energy sensitivity in the limit of large phonon signal bandwidth)

The final, yet to be discussed, culprit which leads to poor sensitivity in our current

designs is poor energy collection efficiency. This was first brought to light in a study

by Walter Ogburn in the r118-r119 analysis (fig.5.4), where he found that only 1-

4% of the total phonon energy produced in an event interaction and subsequent

electron/hole drift actually ends up in the TES electronic system! All the rest of the

energy somehow gets lost.

Figure 5.4: Total Phonon Collection in CDMS II devices. Red circles are Si substrates
while blue crosses are Ge.

On the brightside, such huge collection inefficiencies mean that sizeable gains in

phonon sensitivities can be produced in future experiments, if we can only isolate

and fix those parts of our collection process which are most problematic. This is the

essence of this chapter. Within, we’ll attempt to estimate and simulate the losses in

each of the stages mentioned above, discuss potential fabrication improvements, and

optimize the QET geometry for both position sensitivity and optimum filter energy

resolution.
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5.2 Allocation of Phonon Losses

Any attempt to further optimize the energy sensitivity of our devices requires that we

either experimentally or theoretically allocate losses to the individual stages:

1. εcrystal: In order for phonons created by particle interaction to reach the Al film

on the surface, they must first undergo downconversion processes so as to reach

energies at which they travel ballistically, Eb (they must reach the surface to

interact afterall). In the bulk of the crystal, it’s believed that higher (i.e. non-

harmonic) terms in the phonon hamiltonian are responsible for the decay. While

at the surface, down conversion could potentially occur through any number of

different processes (surfaces are messy!). For the purposes of estimating the

efficiency of the cascade, εcrystal, we’ll separate the phonons into 3 categories

based on energy:

(a) Ep > Eb: Phonons with energy greater than the ballistic cutofff energy

will wander around the crystal until they split into multiple lower energy

phonons.

(b) Eb > Ep > 2∆Egap = 2 · 1.76 kbTc (in BCS theory): These phonons are

now ballistic and thus interactions with the Al film on the surface of the

detector will totally dominate further phonon downconversion processes.

Effectively, Eb sets the lower edge of the cascade.

(c) 2∆Egap > Ep: subgap phonons which comprise the lost energy. Our sens-

ing system will never see these phonons since they can’t be concentrated

into our W TES through quasiparticle creation. They will simply wander

around in the crystal until full thermalization occurs.

To set a rough scale on the magnitude of these losses, let’s make the assumption

that after the cascade has completed, all phonon states below Eb are equally

populated. This ‘ideal’ approximation was used to great effect in Klein’s work

on calculating the average ionization energy for semiconductor cascades [43].
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The basic idea is that after going through so many levels of downscattering,

the energies of all the produced particles have very little dependence upon

the actual down conversion cross sections. Effectively,we hope that any small

bumps/variations are smoothed through numerous convolutions with the energy

particle density.

With the additional assumption of an isotropic phonon model with the disper-

sion relation, ω = v|k| (n(E) ∝ E2) we have

εcrystal ∼
∫ Eb

2∆Egap
En(E)dE

∫ Eb
0
En(E)dE

= 1−
∫ 2∆Egap

0
En(E)dE

∫ Eb
0
En(E)dE

= 1− (2∆Egap)
4

E4
b

(5.2)

Using the ballistic cutoff frequencies (∼16K Ge / ∼31K Si) found in [21], this

line of reasoning gives estimates of 98% for Si and 94% for Ge.

The difference in the efficiency loss magnitude between Si and Ge seen in the

above estimate is largely due to fact that the phase velocity is roughly a factor

of two smaller in Ge: all the phonon states are simply lower in energy and thus

a larger percentage of states are subgap. Thus, even if one of the many assump-

tions in the above estimate is wrong and we have completely underestimated

the losses in both Si and Ge, we would still expect that εcrystal Ge < εcrystal Si.

Since this loss mechanism is a function of fundamental crystal characteristics,

future improvement of εcrystal through various engineering tricks is quite unlikely

. . . we have what we have.

2. εpassiveAl: The face of a CDMS device has many elements other than the con-

centration fins which are composed of Al (with a bilayer of Al/W on one edge)

including alignment marks (CDMS II oZIP), stitching pads (CDMS II oZIP),

large DIB bonding pads (all), electrode grid (CDMS II oZIP and mZIP), small

safety bonding pads (iZIP), and finally phonon bias rails (all). All of these struc-

tures unfortunately concentrate and sink athermal phonons as well, leading to
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% Active % Passive(top/bottom) εpassive (Area/Volume)
CDMS II oZIP 19.6% / 0% 12.5% / 10.0% 41% / 59%
SuperCDMS mZIP 37% / 0% 6.1% / 10.0% 71% / 85%
SuperCDMS iZIP 4.8% / 4.8% 1.5% / 1.5% 78% / 78%

Table 5.1: Percentage active and passive Al coverage as well as the collection efficiency
for various CDMS detector designs

a potentially quite severe drop in energy collection efficiency.

On the brightside, the calculation of εpassive is by far the most straightforward.

It’s simply the amount of Al found in the active Al fins divided by the total

amount of Al on the surface of the detector (Tab. 5.1)

There is one slight subtlety. In both the CDMS II ZIP and SuperCDMS Mer-

cedes designs, the thickness of the Al on the phonon face is ∼350nm while the

Al film on the charge side is ∼ 20nm. Estimates of the phonon/cooper pair

cross section [82], indicate that high energy athermal phonons (> 15K) largely

interact and begin their quasiparticle cascades within the first 20nm. Thus, for

high energy phonons the efficiency losses should be based upon the active and

passive Al surface areas. By contrast, phonons with energies near the cooper

pair interaction threshold have interaction rates on the scale of 1mm and con-

sequently the volume ratio should be used. Ideally, we would convolute the Al

thicknesses with a phonon monte carlo for an average event to get an better

estimate. but for right now the table above at least gives an upper and lower

bound on the true εpassive (notice that for our newer symmetric designs, this only

effects the phonon absorption bandwidth, ωpulse, and not the absolute phonon

efficiency).

This table also clearly illustrates the huge strides we’ve made in minimizing the

amount of passive Al on the device face since CDMS II.

3. εAl cascade: Athermal phonons initialize a cascade production of quasiparticles in

the Al. As discussed in [82], the actual cascade dynamics are totally different
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from those found in an electronic cascade of a semiconductor. In a good semi-

conductor, the electron-electron scattering cross section largely dominates the

electron-phonon production process and thus phonons are only generated mostly

in the case that the kinetic energy of the electrons and holes are insufficient to

create another electron-hole pair.

By contrast, in the superconducting cascade the electron-phonon and phonon-

electron processes totally dominate the direct electron-electron interaction. As

long as the generated phonon though has energy above 2∆Egap, it will eventually

break another cooper pair. Consequently, if all the electronic kinetic energy

at each step is converted into a single phonon then the cascade will be very

efficient at producing quasiparticles. On the otherhand, if the cascade produces

large numbers of subgap phonons when the production of above gap phonons

is energetically possible then the process is horridly inefficient.

To set a maximum efficiency for the Al cascade, let’s for the moment assume

the former (since the phonon density of states goes as E2 this probably isn’t

that bad of an assumption) and use Klein’s equally populated momentum state

approximation [43] but with the BCS quasiparticle density of states:

nqp(E) ∝ E√
E2 −∆E2

gap

(5.3)

With these approximations, εAl cascade = 55%. More complex simulations by

Paul [19] match this number incredibly well in the high energy limit (fig. 5.5).

4. εcollectAl: Once all the Al quasiparticles relax to the superconducting band edge,

they diffuse randomly until they either recombine into cooper pairs, trap in a

localized region with lower Tc, or eventually make their way into the W of the

W/Al overlap region through what could be a sizeable surface impedance. The

first two possibilities mentioned are direct signal sinks.

Theoretical calculations of the trapping rate are impossible because the trapping
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Figure 5.5: Average phonon energy per quasiparticle (1/εAl cascade) produced versus
incident phonon energy (solid line). Produced by Paul Brink. [19]

rate depends almost exclusively on the film quality and thus experimental data

is vital. Unfortunately, setting up and maintaining a process to directly measure

εcollectAl, DAl, and τtrapAl with test structures is quite resource intensive and thus

has never fully been incorporated into the fabrication. An initial preliminary

measurement was done by the Cabrera group in 1998 which will be discussed

in great detail in a subsequent section and in the very near future, Jeff Yen and

the rest of the Cabrera group will finally begin a long awaited and much, much

improved measurement.

Due to it’s ease of measurement, we have mostly relied upon the Residual Re-

sistance Ratio (RRR) as a very rough proxy for film quality. The basic principle

behind the RRR measurement is the assumption that at room temperature, elec-

tron scattering with equilibrium thermal phonons totally dominates ρ for metals

and thus there is no machine or film quality dependence. Consequently, we can
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Sample ID Thickness (nm) RRR mfp (nm) method Dep Rate (nm/s)
DH1 225.0 6.5 96.9 sputtered 0.2
DH2 227.5 5.53 82.4 sputtered 13.4
DH3 170.0 5.19 77.3 sputtered 11.4
DH4 211.5 3.61 53.8 sputtered 1.1
DH5 203.0 3.63 54.1 sputtered 0.7
DH6 200.0 2.72 40.5 sputtered 0.2
DH7 200.0 2.73 40.7 sputtered 0.2
DH8 205.5 8.22 122.5 sputtered 0.2
DH9 95.0 7.1 105.8 sputtered 0.2
DH10 229.0 12 179.0 sputtered 22.2
DH11 139.0 9.41 140.2 sputtered 20.0

Balzers 250.0 4.19 62.4 sputtered
Gryphon 800.0 42 625.8 sputtered 1.7

SL1 1400.0 9.4 140.0 sputtered 0.4
SL2 972.4 9.9 147.5 sputtered 0.4
SL3 216.7 4.7 70.0 sputtered 0.4
SL4 219.7 4.5 67.1 sputtered 1.5
SL5 1140.0 28.8 429.1 e-beam 57.2
SL6 1100.0 19.2 286.1 e-beam 54.8
SL7 280.0 18.1 269.7 e-beam 56.0
SL8 270.0 12.3 183.3 e-beam 53.2

Table 5.2: RRR measurements for a variety of different Al deposition machines.

remove the the geometry systematics (changes is thickness, non-simplistic cur-

rent densities) in the calculation of ρ from R by simply taking the ratio of the

resistances at 300K and 4K. In some incredibly time intensive studies by Betty

Young which are preserved in Tab. 5.2, the RRR was found to vary wildly with

deposition machine. Unfortunately, the deposition machine which we have used

for the past 10 years, the ‘Balzers’, is certainly not the best on the list. It was

chosen not for its high quality Al films but rather for it’s ability to produce

W with a Tc around ∼ 100mK. Thus, any improvements in Al film quality in

next generation deposition machines would almost certainly lead to improved

εcollectAl.

A quick glance at the table also immediately suggests that e-beam deposition
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systems generally produce significantly higher quality films than sputterers and

thus the question of redesigning our fabrication process so that the W and Al

are deposited and patterned in different steps is certainly reasonable (mixed

α/β phase W has only been produced in sputter deposition machines). The

primary disadvantage to this change is that a more complex liftoff process must

be used for the Al (the second processing layer). This change though would

also allow us to increase the thickness of the Al films until DAl was thickness

limited.

5. εcollectW/Al: The existence of traps in the W/Al means that some of the quasi-

particles will never leave the W/Al region. This loss mechanism can be studied

by varying W/Al overlap lengths in the banana style test device. Conceptually,

this physical mechanism is quite similar to that for εcollectAl.

6. εW cascade The efficiency of the cascade process from Al quasi-particles each with

a potential energy of ∼2K into measureable kinetic and potential energy of the

W quasi-particles depends on a huge number of variables and thus at first glance

is non-simplistic to estimate theoretically. In particular, εW cascade, depends

on the exact location of the intermediate band gap in the proximitized W/Al

region. If the interface impedance between the W and Al is large, then Tc

varies quite sharply with position and thus a high energy quasi-particle can

easily transfer it’s kinetic energy to other electronic excitations. By contrast, if

the metals are very well connected, then Tc will vary slowly with position and

during the quasi-particle relaxation a significant percentage of the total Al quasi-

particle potential energy will end up as sub-gap phonons which immediately

migrate back to the Ge/Si crystal instead of electronic excitations which are

measureable.

So we would ideally like to precisely engineer the coupling between the W/Al

to be large enough so that transmission of quasi-particles to the W is large

(εAl collect improves as the W/Al surface impedance decreases), but small enough

such that W cascade is efficient (εW cascade decreases with increased coupling).
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Historically, the quality of the Balzers’s RF etch which removes the oxide layer

between the first W film (last layer of the ‘trilayer’ deposition) and the active

W film deposition has had significant temporal variation and thus it’s quite

possible that the large variation in the total efficiency found between detectors

in CDMS II (Fig. 5.4) is due to variation of the interface quality. This though is

not the only possible explanation. Since we did not measure Al RRR religously

during the CDMS II fabrication process, it’s certainly possible that our Al film

quality had significant temporal variability. This hypothesis also seems quite

reasonable: if we see such huge variation in film quality between machines, then

it’s certainly reasonable that quality fluctuations over time exist with the same

machine.

5.3 1997 Banana Experiment for Measuring Quasi-

Particle Transport Properties

In 1997, the Stanford CDMS group designed, fabricated and tested the device in Fig.

5.6 to isolate and quantify the efficiency losses due to poor QP propagation.

Figure 5.6: Schematic of the 1997 device to quantify the trapping length of QP in
balzers Al

5.3.1 Device Design and Qualitative Results

The design concept is as follows. A collimated ∼1.75 keV xray source (flourescence

off Si from 55Fe ) would uniformly illuminate a 150nm thick sputtered Al fin which is
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jointly shared between 2 TES. Quasi-Particles generated due to an x-ray interaction

within the Al film would randomly diffuse and the ratio of energy absorbed in the two

TES could be simply related to the location of the interaction origin. For example,

an event which occurs at the very center of the Al fin would have symmetric energy

absorption by both TES, while an event very near one TES would have the vast

majority of energy absorbed in a single TES.

Figure 5.7: 1997 banana

If no quasiparticle trapping occurred in the film then the sum of the energy absorbed

by the 2 TES should be completely independent of the interaction location (E1 +E2 is

constant). By contrast, if trapping is significant then interactions occurring near the

center of the device should have a suppressed total signal (the event contour should

be ‘banana’ shaped). Unfortunately, the results (Fig. 5.7) clearly indicate that for

the Al films produced in the Balzers, quasi-particle trapping is significant.

Notice also, that the banana contour from x-rays interacting with the Al film never

reach either axis. Effectively, even events which occur very near one TES have energy
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sharing. This suggests that Quasiparticle transmission across the W/Al interface is

quite difficult; there’s a sizeable interface impedance.

5.3.2 quantitative simulations

The above results can be quite well modeled with a basic 1D diffusive partial differ-

ential equation with a linear loss term, τtrapAl.

∂n

∂t
= DAl∇2

xn−
n

τtrapAl
(5.4)

To match the data, we’ll choose the boundary conditions which correspond to the fact

that the transmission probability for the quasi-particle across the W/Al boundary,

fW/Al, is small and thus the particle flow across the interface is

−AiDAl∇n(xend) · ŝ = n(xend)/Ri Al/W =
n(xend)fW/AlAi < vqp >

2
(5.5)

where Ri Al/W is the interface impedance for the QuasiParticles (units of
[

time
length3

]
),

Ai is the cross-sectional area of the interface, and ŝ is the unit vector at the surface

pointing in the outward direction.

The equivalence of these three follows from the continuity equation. Let’s draw a

box with infinitesimal width,∆x, in which one edge is the resistive boundary and the

other edge is within the bulk of the diffusive media (Fig. 5.8).

Since the volume of the box is infinitesimal, for the density to remain finite, the flux

into the box on the left side (−AiDAl∇n(xend) · ŝ) must be equal to the flux leaving

the box through the surface impedance (n(xend)/Ri Al/W ). Equivalently, we can look

at the outgoing flux as the number of particles incident on the surface per unit time
n·Ai·<vqp>

2
times by the dimensionless transmission probability, fAl/W . Notice that in

this derivation we’re being incredibly cavalier with all the geometric factors of order
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Δx

Flux in Flux out

Figure 5.8: schematic for deriving fin boundary conditions

1 associated with calculating the true number of particles that diffusively hit the

boundary by just assuming that half the particles are moving to the right with a

velocity < vqp >. Truthfully, we’re just burying them into fAl/W .

5.3.3 Quasi-Analytical Solution

To solve this PDE or it’s well defined brother where there is a TES at x = lfin and a

perfectly reflective boundary at x=0 (a rectangular Al fin on our actual device), we’ll

travel down the well trodden path of separation by parts, which before application of

boundary conditions gives us:

n(x, t) =
∑

k

e−(Dk2+1/τtrap)t(T−ke
ikx + T+ke

−ikx)

where k is still an arbitrary all real or all imaginary number. Applying the fact that

the x=0 boundary condition is completely reflecting, we find that

n(x, t) =
∑

k

Tke
−(Dk2+1/τtrap)t cos(kx)

Next we can enforce the impedance constraint at x=lfin and find that k is quantized
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by the non-simplistically solvable equation (but easily analytically computed with

any number of zero finding routines)

k =
π

2lfin

(
2m+

i

π
log

(
ik +Ksurf

ik −Ksurf

))

with m being integers within the domain [0,∞) and with the surface wave vector,

Ksurf , being defined as

Ksurf =
fAl/W |vAl|

2DAl

=
3

2

fAl/W
lAl scat

where |vAl| is the average quasi-particle velocity in Al and lAl scat is the average dis-

tance between scatters for quasi-particles in the Al. Since
ik+Ksurf
ik−Ksurf

has constant unit

magnitude for real k but not for imaginary k, only real k satisfy the boundary condi-

tion.

Unfortunately, this k basis set isn’t orthogonal like those for perfectly transmissive and

reflective boundaries and thus the more standard fourier decomposition techniques to

find Tk aren’t viable. However, a simple linear least squares fit can be used to find

the Tk to match any t=0 density distribution with almost as much ease.

To precisely estimate εAl, I find that the easiest technique is to analytically calculate

the total percentage of quasi-particles which trap for an uniform distribution

εtrapAl =

1
τtrap

∫∞
0
dt
∫ lfin

0
dxnuniform(x, t)

∫ lfin
0

dxnuniform(x, 0)
=
∑

k

Tk uniform
sin(klfin)

klfin

1

1 + k2l2trap
(5.6)

and then the efficiency to collect quasi-particles would simply be

εcollectAl = 1− εtrapAl = 1−
∑

k

Tk uniform
sin(klfin)

klfin

1

1 + k2l2trap
(5.7)
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The diffusion length, ltrap (
√
Dτtrap), shows up as a natural quantity/grouping in

virtually all diffusive PDEs. For example, an initial dirac-delta particle distribution

that has diffused for a time τtrap will have a gaussian particle distribution with σ =√
2Dτtrap, or σ =

√
2ltrap. Ksurf , the other physically important parameter grouping

for systems with impedance boundary conditions, is much less common. Looking at

it’s definition, we see that a given interface impedance effects QP collection much more

severely for fins with a large diffusion constant or QP scattering length. Intuitively,

one can think of this behavior in two ways. Macroscopically, a system with a small

DAl has a large internal impedance and thus a surface impedance has to be pretty

large to be physically limiting (we’ll develop this idea significantly in the future).

Microscopically, we can say that in a system with small DAl, a particle that reflects

off the W/Al interface will be much more likely to hang around and make many more

attempts at getting through the barrier.
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Figure 5.9: Quasi-particle collection efficiency (left) and first pass ballistic phonon
collection efficiency (right) for a rectangular fin with perfect transmission collection
at the TES/Fin boundary

In the hopes of building intuition, Fig. 5.9-left (solid black) displays the quasi-particle

collection efficiency as a function of the fin length in units of ltrap for a rectangular

fin with perfect transmission at the TES boundary. Basically, for us to keep our

collection efficiency as high as possible, any rectangular fin should never really go

beyond 1.5 diffusion lengths and we should probably try to keep the fin length less
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than a diffusion length. A second interesting feature seen in these curves is that

for very long fin lengths, the collection efficiency scales as 1/lfin(dashed blue). This

idea is fleshed out in greater detail in Fig. 5.9-right where I’ve plotted εcollectlfin.

To understand this, let’s think about a toy detector model where: 1) all phonons

are ballistic 2) once a phonon interacts with an uninstrumented surface all position

information is lost. If we are solely interested in collecting position information, then

only first wave phonons matter (who cares if we collect the phonon in the TES after

it’s 8th bounce) and the number of first wave phonons which are collected in the TES

scales as εcollectlfin, the y-axis in Fig. 5.9-right. Here we see that the number of first

wave phonons is assymptotically limited for high lfin. Infact, a fin with length 1.5

ltrap collects only 10% less position information than one with much larger length but

it has a significantly higher collection of multi-bounce phonons which though they

contain no position information in this staggeringly simplistic toy model they still

contain total energy information. So we’ve reconfirmed our design constraint of never

allowing a rectangular fin to grow beyond 1.5 diffusion lengths.

For the banana device, all qualitative features are similar to the calculation above

(non-orthogonal basis, non-simplistic k quantization) except that one needs to calcu-

late Tk for approximate dirac delta functions at a variety of x instead of just for the

uniform distribution. Secondly, to separately calculate the collection percentages for

the two TES separately, one needs to integrate the flux directly.

5.3.4 Experimental Results

Our best fit to the 1997 banana plot was ltrap = 180±10um and fAl/W = .0025±.0005

(In hindsight, we should have quoted ltrap and K in the paper since fAl/W is dependent

upon the DAl estimate which has more systematics). Unfortunately, direct application

of these numbers to our current devices and to designs for future devices is quite

difficult because of the many changes that have occurred in our fabrication process.

Of greatest importance is the fact that we now deposit Al films with a thickness of ∼
300nm instead of 150nm. Consequently, if the 1997 banana device had quasi-particle
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diffusion which was limited by the film thickness, then increasing the film thickness

by x2 would increase ltrap by
√

2. By contrast, if the diffusion constant for the film

was already intrinsically limited in 1997, then ltrap is more likely to be invariant.

We always hoped to remove this systematic with measurements on a modern banana

device eventually (it will happen soon), but in hindsight we could also have just

ripped out a simple measurement of the RRR for 2 Balzers Al films with thicknesses

of 300nm and 150nm to determine a scale factor.

Figure 5.10: Ratio of quasi-particle collection efficiency for QETs with an interface
impedance of f=1/400 to those with perfect transmission for various Xfin and ltrapAl

To help you grasp the importance of the interface impedance, I’ve contoured the

ratio of QP collection for a rectangular fin with f=1/400 and for one with perfect

transmission. As you can see, for large fins with large ltrapAl, ∼ 30% of quasi-particle

losses can be contributed to poor interface properties. As mentioned previously,

the magnitude of this loss term also suggests that the large variability in overall

phonon collection efficiency in CDMS II (Fig. 5.4) could be caused by poor control

of the interface impedance in fabrication. On the optimistic side, this experiment

was performed in 1997 when the Balzers deposition machine was still a multi-user

machine and before Paul and Betty spent significant time optimizing the RF etch
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between CDMS II and SuperCDMS. Consequently, it’s certainly possible that in

the future our surface impedances will be both lower and have significant smaller

variability (Of course, confirmation of this requires future banana study).

For quick future design studies, Fig. 5.11 display QP collection efficiencies for various

fin and trapping lengths for the rectangular fin geometry used in oZIP/iZIP.

Figure 5.11: Quasi-particle collection efficiency for a rectangular QET with an in-
terface impedance of f=1/400 versus various fin lengths and quasi-particle trapping
lengths.

5.3.5 Pulse Shapes and the diffusion coefficient

Conceptually, the TES sensor system used should also have the necessary bandwidth

(Squids tuned to say 300khz) to estimate DAl from the relative delay between chan-

nels’ leading edges as long as one understands the green’s functions of the individual

TES. Unfortunately, this later constraint proved to be challenging.

As seen in fig. 5.12, the pulse shapes for events which originated in the fins have

complex morphologies and are quite different for the two TES. The second is quite

surprising since the TES have identical geometries and almost certainly have very

similar superconducting properties (Tc , ∆T90−10) since we’ve historically found our

films to have relatively homogenous properties over short length scales.
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Figure 5.12: Representative pulse shapes for various event types

The easiest way to generate behavioral differences in the TES is to inadvertantly volt-

age bias them to different equilibrium resistance locations. Under standard linear 0D

TES theory though, changes of this type should simply lead to fall time differences

in the TES green function and thus the non-exponential behavior can’t be explained.

Furthermore, we believe that the bias conditions were close to symmetric. Unfortu-

nately, due to the great number of years between the actual experimental run and

the analysis of the data in 2004, this can’t be guaranteed.

Again due to the numerous years before analysis and poor documentation, it’s un-

known if both TES were biased with the same sign. Any assymetry in the biasing

would lead to a non-symmetric supercurrent flow in the Al. However, any coupling of

this supercurrent flow to either the quasiparticle diffusion in the Al or the measured

resistance for that channel would be quite complex and thus we would very much like

to look for a simpler reason.

When studying phase separation in the Advanced TES Dynamics chapter, we never

concerned ourselves with deriving green’s functions for non uniform pulse shapes

because CDMS devices have large numbers of fins (10-12) which do a reasonable

job of spreading the phonon energy evenly over the entire TES. For this banana

device though, all of the energy is clearly incident on the side of the TES connected
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Figure 5.13: thermal phase separation of TES can generate the pulse shape assymetry
seen between the channels

to the fin and, as shown in fig. 5.13, the pulse shapes vary hugely depending on

if the side receiving the pulse is the high or low resistance edge of the the phase

separated TES. Consequently, it seems that hypothesizing phase separation trivially

explains both the assymetry in pulse shapes between the two channels and their

complexity. Unfortunately, we have had difficulty matching the very long dominant

falltimes (τ ∼ 200µs).

We can think of a few possible reasons for this. One possibility is that we have an

abnormally high heat capacitance by ∼x5. If true for this device, then one would

expect it to be true for all CDMS devices and thus all the various α estimates made

in previous chapters would have to be revised upwards by the same factor of x5. Also,

the phase separation length scale would be suppressed by
√

5. Finally, this suggests

that the heat capacitance of our W films in their transition are x10 larger than the

normal heat capacitance measured by CRESST (quite unlikely) [52].

Secondly, the bath temperature for this run could just be quite near the Tc of the

1997 banana device. This hypothesis is also disfavored, since we would then need
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a mechanism other than phase separation to produce complex pulse shape features

which are so naturally made with phase separation.

Finally, there is the possibility that a significant percentage of the recoil energy is

converted into phonons which diffuse very slowly in the Si substrate. This theory could

potentially explain the long falltimes but that is a lot of tightly confined diffusion.

The little experience we have with Si iZIPs (τp absb ∼ 140µs) definitely disfavors this

hypothesis. Understanding these issues will simply have to wait until we have banana

devices with non-phase separated TES (lower Tc and smaller ltes).

,

Figure 5.14: Relative delay between channels vs. event location

If we do disregard these pulse shape problems and focus only upon the very sharp

rising edge (fig. 5.14), we can estimate that DAl = 100 ± 10 cm
2

s
for this device.

Combining with the estimate of ltrapAl from the banana, we can then estimate the

free lifetime as τtrapAl = 3.2 ± 1µs. These quasi-particle free lifetimes are extraor-

dinarily small compared to those measured by other groups in Al. Cresst measured

τtrapAl ∼ 100µs for pure e-beam Al films on sapphire [83]. Furthermore, David Moore

found τtrapAl = 130± 4µs [84] and Barends found 100µs < τtrapAl < 2000µs [85] (de-

pendent upon lattice damage caused by ion-implantation) for Al sputtered on Si in
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MKIDs devices. These two later experiments, though, have two significant unmea-

sured systematics which make direct comparison difficult. First, they assume that

the spatial dimensions of the Al traps are << than the thickness of the

films (60nm and 100nm respectively) If not, then there exists the possibility that

quasi-particles, which are locally stuck in traps and haven’t recombined into cooper

pairs, can still physically fluctuate with the E-fields even though they aren’t com-

pletely free to diffuse. Secondly, they assume that any stray RF fields found

in the Al absorber don’t artificially keep the quasi-particles from relaxing

into localized states (unlike in their MKIDS studies, we certainly won’t

have these oscillating fields).

Consequently, we are left with a few explanations:

1. The Blazers makes incredibly poor quality sputtered Al.

2. The overlaying W film is not completely removed in the etching process leading

to large traps.

3. Al films produced on aSi are significantly worse than those produced upon either

Sapphire or Si.

4. The Blazers makes sputtered Al of the same quality as other sputterers and all

sputtered Al films tend to have quasi-particle traps with large spatial dimen-

sions.

5.3.6 Unexpected Information

Well separated from and beneath the higher energy banana is a second event contin-

uum. We believe that these events can be associated with x-rays that interacted in

the Si substrate below the Al fin. The suppressed energy absorption into the two pri-

mary TES is then directly attributable to the efficiency of the phonon cascade in the

Si for producing above bandgap phonons (εcrystal) and also the simple phonon trans-

mission within the substrate away from the TES (Si substrate dimentsions: 1cm x
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1cm). With this interpretation then, εcrystal can be bounded as being greater than 0.6

(theoretically we expect it to be ∼95 %, so this is consistent with expectations).

5.4 Al Fin Geometry and Length Optimization

5.4.1 2D Fin Geometries

X

(a) CDMSII QET
(‘oZIP’)

(b) SuperCDMS Maximized Al QET,(‘mZIP’) (c) 2nd inter-
digitated QET
(‘iZIP’)

Figure 5.15: Last 3 QET designs of the CDMS collaboration to scale

So far, we’ve only discussed 1D quasi-particle propagation models which have the

advantages of being mathematically simplistic and were physically motivated by the

rectangular Al fin geometries found in the banana quasi-particle test structure and

in the CDMS II QET design (Fig. 5.15a). Unfortunately though, these simplistic

fin geometries aren’t optimal for quasi-particle collection: as typified by the ’X’ in

Fig. 5.15a, rectangular fin geometries have noninstrumented area which is in very

close proximity to the TES. This area is tantamount to beachfront property since

quasi-particles created in this area need to travel such minimal distances in the Al to

be absorbed by the TES and are thus much less likely to trap.
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This suggests that ‘coliseum’ geometries like that of the mZIP design (Fig. 5.15b)

would have far superior quasi-particle collection efficiencies for a given Al fin area,

and this is indeed shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: left: Quasi-particle collection efficiency for 1D rectangular (black) and
2D coliseum(blue) QETs with perfect transmission at the W/Al interface, a tes length,
ltes= 100 µm and ltrapAl= 180

√
2µm.

To create this efficiency estimate, we followed the same general procedure that was laid

out for the 1D fin with an impedance boundary. Of course, there are differences. Most

importantly, rather than simple exponential solutions, the eigenvectors are now linear

combinations of the zeroth order Bessel, J0(kr), and Neuman,Y0(kr), functions:

n2D(r, t) =
∑

k

Tke
−(Dk2+1/τtrap)t (Y1(kro)J0(kr)− J1(kro)Y0(kr))

in which the wave vector values, k, are self consistently defined by the equation

J1(kro)Y0(kri)− J0(kri)Y1(kro) = 0

for a perfect transmission boundary condition at ri and a perfectly reflecting boundary

condition at ro (to derive this equation, it’s necessary to realize that ∂J0(z)
∂z

= −J1(z)
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and ∂Y0(z)
∂z

= −Y1(z)). As shown in Fig. 5.17, the k solutions to this equation very

closely coincide with the the wave solutions to a 1D rectangular fin with length,

ro − ri:

kguess =
π

ro − ri
(m+ 1/2)

where m is an integer [0,∞).
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Figure 5.17: left: k quantization constraint for cylindrical diffusion geometries
right: Quasi-Particle initial condition fit

Due to the lack of simple orthogonality relations, it’s once again simplest to least

squares fit the Tk to a homogenous initial quasi-particle state. Then, continuing to

follow the outline of the 1D derviation (Eq. 5.6-5.7), one finds that

εcollectAl = 1− εtrapAl = 1−
1

τtrap

∫∞
0
dt
∫ ro
ri
rdr n2D(r, t)

∫ ro
ri
rdr n2D(r, 0)

=

∑
k

(
k2l2trap
k2l2trap+1

)
Tk
k2 |krY1(kro)J1(kr)− krJ1(kro)Y1(kr)|rori∑

k
Tk
k2 |krY1(kro)J1(kr)− krJ1(kro)Y1(kr)|rori
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5.4.2 Fin Length Optimization for 1D and 2D geometries

Up to now, we’ve given some broad qualitative design boundaries on lfin: basically

keep lfin of the same order as ltrap. Now, that we’ve developed quantitative estimates

of quasi-particle collection efficiency in both 1D and 2D fin geometries though, we can

go a step further and attempt to find the precise optimum fin lengths as a function

of design drivers.

In the TES dynamics chapter, we derived that the optimum filter total phonon energy

resolution was approximately

σ2
E '

4kbT
2
cGFtfn

ε2totωpulse

in the standard athermal phonon detector limit where the sensor bandwidth, ωeff ,

is much larger than the ballistic phonon absorption bandwidth, ωpulse. Physically,

ωpulse is simply the inverse of the average amount of time in takes to collect a ballistic

phonon in an Al fin on the surface of the detector which we can write as the average

time between surface bounces,
<lpuck>

<|vp|> divided by the probability that the surface

interaction location is covered by the Al film, AAl
Apuck

. Even then, the phonon can

reflect off the Al/crystal interface or travel into the Al film and then leave without

interacting, so we’ll multiply by an additional absorption probability, fpAl. Putting it

all together, we find

ωpulse = 1/τp absb =
< |vp|>
<lpuck>

AAl
Apuck

fpAl

Of great importance to this derivation, fpAl is assumed to depend only upon the

thickness of the Al film and the crystal type. As an informative aside, we find that Si

iZIP4/5 detectors have a τpulse=140 µs which is∼x5 faster than the phonon absorption

time seen in Ge iZIP4/5 detectors (absolutely identical sensor layout and design).

Since the ballistic phonon velocity,vpSi, is only ∼ x2 faster than is found for Ge, our
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experimental results suggest that fpAl is ∼x2.5 larger for Si than Ge.

All that is left is to rewrite AAl as the number of QETs on a face of the detector , nqet,

multiplied by the total Al fin area for each QET, Afin. Please note, that with this

approximation we are incorrectly assuming that the passive Al fraction is negligible.

Secondly, we’ll also decompose the volume dependence of the W electron-phonon

thermal coupling as G = nΣnqetVtesT n−1
c . With these simplifications,

σE ∝
T
n+1

2
c

εtot

√
Vtes
Afin

(5.8)

Notice, the complete lack of explicit dependence upon nqet. Basically, the derived

linear scaling of the phonon collection bandwidth with nqet is exactly offset by the

linear scaling of G with nqet. Of course, this is a slight simplification. If we con-

tinue to decrease nqet, then eventually the athermal phonon collection bandwidth will

be dominated by non-metal phonon thermalization in the crystal and εtot(the total

phonon collection efficiency) will start to scale with the total Al area coverage (VERY

BAD!).

For Ge crystals, we’ve experimentally confirmed linear scaling of ωpulse with AAl for

all νpulse > 175hz (τpulse <900µs phonon absorption time scale) and this is only an

experimental limit. It’s certainly conceivable that all other phonon thermalization

mechanisms are on the 10hz scale and thus we may very well be able to decrease

νpulse by x4 and still be fine.

Fig.5.18-left illustrates that the 2D fin geometry has a reasonably sharp energy signal

optimization at around lfin 2D ∼ 0.6 − 0.90ltrap. By contrast, 1D rectangular fin

geometries optimize at larger lengths, lfin 1D ∼ 1.1ltrap. This plot suggests that the

SuperCDMS maximal Al design, the ‘mZIP’, had Al fins which were significantly

too long (380µm) for energy sensitivity since our current best guess of ltrap is 180µm

< ltrap < 180
√

2µm.

Interestingly, as seen in Fig. 5.18-right, the precise optimization point varies as a
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1D

Figure 5.18: left: 1/σE for both 1D and 2D fin geometries as a function of lfin/ltrap
for ltrap=180

√
2µm and ltes=100µm

right: Energy Optimized fin length in units of ltrap as a function of ltes/lfin

function of ltes/lfin or equivalently the ltes/ltrap for 2D geometries. This makes some

intuitive sense. In the limit of ltes >> lfin, the cylindrical fin geometry should scale

as a 1D geometry.

Furthermore, this line of reasoning suggests that to truly take advantage of the in-

creased quasi-particle collection efficiency of 2D fin geometries, one needs to design

devices such that ltes << lfin and ltrap. This is shown quite clearly in Fig. 5.19 where

device designs with ltes = lfin show quite marginal improvement in energy sensitiv-

ity. By contrast, devices with ltes = 1/5 lfin show of x2 sensitivity improvement by

switching to 2D fin geometries. This again makes intuitive sense. Looking at Eq.5.8,

the collection bandwidth (more is better) scales with the QET area while the thermal

fluctuation noise (more is worse) scales with G or equivalently the W volume of the

TES. Now, in the limit of 1D fin geometries, the ratio Vtes
Afin

is invariant with TES

length. In the limit of perfect 2D fin geometries though, Afin is independent of ltes,

and thus from an energy sensitivity perspective, it makes sense to design devices with

small ltes
lfin

ratios.

Secondly, our detectors produce position information by collecting phonons in the Al
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Figure 5.19: Ratio of estimated OF energy resolution for 1D and 2D fin geometries
as a function of ltes/lfin

fin before the first ballistic bounce. As we’ve already discussed, the signal scales as

εtotAAl while the noise is dominated by thermal conductance TFN noise as always.

Consequently, the position information signal-to-noise scales as

S

N xyz
∝ εtotAAl√

4kbT 2
cGFtfn

∝ εtotAfin

√
nqet
Vtes

(5.9)

We’ll discuss the nqet scaling in greater depth in the next chapter. For the purposes of

right now though, the scaling of fiducial volume information goes as εtotAfin. The dif-

ference in Afin scaling between these two optimized signal metrics (energy resolution

/ position resolution) suggests that both metrics can’t be optimized concurrently. We

need to choose if we are going to optimize our detector for energy resolution, position

information, or some complex combination of the two at the beginning of the design

process.

Fig. 5.20, illustrates this choice. A device designed solely for OF baseline resolution

would have the lfin which corresponds to the farthest point to the right of the curve.
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Figure 5.20: Energy sensitivity (x-axis) and postion sensitivity (y-axis) as a functions
of lfin for 1D and 2D fin geometries

By contrast, detectors which were designed with an emphasis on fiducial volume

sensitivity would have slightly larger fins (for the case shown, a 10% decrease in OF

sensitivity gives one a 30% improvement in phonon fiducial volume which is definitely

a reasonable tradeoff for a high mass dark matter device.

One final comment. The fin length optimization rules for optimum filter energy

resolution presented in this chapter depend upon the assumption that our noise is

flat to very low frequencies. Unfortunately, the CDMS II electronics seem to have

1/f noise which tends to dominate TFN noise somewhere between 200hz and 1khz

depending on the detector. This noise increases the relative importance of higher

signal frequencies and would almost certainly lead us to larger optimized fin lengths

and to larger power scalings with nqet.
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5.5 Optimizing W/Al interface

5.5.1 Historical Devices

First devices are never expected to be perfect, and the first ever QuasiParticle assisted

TES device shown in Fig. 5.21a is no exception. In particular, the ‘meandering’ W

TES has a length of 800µm (Tab. 5.3), a length which we now know to be unequiv-

ocally phase separated. Thus, it’s no surprise that their sensitivity was significantly

lower than found in our present devices which are only partially phase separated.

The second significant flaw in this first device is the ”meander” style TES geometry

(full disclosure: to my utter shame, the first QET that I proposed for the iZIP 1

detector 7 years ago wasn’t a completely straight line either . . . Blas correctly had me

on a tight leash back then!). The stated original reason to do this was to minimize

the Tc differential along the TES (If there is a Tc gradient, then a scrunched up TES

will be more uniform) [81]. However, any minimal advantage gained was absolutely

and completely dominated by the simple fact that by folding the TES upon itself one

loses the ability to optimally surround the TES with Al collection fins. Just think

about how much more Al one could place around the TES (or equivalently how much

shorter the fins could be made), if one stretched out the TES in Fig. 5.21a.

Removal of these two mistakes, completely dominated the historical evolution of the

CDMS QET.

A second evolutionary theme though is also visible in these devices. Over time,

the W/Al fin connection shape became significantly less drawn out and it’s quite

reasonable to ask in hindsight, if this was the correct decision. By constantly tweaking

two completely independent variables at every step, could we have confused ourselves

and been incorrectly optimizing the W/Al fin connector geometry? Should our W/Al

fin connector look more like the design in Fig. 5.21a then in Fig. 5.21g?

Luckily, from a measurement perspective the TES changes largely effect sensitivity

(signal-to-noise ratio) and shouldn’t significantly effect the amount of phonon energy
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(a) 1st QET: runs 9-15

Run 26 Analysis 2:32 PM January 2, 1996 

 

 1 

ANALYSIS OF RUN 26 

 

Detector crystal is 1 cm X 1 cm X 1 mm thick Si from Unisil [100] 2 kohm-cm MCz material.  

There is Ti/Au layer on the back of this crystal. 

 

1 X 1 cm X 1 mm
Si MCz
a = red
b = orange
c = yellow
d = green

Ti/Al on back
14 X 14 units
W - 2 X 800 µm

a

bc

d

 

143 µm

 
 

At room temperature on Oct. 23, 1995, the phonon sensor resistances for a, b, c, & d were  252, 

1118, 1111, & 257 ohms, respectively.  On June 28, 1995 these same sensors were 251, 1116, 

1110, & 257 ohms, respectively. 

 

After Run 22 in July, 1995, the SQUID chip connected to the red & orange channels was 

replaced with one that had larger modulation and thus lower noise.  Fortunately, the same device 

was operated in two successful runs (Run 22) before and after (Run 26) this change.  We next 

plot the same information from Run 26 (I believe that the COMET channels were reversed, so 

that c (yellow) and d (green) were divided by 1.22). 

 

 
 

Surprisingly, this plot from the smaller older detector (a 1 cm X 1 cm X 1mm Si with Ti/Au on 

back and four phonon sensors on front) has returned to the symmetric shape seen in Run 22 

rather than the asymmetric distribution of Run 26.  Comparing with Run 22 we have a similar 

distribution and very different from Run 26.  This strongly suggests that the gain changes are not 

due to the a short in the SQUID chip, but rather somewhere in the wiring, which comes and goes 

depending on the position of the wiring. 

(b) 2nd QET: runs 16-
22,24,26,28

(c) 3rd Fin Design for
run 23

(d) 4th QET: runs 31-34

Run 36 Analysis 2:27 PM May 23, 2009 

 

 36 - 1 

ANALYSIS OF RUN 36 

 

Detector crystal is 2 cm X 2 cm X 4 mm thick Si from Topsil [100] 2 kohm-cm float zone 

material.  There is 15 nm Ti layer on the back of this crystal (before used 5 nm Ti & 20 nm Au).  

Note also that the meander is 400 µm long by 2 µm wide, whereas Run 34 had 100 µm by 2 µm 

meander. 

 

a

bc

d

2 X 2 cm X 4 mm
Si TFZ
a = red
b = orange
c = yellow
d = green

15 nm Ti on back
14 X 14 units
W - 2 X 400 µm    

286 µm

 
 

Again we found that all four sensors were operational!  However, an interesting effect is that 

even with this different detector, once again we find that sensors A & D have lower gain.  The 

same pattern as for Run 34 with another detector!  Seems likely that we are seeing a 

heatingeffect where the top two sensors (A & D) are exposed to a higher heat flux than the lower 

two. 

 

Below we plot the energy distributions first with no gain adjustment and then on the left with 

(1.8. 1.1. 1.0, & 1.7 for A, B, C, & D respectively. 

 

 
 

From the histogram below, we can see that the collected energy is about a factor of two smaller 

than in Run 34 with no Ti film on the back.  Remember, however, that in addition the W 

meander is 400 µm long rather than 100 µm long.  There also continues to be a very large 

asymmetry in the delay timing plot.  Sensors A and D have a substantially longer risetime than B 

(e) 5th QET: runs 35-39

(f) 6th QET: runs 40-46 (g) 7nd QET: run 55

Figure 5.21: Historical R&D devices

removed from the system by electro-thermal feedback. To see this, just note that over

timescales much larger than the pulse length, the total amount of energy which has

left through the thermal conductance to the crystal, G, is roughly equal to the sum of

the joule heating energy and the thermal pulse. Consequently, we should always be

able to equate the joule heating decreases to the magnitude of energy which reaches

the TES no matter if the TES is phase separated or not. Thus, our ability to measure

both the absolute phonon collection efficiency and the sensitivity (2 measurements),

should have given us the ability to tweak two parameters at each design step.
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Runs Fin Style lfin
(µm)

tfin
(nm)

ltes
(µm)

Connector
Type

% Absorption
(w/o Ti-Au )

% Absorption
( w/ Ti-Au)

9-15 triangle 100 60 800 meander 12 % 8 %
16-22,24,26,28 triangle 146 100 800 meander 7 %

23 triangle 286 100 100 meander 2.0 %
31-34 triangle 286 100 100 boxed 5.8 %
35-39 triangle 286 100 400 boxed 2 %
40-46 triangle 900 100 200 line 2.1 % 0.3 %

55 (Alex) rectangle 1250 150 250 line

Table 5.3: Geometries and Absolute Phonon Absorption efficiencies for QET R&D
devices from 1995-2000

A careful reanalysis of these seminal runs and the design changes they engendered,

would certainly be reasonable but it has not been done largely due to the complete

hassle of reanalyzing data from over a decade ago. Thus, the veracity of the phonon

absorption efficiency numbers quoted in Tab. 5.3 are up for debate. In particular,

please notice the huge variability in how the addition of a Ti-Au electrode on the

backside of the device changes the % phonon absorption (Depending on the structure,

the measured drop varies anywhere from 33% - 85%!). The log books and summaries

from this era detail difficulties that the CDMS group had in minimizing 4He exchange

gas plate out onto the surface of the devices which is an additional phonon sink in

parallel with the Al fins in some of the runs which were considered failures. In all

probability, this problem was incredibly prevasive and randomly negatively biased

the efficiency calculations even in ”good” runs.

As an aside, He films have rarely been the dominant problem during the past 6

years in CDMS (Of course, the exception is the gigantic vacuum leak in the ebox

at Soudan which ended R125). We’ve learned that if we decrease the liquid He rate

during the cooldown from 77K, we can stabilize the fridge around 10K for a few

hours and remove the vast majority of the He exchange gas through pumping on the

IVC. The Goldharber-Gordon group uses 3He as an exchange gas in their dilution

fridge cooldowns to minimize this problem. With the increase in the cost of 3He over

the past decade, it’s reasonable to ask if the additional experimental cost is merited.
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Historically though, the dominant concern of our group has been tritium plateout

(a beta emitter) on the surfaces of our detectors since commercial 3He comes from

the decay of tritium in nuclear weapon stockpiles. Personally, this line of argument

never made much sense to me. I would think that we could easily separate any tritium

contamination from the 3He by a few distillation cycles at a point somewhere between

liquid and pumped 4He temperatures.

So with this known experimental systematic and with the fact that for these original

very unoptimized designs the W/Al interface geometry was a second order effect (they

were looking for factors of 10 S/N improvement not factors of 2), it’s certainly possible

that every aspect of our current W/Al interface geometry is completely unoptimized

and thus the conservative thing to do would be to start from absolute scratch in

designing the W/Al interface. If we are feeling a little bit more bold and frisky,

we can compare R23 and R31-34 where the Al fin geometries are identical (R16-

22,24,26,28 vs. R31-34 is slightly more messy comparison which also leads to the

same conclusion), and draw the conclusion that fin connectors which meander into

the Al fin as seen in fig. 5.21b have worse collection properties than fin connector

geometries which are more compact as typified by fig. 5.21d and thus there does

seem to be some quasi-particle trapping in the overlap region. At the same time,

we shouldn’t overly exaggerate the magnitude of this trapping. Between these two

design iterations, we changed the overlap length by over 200µm and only saw a change

in the collection efficiency of ∼x3. Thus, for the purposes of total phonon collection

estimates in the chapter, let’s say that the trapping length in the W/Al overlap region,

ltrapAl/W > 25µm. This is an extremely conservative estimate (i.e. with this trapping

length we should have seen x16 decrease for R23 with respect to R31-R34!)

With this one very poor limit upon ltrapW/Al and our measurement of fW/Al in the

banana device, we’ve exhausted all the experimental information that CDMS has ever

collected on our W/Al interface and we are left with the task of choosing the many

devices parameters shown in Fig. 5.22 and listed for the primary CDMS devices in

Tab. 5.4.
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Figure 5.22: Definitions of W/Al interface parameters as well as an assumed quasi-
particle collection path.

oZIP mZIP iZIP
fin geometry rectangular trapezoidal rectangular
lfin(µm) 380 380 325
Yfin(µm) 50 42 55
XW/Al(µm) 3.5 3.5 4.5
XW (µm) 3.5 3.5 2.5
YW (µm) 50 42 27
Yneck(µm) 6 6 4
XTES(µm) 0.8-1.5 1.4-2.4 1.4-2.4

Table 5.4: Geometric Characteristics for as built CDMS QETs

Below is a qualitative and certainly non-exhaustive list of the many ways in which

εtot could depend on these design parameters. Both this qualitative discussion and

the latter back of the envelope optimization assume a QP transport path illustrated

by the black arrow in fig. 5.22. Specifically, a quasi-particle which is absorbed in the

W/Al overlap region far from the W stub first travels horizontally down the band

gap gradient until it’s in the W only portion of the fin connector and then travels

vertically towards the W stub.

1. width of W/Al overlap region (XW/Al):

(a) fAl/W : Small Al/W transmission coefficient necessitates a large interface

area (and thus large XW/Al) to maximize transmission of quasiparticles to
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the TES.

(b) ltrapW/Al: A sizeable trapping rate in W/Al means that we should abso-

lutely minimize the time required for quasiparticles to diffuse across the

W/Al interface and consequently shorter overlaps are preferable

(c) εW cascade: The locations of the superconducting bandgap edges in the stair-

case (Fig. 5.3) depend intimately on the magnitude of the W/Al sur-

face impedance. Very small surface impedances mean that the W and Al

strongly couple and thus there is a single shared bandgap between the Al

only and W only bandgaps. In the worst case scenario, this intermediate

step is placed so that the high energy Al quasiparticles shed all of the

potential energy difference between ∆EAl and ∆EW/Al as subgap phonons

rather than through a process in which the net electronic energy is con-

served through cooper pair breaking in the W/Al. To minimize this loss

mechanism, we should tend towards smaller overlaps.

2. Fin edge overlap coverage (YW/Yfin)

(a) εW : If YW is too large, then W sections of the fin connector which are

farthest from the TES thermal connection could develop a bandgap which

increases the percentage of energy released in subgap phonons. To see this,

just note that in the limit where the bandgap smoothly varies from that

of Al to W over very large distances, their is no gain in the number of

quasi-particle excitations as one goes from Al to W; the lionshare of the

quasi-particle potential energy (1- ∆Ew
∆EAl

) ends up as subgap phonons.

(b) Minimizing TES Cf and Gfb: For a given W/Al overlap area, larger aspect

ratios means less W only fin connector material and thus less sensor noise.

(c) Physical durability: the difficulty of fabricating ∼ 350nm vertical step off

the Al fin suggests that we don’t decrease YW below 5 µm

(d) By decreasing the W/Al overlap we are effectively increasing the interface
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impedance. If the surface impedance is already decreasing qp transport

then this could be a severe negative.

3. Width of W only region in the fin connector (XW ):

(a) Cf and Gfb: The stochastic noise in our phonon measurement directly

scales with the the fin connector heat capacity / thermal conductance to

the substrate. This suggests minimizing the area of all W only portions of

the fin connector.

(b) fabrication constraints: On the EVAlign, there is ∼ 0.5µm alignment error.

Thus, the W only width must be at least this large so as to guarantee some

non-vertically proximitized W.

(c) εW cascade: As discussed above, we want quick transmission of quasi-particles

to W with minimal bandgap. If XW is too small, then the large amount

of nearby Al will proximitize the W-only section of the fin connector.

5.5.2 Back of the envelope Optimizations

In a first attempt to optimize, We’d like to leverage our understanding of basic elec-

tronic circuits (resistances, etc.) to find an order of magnitude estimate for the

optimum design. There’s nothing too revolutionary about this. Afterall, everytime

we talk about thermal impedances in the context of heat transfer we are doing exactly

this. There are though two subtleties to our quasi-particle density circuit (Fig. 5.23)

which must be correctly modeled for our answers to be even remotely correct.

First, due to the large bandgap difference between Al and W, any quasiparticle which

gains entrance into the W will somewhat quickly interact with and lose energy to

either the phonon or electron system making diffusion back into the Al impossible.

Consequently, the density of quasiparticles,nqp (analogous to voltage), in the W will

not effect the quasi-particle current(Iqp) flowing into the TES. This goes against our

standard electronic intuition; the current flowing through a resistor is proportional
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Figure 5.23: Simple Resistance Model of QP absorption

to the voltage drop. Effectively, we have two separate circuits which have current

conservation at the interface rather than one large circuit (diagramatically represented

as a dotted line).

Secondly, standard circuit theory assumes charge conservation (thermal circuit theory

assumes energy conservation). However, in our case there is not conservation of quasi

particles. For instance, a significant percentage of them are trapped and eventually

recombine in the Al. So for us to use Kirchoff’s current law, we must rewrite these

loss mechanisms as other possible parallel paths through which quasiparticle current

can flow that are connected to our circuit by a trapping impedance, RtrapAl as seen

in Fig. 5.23. To derive an expression of RtrapAl, we must only write the quasiparticle

trapping rate in terms of nqp:

Iqp = nqp/RtrapAl = nqp
XfinAcs fin

2τtrapAl

where Acs fin is the cross sectional area of the fin. The 2 was added to very roughly

convert our continuous Al fin into a uniform block (i.e. if quasi-particles are injected
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at the end of the Al, the spatially averaged nqp is similar to half the maximum).

Thus,

RtrapAl =
2τtrapAl

XfinAcs fin
=

2l2trapAl
DAlXfinAcs fin

(5.10)

The Diffusive Impedance of the Al fin, is naturally defined from the diffusive flux

relation

Iqp = Acs finDAl
∂nqp
∂x
∼ 2DAlAcs fin

Xfin

∆nqp (5.11)

or

RDAl =
Xfin

2DalAcs fin
(5.12)

where we again added a 2, this time to account for the fact that in real life the

Al quasi-particles are uniformly distributed over the fin rather than injected at the

end.

Finally the interface impedance was already derived once in Eq. 5.5 . In that deriva-

tion, we were highlighting the single dimensionality of the system at the exspense

of the true physical setup. We really should have defined the area of W/Al overlap

region (XW/AlYW ) rather than the cross sectional area. With this change the true

physical f ′W/Al is 1/9000.

Ri Al/W =
2lscatAl

f ′Al/WXW/AlYWDAl

(5.13)

where lscatAl is the average scattering length in Al (quite possible thickness lim-

ited).

Combining the impedances as displayed in Fig. 5.23, we find that the quasi-particle
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collection efficiency is

εtrapAlεtrapW/Al =
RtrapAl

RtrapAl +Ri Al/W +RdAl

RtrapAl/W

RtrapAl/W +RdAl/W

(5.14)

Fig. 5.24 shows these efficiency contours as a function of the interface geometry for

an iZIP-like sensor (fig. 5.15c) with an fAl/W = 1/100 (1/4 of that measured in the

banana experiments). Surprisingly, for all but the absurdly short overlap trapping

length of 5µm in the leftmost figure, XW/Al > 10µm are preferred. Furthermore,

as one increases the interface impedance to the values measured in the 1997 banana

experiment the optimized XW/Al become even longer. Seemingly, all of our recent

devices (Tab. 5.4) have XW/Al which are substantially too short.

(a) ltrapAl/W = 5µm (b) ltrapAl/W = 25µm (c) ltrapAl/W = 64µm

Figure 5.24: QuasiParticle Collection Efficiency Contours as a function of the Al/W
interface geometry

Additionally, we can account for the increased stochastic noise due to the increased

TES heat capacity and thermal coupling to the bath (issue 2b/3a which is quan-

titatively shown in Eq.5.8) by dividing the quasi-particle collection efficiency by√
YfinXtes

2
+XWYW as shown in Fig. 5.25.

Again, these figures strongly suggest that for all but the smallest ltrapAl/W (left),

overlap structures which travel into the fin rather than along the edge as in the oZIP

and mZIP designs (Tab. 5.4) are preferable.

For trapezoidal fin geometries (mZIP Fig. 5.15b), diffusive propagation is inherently
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(a) ltrapAl/W = 5µm (b) ltrapAl/W = 25µm (c) ltrapAl/W = 64µm

Figure 5.25: Normalized total phonon sensitivity contours as a function of the Al/W
interface geometry

2D and thus the simplistic impedance formulations are less accurate but still qualita-

tively true. This is also true for inherently 2D overlap geometries as seen in Fig. 5.26.

Potentially, designs such as these will more effectively minimize both the lengths over

which quasi-particles travel in the overlap region and the sensor heat capacity for a

given overlap area.

Figure 5.26: An elliptical overlap geometry minimizes the length over which quasi-
particles must diffuse in the Al/W overlap region for a given area.

5.5.3 εtot for recent QET geometries

For all three recent device designs (CDMS II oZIP,SuperCDMS mZIP, SuperCDMS

iZIP), we can convolute the efficiency estimates for each stage and then compare to

the measured absolute phonon efficiencies. Results can be seen in Tab. 5.5. These

estimates assume an ltrapAl = 255µm, fAl/W = 1/400, and ltrapW/Al = 25µm and as

stated earlier all of these numbers have sizable systematics. So Beware! Furthermore,
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since we have absolutely no handle on εW cascade, it was identically chosen for all 3

detectors to match the measured εtotal for G48 [86].

oZIP mZIP iZIP
estimated εcrystal 95 % 95% 95 %
estimated εpassiveAl 50 % 78% 78%
estimated εAl cascade 55% 55% 55 %
estimated εtrapAl 41 %(?) 18%(?) 40%(?)
estimated εtrapW/Al 95%(?) 95%(?) 95%(?)
estimated εW cascade 92%(?) 92%(?) 92%(?)
estimated εtotal 9.3% 6.5% 14%
measured εtotal 1-4% [87] 3.5±1% [88] 14±3 % [86] [89]

Table 5.5: Estimated and Measured Phonon Collection Efficiencies for as built CDMS
QETs for the film model indicated in the text. ‘?’ indicate numbers which have large
systematics due to the use of film properties which may be out of date and should
thus be considered as estimates only

Interestingly, this set of values significantly overestimates the phonon collection effi-

ciencies of both the mZIP and the oZIP compared to measured values. To understand

if this systemic overestimate is due to poorly chosen film properties, in Fig. 5.27, I’ve

plotted εtot as a function ltrapAl for both fAl/W = 1/400 (solid) and fAl/W = 1/40

(dashed). For all possible cases, we find it impossible to create a x3 difference in

collection between the iZIP and the other 2 devices.

The most likely hypothesis is that some film or interface property has recently im-

proved significantly with time (the mZIP/oZIP collection efficiency discrepancy would

also suggest this as well). Some other hypotheses have been thrown around the col-

laboration including:

• εW cascade (Me) and fin connector geometry: As mentioned above (3a), decreasing

YW/Yfin in the iZIP design improved the internal thermal conductance of the W

only section of the fin connector and consequently superconducting bandgap for-

mation on the ends of the connector would be substantially suppressed. In all of

the efficiency estimates above, we never attempted to estimate changes in εtrapW

due to variations in bandgaps and thus it’s possible that for the oZIP and mZIP
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Figure 5.27: Estimates of Phonon Collection Efficiencies for recent CDMS QETs.
Solid lines have an interface impedance of fAl/W = 1/400 while dashed lines are for
fAl/W = 1/40

designs, a large percentage of energy is being lost in the fin connector. Unfor-

tunately, this theory has some flaws as well. It doesn’t explain the oZIP/mZIP

collection efficiency ratio discrepancy. Furthermore, if large bandgaps exist on

the outer edges of the oZIP fin design, then one would expect significant de-

creases in the electron-phonon coupling coefficient. We though only found a

30% decrease in the electron-phonon coupling constant ( Chap. 4).

• εcrystal and aSi (Paul Brink): In both the mZIP and oZIP designs both detector

faces are 100% covered with aSi. In the iZIP design however, the aSi has been

dry etched away. Thus, if the aSi has a strong propensity to downconvert with

athermal phonons, it could explain all measured efficiencies. Such a large change

in the phonon downconversion rate though should also effect drastically affect

the falltimes. In fact, one would expect the phonon lifetime to be ∼ x12 larger

in the iZIP than the mZIP for this theory to be correct (x3 for Al coverage

decrease, x4 for aSi decrease) where experimentally we only see a x3 change.

Thus, the theory seems disfavored.
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• εcrystal and heavy etching of the outer cylindrical surfaces (Blas): Just recently,

we began to heavily etch the outer cylindrical before fabrication in the hopes

of removing radon daughter contamination from the surface (the bare detector

faces were already free from contamination due to crystal polishing.) Following

the same theory as for the aSi, if athermal phonons interacted with this surface

and downconverted, then a sizeable efficiency improvement would be seen in

the iZIP. The same timing argument disfavors this hypothesis as well.

5.6 Chapter Summary

• Quasiparticle diffusion lengths measured by CDMS seem to be x5 smaller than

those of other experimental groups suggesting that improvements in quasi-

particle transport could lead to a significant improvement in phonon sensitivity.

• By substantially decreasing the amount of instrumented Al on the surface of

the detectors and the Al fin length, we expected the absolute phonon collection

efficiency to be x1.6-x2.0 better than found in CDMS II. Experimentally though,

our improvement was >x3 suggesting improved transport characteristics in the

Al films or more efficient energy transfer in the Al-W quasi-particle cascade due

to the different connector geometry.

• For rectangular 1D Al fin geometries, total phonon sensitivity is optimized when

lfin ∼ 1.1ltrapAl.

• 2D Al fin geometries have substantially improved quasi-particle collection effi-

ciencies over 1D geometries, particularly in the limit that lfin >> ltes. Max-

imum total phonon optimum filter sensitivity for 2D geomtries occurs when

0.6ltrapAl < lfin < 0.8ltrapAl(Fig.5.18 right).

• the large W/Al interface impedance experimentally seen in the first quasi-

particle propagation devices suggests that our W/Al interface area could be

too small in current W/Al overlap geometries.
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5.7 Future Studies

1. Run the already fabricated next generation banana device to obtain more recent

estimates of ltrapAl and fAl/W .

Figure 5.28: New Quasi-Particle collection structure which will be tested in early
2012

2. Design, produce and study devices which specifically measure ltrapAl/W . Almost

certainly, the easiest design would be an 1cm x 1cm 4 channel x-ray device in

which the 4 channels have XW/Al which span an order of magnitude.

3. Determine if the abnormally quick quasi-particle trapping rates in the Al could

be caused by small amounts of residual W not removed in the etching process.

As a first step, measuring the amount of W left on the Al fin surface on an

unpatterned trilayer wafer after our standard etching process is quite important.

As a second step, develop an Al liftoff fabrication process and fabricate banana

structures for the new process which would keep this W contamination from

ever occurring.

4. Produce quasi-analytical estimates for QP quasi-particle collection efficiency

for 2D fin geometries with a surface impedance boundary condition (the plots

shown were done with incredibly slow finite element code).



Chapter 6

Phonon Physics and Detector

Design

It’s time for us to take the leap! Now that we have a rough understanding of both the

TES and the individual QET elements that dot the surface of our athermal phonon

detectors from previous chapters, we just need to add an understanding of phonon

dynamics in a semiconductor and then turn the cranks of a giant detector monte

carlo to quantitatively estimate the signal pulse shape engendered from a particle

interaction at a given location, with a given recoil energy and type (was it a nuclear

or electron recoil). If that is too trivial, we could even go a step further and develop

algorithms which invert this precision understanding: take pulse shapes and estimate

the recoil energy, position and type.

Alas, that will not be the outline of this chapter. The primary reason is that, as of

this writing, the detector monte carlo is not quite to the development stage where

reproduction of physical phonon and charge signals has been shown to be physically

consistent with experiment (but it is really close!). Secondly, even if this was possible

currently, my thesis would only briefly discuss these issues, because I stopped person-

ally contributing to the monte carlo effort 4 years ago and thus under the spirit of

complementarity of theses, a reader would be much better served by reading about

179
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these efforts and successes in Kevin McCarthy’s soon to be written thesis and in

papers by Steve Leman [90] and Daniel Brandt [4].

So with recognition that this chapter will be utterly obsolete in a few years time (or

at minimum greatly expanded upon), our goal will be to illustrate how measured

SuperCDMS iZIP pulse shapes directly constrain the possible phonon dynamics in

cold Ge/Si crystals, sometimes at a level which is more precise than experiments which

were specially designed for these studies. Hopefully, the current and future members

of the CDMS detector monte carlo group will find these ideas particularly useful in this

final stage of physical consistency checks. Secondly, we’d like to continue the process

of optimizing our phonon sensors for maximum position and energy sensitivity.

6.1 Phonon Dynamics

Since both germanium and silicon have a diamond crystal lattice structure (diatomic

basis with FCC bravais lattice), the phonon vibrational modes naturally split up into

two branches: acoustic (vibrations in which the two atoms in the primitive cell largely

move as one) and optical phonons (sizeable relative atomic displacement between

atoms in the same primitive cell). Due to the triviality of 4 momentum conservation,

optical phonons have quite short lifetimes and split into multiple relatively long-

lived accoustic phonons quite quickly and thus for the purposes of understanding our

phonon pulse shapes (µs and longer time scales) we can assume that all phonons are

acoustic.

As described by Steve [90] and Daniel [4] but also by a plethora of more primary

documents ([20],. . . ) and books (Ashcroft and Mermin), the anisotropy of the FCC

lattice hamiltonian leads to complex ω(~k) relations. In particular, ω 6= f(|k|) and

consequently the group velocity or ∂ω
∂k

(the velocity vector which characterizes the

transport of a localized excitation like a phonon) is not in the same direction as the

wave vector, ~k. One physically relevant manifestation of this can be seen in work by

Northrop and Wolfe (Fig. 6.1), where they laser excite a metal film on the surface
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of a Ge crystal and measure the phonon energy collected as a function of direction.

Basically, the vast majority of phonon energy is transported along directions with

high crystalline symmetry.

4

Fig. 1 (Color online) Phonon flux timing histogram of the heat pulse experiment. The figure
shows experimental data according to Nothrop and Wolfe8(coarse histogram) and a phonon
pulse simulated using the Geant4 phonon transport code.

Fig. 2 Caustic intensity pattern generated by the heat pulse experiment Left: as simulated by
the Geant4 phonon transport code Right: as reported by Nothrop and Wolfe8.

The phonon transport code coserves energy and momentum in determining
the wave vectors of the daughter phonons following anharmonic decay, approxi-
mating the group velocity as isotropic. Wave vectors, branching ratio and energy
partitioning following anharmonic decay are implemented using the expressions
given by Tamura10.

3 Validating the Geant4 implementation

Experimental phonon focusing patterns resulting from anisotropic propagation ef-
fects discussed in section 2.1 have been recorded experimentally using heat pulse
excitation of ballistic phonons13 8.

The right-hand panel in Figure 2 shows an observed instensity pattern in Ge
reported by Nothrop and Wolfe8. The left-hand panel shows an intensity pattern
generated using the Geant4 phonon transport code. It can be seen that there is

Figure 6.1: Ballistic phonon flux intensity as a function of direction as simulated by
Daniel for CDMS [4] (left) and experimentally measured by Nothrop and Wolfe [20]
(right)

.

Secondly, these vibrational excitations have three distinct polarization modes: slow

transverse (ST), fast transverse (FT) and logitudinal (L). As seen in Fig. 6.2, the

longitudinal phonon speed is significantly larger than those of both the slow and fast

transverse phonons. If averaged over all directions, the average wave velocities are

[3249m
s

,3509m
s

,5324m
s

] for Ge.

Isotopic variation of the constituent atoms destroy crystal symmetry and leads to

phonon scattering for which crystal momentum is not conserved. Specifically, Tamura

[91] calculated that for non-dispersive acoustic phonons of all polarities (i.e low en-

ergy), the total isotopic scattering rate is

Γisotope Ge = Aν4 = 3.67x10−41 1

s hz4
ν4 (6.1)

This process also quite efficiently mixes the three different polarization states ([90],[91],[92]),
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Fig. 1 (Color online) Phonon flux timing histogram of the heat pulse experiment. The figure
shows experimental data according to Nothrop and Wolfe8(coarse histogram) and a phonon
pulse simulated using the Geant4 phonon transport code.

Fig. 2 Caustic intensity pattern generated by the heat pulse experiment Left: as simulated by
the Geant4 phonon transport code Right: as reported by Nothrop and Wolfe8.

The phonon transport code coserves energy and momentum in determining
the wave vectors of the daughter phonons following anharmonic decay, approxi-
mating the group velocity as isotropic. Wave vectors, branching ratio and energy
partitioning following anharmonic decay are implemented using the expressions
given by Tamura10.

3 Validating the Geant4 implementation

Experimental phonon focusing patterns resulting from anisotropic propagation ef-
fects discussed in section 2.1 have been recorded experimentally using heat pulse
excitation of ballistic phonons13 8.

The right-hand panel in Figure 2 shows an observed instensity pattern in Ge
reported by Nothrop and Wolfe8. The left-hand panel shows an intensity pattern
generated using the Geant4 phonon transport code. It can be seen that there is

Figure 6.2: Ballistic phonon flux in the [1,1,0] direction as function of time in Ge
measured by Nothrop and Wolfe (blue)[20] and matched in the CDMS simulation by
Daniel (black) [4]

.

and consequently we can determine the polarization probabilities for a diffusing

phonon by using the statistical mechanics principle that all quantum states which

satisfy the interaction conservation rules (in this case energy conservation) are equally

likely to be populated. Specifically, in the non-dispersive phonon limit where

ω = v(k̂)|k|

the density of states as a function of energy scales as

n(E) ∝ 1

v3

where v is equal to the phase velocity of a given phonon. After averaging over all

directions, one finds the polarization probabilities of [54.1%(ST), 36.3%(FT),9.6%(L)]

for a diffusing phonon [91].
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With this information we can then probabilistically weight the group velocities for

the various polarizations to estimate an average propagation speed for a diffusive

phonon of 3550m
s

which can then be used along with ΓisotopeGe to calculate the average

scattering length as a function of energy shown in Fig. 6.3 (right).
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Figure 6.3: Left: Isotopic Scattering (magenta) and polarization averaged anharmonic
decay (green) rates for phonons as a function of frequency. The threshold for Al
quasi-particle production (black) and the frequency for which the scattering length is
1”(blue) are highlighted
Right: Isotopic scattering lengths for phonons as a function of frequency.

Roughly, we can split the phonons into 3 broad regions. Phonons with Ep < 80Ghz,

are energetically unable to break an Al cooper pair and thus their energy can not

be collected and condensed in our TES sensing elements through the Al collection

fins. In principle, they can be directly absorbed by the W TES itself but this is

highly suppressed largely due to the greater than 2 order of magnitude difference in

the Al and W surface coverage. Furthermore, W has an anomalously small electron-

phonon coupling coefficient and thus it’s even further suppressed (For us this is a

bonus . . . remember we want a smaller G for better sensor/absorption bandwidth

matching.) Secondly, there is range of phonons with 80Ghz < Ep . 250Ghz, that

have completely ballistic propagation. Finally, high energy phonons are transported

diffusively in the crystal body. To set the scale on the high side, phonon energies

at the edge of the Brillouin zone are ∼ [2.4Thz(ST),3.7Thz (FT),6.2Thz(L)] (We are
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concerned with pretty small energy phonons).

Since isotope scattering is elastic, it’s a very poor thermalizer and thus other interac-

tions must dominate the thermalization process. For diffusive phonons near the crys-

tal surface, interactions with metal films or even down conversion interactions with

the bare Ge surface could dominate. In the bulk, Tamura [93] estimated anharmonic

decay rates from experimentally measured second and 3rd order elastic coefficients in

an isotropic framework and found that FT → ST+ST and ST → ST+ST processes

are forbidden due to 4 momentum conservation and minimal polarization coupling.

However, both L→ T +T and L→ L +T transitions are feasible and were estimated

to have a rate of

ΓL AD Ge = BLν
5 = 1.62x10−54 1

s hz5
ν5 (6.2)

when using Ge higher order elastic constants measured at 3K [94] (Fig. 6.3). One

issue with this elastic constant measurement is that the 300K values measured with

the same apparatus and experimental technique aren’t consistent with those of other

groups with seemingly higher sensitivity [95]. In particular, there is disagreement

between measured C123(300K) values at an order of magnitude (and many σ) scale.

If we simply plug in these high temperature coefficients instead, the expected anhar-

monic decay rate is suppressed by a factor of ∼x3 (BL = 6.43x10−55 1
s hz5 [93]).

For simulations and analytical theories which don’t directly track the polarization

state of a phonon, it makes sense to define a polarization averaged anharmonic decay

rate,Γavg ADGe, which weights ΓLADGe by the probability that a diffusive phonon is

in a longitudinally polarized state which we know from earlier to be 10%, and thus

our best estimate of Bavg = 1.62x10−55 1
s hz5 [21].

The combination of energy conserving isotopic scattering and thermalizing anhar-

monic decay in phonon dynamics has been called ‘quasi-diffusive propagation’ in the

literature. Basically, a high energy phonon diffuses with a very small diffusion con-

stant until it anharmonically down converts into 2 phonons, each with approximately
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1/2 the energy but with ∼x16 larger diffusive constant. This cascade continues until

the phonons are fully ballistic. Though seemingly quite complex and very sensitive

to energy sharing distributions between the two daughter phonons in the anharmonic

decay, both simulations and simplistic analytical models [96] show a ballistic phonon

production rate from a diffusive phonon source that has a simple decaying exponen-

tial pulse shape for time scales much larger than the ballistic time,tballistic, as shown

in Fig. 6.4. In the simple analytic models, this characteristic time constant,to, is

estimated to be

to =
4

9

(
15

4π2

) 5
9 A

5
9

B
4
9
avg

t
10
9
ballistic (6.3)

To study these higher frequency phonon dynamics, Msall and Wolfe excited bare Si

and Ge semiconductor surfaces with a diffuse laser and then measured the phonon flux

hitting the opposite crystal surface with an Al bolometer. All crystal surfaces except

for the excitation surface were placed in direct contact with liquid He in the hope that

ballistic phonons which bounced off multiple surfaces would minimally obscure the

quasi-diffusive transport signal. In both Si and Ge, the ballistic phonon production

rate was found to have a simple exponential pulse shape. Furthermore, in Si, the

measured to were consistent with theoretical expectations and found to scale almost

linearly with crystal size as expected.

For germanium, however, the measurements of to were x2 faster than expected (Fig.

6.4). The dominate experimental systematic discussed in the paper is the possibility

of non-opacity of Ge/He surfaces. However, this would tend to systematically slow

the measured to not quicken the response. One possibility is that the calculated an-

harmonic decay rate underestimates the true value because of its isotropic nature (in

a non-isotropic framework FT → ST + ST interactions could be possible). Another

possibility is that the bare Ge surface significantly dominated the thermalization pro-

cess either intrinsically or due to slight amounts of liquid He contamination.
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A Monte Carlo simulation using the geometry of the 5.5-

mm-thick sample, in which phonons which pass the sidewall
are discarded !simulating a perfectly lossy boundary" is
shown as a solid line in Fig. 4!a" along with a simulation in
which the slab is infinite !dotted line". At times less than 3
)s, the two simulations are indistinguishable, but the relax-
ation time at late times is much shorter for the sample with a
lossy boundary. If the boundary is not perfectly absorbing,

but reflects 50% of the incident phonons back into the
sample, the effect on the phonon timetraces is even smaller.
A Monte Carlo simulation of a sample with 50% boundary
loss, shown in Fig. 4!b", is indistinguishable from the infinite
slab for times less than 6 )s. Thus, if one wishes to observe
the effects of sample geometry on the relaxation time, one
must carefully examine the signal at very late times. Unfor-
tunately, at these late times, the experimental phonon signal
is usually small and it is difficult to fit to an exponential.

FIG. 5. !a" Intensity of the phonon signal vs time along the
#100$ propagation direction for weakly photoexcited (P/A

,5 W/mm2) Ge of 3 mm thickness. The characteristic decay time

is 2.7'0.2 )s. The time between successive laser pulses is 80 )s.
Observations of quasidiffusion in Ge are sensitive to the pulse rep-

etition time. If the laser pulse separation is not greater than the 40

)s carrier lifetime in electron-hole liquid, a shorter decay time is
observed. !b" Monte Carlo simulation of quasidiffusion in a 3-mm-
thick Ge sample. This simulation begins with 2-THz phonons in an

infinite slab. The isotope and anharmonic decay scattering constants

A!2.43#10$42 s3 and Bavg!1.61#10$55 s4. At late times the sig-

nal decay is exponential with a characteristic decay time of 5.0

'0.2 )s, which is slightly less than the 5.4 )s predicted by the
bottleneck model for slab geometry.

FIG. 4. !a" At early times (&2 )s) a Monte Carlo simulation of
phonon propagation along the #100$ direction including phonon
losses from the sample sidewalls !solid line" is not very different
from one in which the planar dimensions of the slab are infinite

!dotted line". The decrease in signal at late times, however, is very
different. The expected relaxation time for the 6.6#7#5.4 mm3 Si
sample !the finite slab" is 1.3 times greater than that of the infinite
slab, which agrees well with the ratio of relaxation times from the

Monte Carlo simulations (3.4/2.6!1.3). !b" The resemblance be-
tween simulated time traces for a finite and an infinite slab increases

if 50% of the phonons incident on the sample sidewall in the finite

slab are reflected back into the sample. In this case, the finite slab

!solid line" is indistinguishable from the infinite slab !dotted line"
for times less than 6 )s. At late times, the signal relaxation in the
finite slab is faster.
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Figure 6.4: Simulated (left) and experimental measurements (right) by Msall and
Wolfe [21] of ballistic phonon production from highly diffusive phonons as a function
of time in Ge.

6.2 Position sensitivity and initial phonon distri-

butions

To collect position information from a ballistic phonon is exceedingly difficult. Ba-

sically one needs to collect the phonon in an Al QET fin during it’s first surface

interaction. If this does not occur, then this phonon will reflect in an arbitrary di-

rection and it could end up absorbed by a QET on the other side of the crystal 15µs

later. Thus, to have any hope of having position sensitivity with ballistic phonons

one needs a large percentage of Al fin coverage! By contrast, position sensitivity with

diffusive phonons is much more forgiving! A 500Ghz phonon will have a scattering

length of ∼ 1mm and a ∼100µs anharmonic decay time. Thus, if it reflects off a bare

Ge surface on it’s first attempt, don’t worry. It will interact with that same local sur-

face many more times. Consequently, reasonable position sensitivity may be possible

for diffusive phonons with smaller Al coverage (though more coverage is still better).

With this in mind, when describing the phonon distributions created during an event

interaction, we should pay careful attention to the frequency distribution.
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6.2.1 Recoil Phonons

Following the narrative presented in Klein [43], an electronic recoil produces a single

highly energetic e−/h+ which then starts an electronic cascade (it almost exclusively

interacts by exciting another e−/h+ pair). This process continues until further e−/h+

production is kinematically forbidden: until all the excited e− and h+ have less than

a bandgap of kinetic energy. At this point, the excitations start to shed phonons and

thermalize. To set a rough scale on the energy of the phonons produced one needs

only realize that the 250Ghz ballistic/diffusive boundary corresponds to ∼1meV in

energy units and the Brillouin zone edges correspond to [10meV, 15meV, 26meV]

all of which are << the kinetic energy of the electron Thus, pretty much the entire

acoustic phonon spectrum is kinematically accessible to the non thermalized electronic

excitations and on phase space arguments we can say that the vast majority of recoil

phonons produced will initially be diffusive.

For nuclear recoils unfortunately, one can’t just invoke cascade theory since here we

have a single nucleus flying across the crystal continually shedding phonons (only

very rarely would it rutherford scatter and give a large amount of energy to another

nuclei). To get a rough idea of the energy distribution of the generated phonons, let’s

follow the principles laid out by Blas in internal notes and published by Gensheng [97]

and calculate what phonon energies are kinematically allowed in a 3 body interaction

for a nuclear recoil with say 1keV of kinetic energy, or a velocity of 5x104m/s. This

velocity is an order of magnitude larger than the speed of sound in the Ge crystal

and thus collinear acoustic phonon production is absolutely impossible. To see this

just note that ∂E
∂P

= ∂ω
∂k

= v. Consequently, if I conserve p in a collinear interaction

that produces a single phonon, I will have a huge amount of unused extra energy

laying just laying around. To solve this, acoustic phonons can only be created in a

‘cherenkov’ cone where the phonon momentum is almost at right angles with respect

to nucleus momentum and thus the 4 momentum conserving phase space is quite

small. After accounting for this constraint, since the density of states goes ∼ |k|2
we expect that larger phonons would be phase space preferred. A second possible

process is the creation of very low momentum optical phonons (ω(k = 0) 6= 0). Any
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optical phonon production though would decay into diffusive acoustic phonons.

Thus, it’s reasonable for us to expect all recoil phonons to be largely diffusive and

consequently we expect that recoil phonons should give us position sensitivity in

[x,y,z].

6.2.2 Luke Phonons

In a CDMS detector, charge excitations created by a particle interaction are drifted

across the crystal by an external voltage bias to electrodes which are instrumented

with high impedance charge amplifiers for measurement (chapter 1). Due to sig-

nificant, electron-phonon interactions, the vast majority of the work done on the

carriers by the external electronic potential is immediately released as Luke-Neganov

phonons and consequently the phonon energy released scales directly with the E-field

strength.

Energy distributions for these phonons have been estimated as a function of E-field for

both e− and h+ analytically with isotropic simplifications by Blas/Gensheng [97] and

computationally by Kyle [98]. As shown in Fig. 6.5, as one increases the magnitude

of the E-field, the average kinetic energy of the carriers is greater and thus larger

energy phonons are accessible and even preferred (phase space arguments).

For the iZIP E-field configuration, we roughly have 2 distinct regions. For our stan-

dard Ge running condition with the electrode bias lines at ±2V, the E-field in the bulk

of the detector is planar and has a magnitude of ∼ 0.5 V/cm. Consequently, we ex-

pect that the vast majority of the ‘bulk Luke phonons’ to be ballistic (Ep <250Ghz).

Due to the large voltage drop between the interleaved conductors on the surface (2V

across ∼1mm), ”surface Luke phonons” have significantly larger energy distributions,

so much so that we expect h+ produced surface Luke phonons to be almost entirely

diffusive. Using the Cabrera/Wang calculation, e− produced surface Luke phonons

almost perfectly straddle the diffusive/ballistic boundary.
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Figure 6.5: Luke phonon distributions from the Cabrera/Wang isotropic model for e−

propagation (blue) and h+ propagation (red) with the ballistic / diffusive boundary
for 1” Ge shown in purple. (created by Scott Hertel)

An event interaction in the bulk which produces a symmetric charge signal, will first

produce a column of bulk Luke phonons with roughly 1/3 of the total Luke phonon

energy which is nominally localized in [x,y] but not z (they’re all ballistic so even this

[x,y] position sensitivity is marginal). Secondly, these carriers will travel through the

surface E-fields on both sides of the detector and produce a significant percentage

of surface Luke phonons which again carry only [x,y] information but these will be

mostly diffusive and thus have lots of position dependence.

For a surface event by contrast, no charges traverse the crystal. Consequently, all

the Luke phonon production is near the surface and localized in [x,y,z]! Basically,

the surface/bulk charge transport signal is also imprinted upon the Luke phonon

signal. As a historical aside, realizing that the bulk /surface charge discrimination

was imprinted upon the position dependent phonon signal was one of the primary

reasons why we allocated resources to a second generation interdigitated detector

design (the other impetus being the charge fiducial volume success that the Edelweiss

collaboration had with their interdigitated device).
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Figure 6.6: Voltage (left) and E-field (right) Contours for the iZIP SuperCDMS
detector. Created by Scott Hertel (left inset)

6.2.3 Relaxation Phonons

If the transported electronic excitations are not trapped at the Ge/Al interface, but

instead are absorbed into the Al electrodes, then their potential energy (crystal semi-

conductor bandgap), will be converted into lower energy excitations. A first guess at

the resulting phonon energy distributions can be gleaned from looking at the ballistic

phonon transport experiments [20] where a laser was shined onto a metal surface and

copious amounts of ballistic phonons were created thus suggesting dominate ballistic

phonon production.

However, we should look at these thermalization cascades in a little more depth since

the vast majority of the metal films on the surface of our detector are Al at 40mK,

a completely frozen out superconductor, and thus the electronic density of states

around Ef are completely different from those in a normal metal system. Estimates

of the interaction rates involved in superconducting metal thermal processes were

estimated by Kaplan et al [99] for all T/Tc. Paul Brink [19] and Kozorezov [22],

though, have significantly helped in quantifying which processes dominate at different

energy scales.

Following Kozorezov’s nomenclature, we can split up superconductive thermalization
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into 4 different energy scales:

• E > E1:

When the energy of the phonon or quasiparticle exciation, E, is much much

larger than the superconducting bandgap, then we can disregard all of the

superconducting subtleties and look at the relative interaction rates in a normal

metal for an excited electron to directly scatter with another electron (breaking

a cooper pair in the process), Γee→ee, and the phonon production process by

which an excited quasiparticle creates an acoustic or ballistic phonon, Γe→ep.

As shown in Fig. 6.7, Γee→ee ∝ E2 for all pertinent E (dotted line), where

Γe→ep ∝ E3 for E < ΩD, the debeye frequency, but constant for energies above

this ΩD (solid line).

Thus, for all excitation energies greater than the crossover energy, E1, where

Γee→ee(E1) = Γe→ep(E1), a standard electron cascade with relatively equitable

energy splitting between the two daughters occurs. For Ge, E1 ∼ 2.5eV or

67ΩD.

course of energy downconversion process using Monte Carlo
techniques. The important work6 represents an attempt at a
quantitative description of quasiparticle production during
theE1→E2 stage. The fundamental assumption in this work
is that phonons instantly respond to variations in electronic
distribution. Having also assumed that the electronic distri-
bution takes the form of a step function the authors then find
model solution predicting the growth of quasiparticle number
ast1/3. Our own work reported in this paper is a more general
treatment of the problem over a range of validity which does
not have the limitations assumed in Ref. 6.

We will start with a discussion of the physical origin and
formal definition of the characteristic energiesE1 andE2. In
Sec. II we will show that the determination ofE1 is achieved
by setting the rate of emission of acoustic phonons at this
energy to be equal to the rate of electron-electron collisions
between the energetic electron and the rest of equilibrium
Fermi distribution. We find that this energy is material de-
pendent and is typically much larger than the Debye energy.
As a result, the quasiparticles undergo cascade, that is se-
quential emission of several tens of Debye phonons before
reaching energyVD . Our definition of the low transitional
energyE253D recognizes the fact that the generation of
excess quasiparticles stops when the mean quasiparticle en-
ergy reaches the threshold for production of 2D phonons. In
Sec. III we introduce the general kinetic treatment and dis-
cuss the main approximations. We shall find it necessary to
introduce another important characteristic energy,V1, which
is the energy at which the rate of quasiparticle relaxation
with spontaneous emission of phonons becomes equal to the
phonon pair breaking rate. As a result in the rangeVD.e
.V1 the electron distribution instantly accommodates itself
to match the varying phonon distribution so that the down-
conversion process is controlled by the evolution of the pho-
non distributionN(e,t).

The analytic solution of the coupled kinetic equations for
interacting quasiparticles and phonons describing energy
downconversion in theVD→V1 range is given in Sec. IV.
Below V1 the evolution of the whole system enters the re-
gime where all temporal variations of quasiparticle and pho-
non distributions are controlled by the electronic component.
In Sec. V we obtain exact analytic solutions for the integral
equation describing the downconversion process in theV1
→E2 phase. The rate of quasiparticle production during this
phase calculated with an exact distribution function is found
to follow a t1/3 law as in Ref. 6. However, the exact distri-
bution function differs significantly from the model steplike

solution of Ref. 6. Indeed, we find that in a majority of
superconductors this final phase is underdeveloped or absent
becauseV1 falls very close toD. Section VI contains a gen-
eral discussion of the relative importance of the above phases
in different superconductors. We show that the calculated
duration of the phonon and electronic downconversion
phases for all superconductors fall into three distinct classes.
Finally, Sec. VII contains a summary of our results.

II. THE ELECTRON-PHONON DOWNCONVERSION
PHASE E1\VD

Van Vechten and Wood1 define the end of the first stage
of downconversion to occur when the electron energy has
degraded to;1 eV. In Ref. 6 the transition energy is defined
differently asE1.VD with reference to the dominance of
electron-phonon scattering. The lack of a formal definition
for the transition energy creates ambiguity not only in the
classification of downconversion stages but also in separat-
ing clearly the different kinetic processes. We propose that
the most physical definition can be made on the basis of the
relative strengths of electron-electron and electron-phonon
scattering. Thus we define stage one of the general cascade
as that in which dominant electron-electron interactions es-
tablish a strongly nonequilibrium hot electron-hole distribu-
tion continuously decaying until a characteristic energyE1 is
reached. Below this energy, with further thermalization the
electron-electron scattering ratetee

21(e) becomes slower and
electron-phonon scattering with the ratets

21(e) takes over.
Thus atE1 we havetee

21(E1)5ts
21(E1). This equation has

two different solutions, one in the high-energy range, another
very close~much closer thanE2) to the superconducting gap.
The reason is that the electron-phonon scattering rate is ap-
proximately a cubic function of energy in the region below
the Debye energy, and is nearly constant above it when the
full phonon spectrum is accessible for phonon emission. On
the other hand, the electron-electron scattering rate is a qua-
dratic function of energy, thus crossing the electron-phonon
relaxation rate curve twice. These solutions are illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Using ts
215 1

3 lVD(e/VD)3 for e,VD andts
215 1

3 lVD

for e.VD and the Landau-Pomeranchuk formula for the
electron-electron collision ratetee

21(e)5(e2/\eF)(r s
1/2/

7.96),11 we obtain

E152.82VDr s
21/4S l

3

eF

VD
D 1/2

. ~1!

FIG. 1. Electron-electron~solid line! and
electron-phonon~dashed line! scattering rates
versus quasiparticle energy in typical metal. Ar-
rows indicate the two major spectral intervals of
the second stage of the energy downconversion
cascade.
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Figure 6.7: Γee→ee(dotted) and Γe→ep (solid) as a function of quasiparticle excitation
energy. Created by [22]

• ΩD < E < E1:

Once E < E1, each electron starts to primarily shed acoustic and optical

phonons. In Ge, all of the electronic excitations reach an energy scale of ΩD

in ∼500fs. The phonons produced are roughly static on these time scales since
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both anharmonic down conversion and destruction of the phonon through quasi-

particle scattering,Γp→qq, occur on much longer time scales (4-200ps). Conse-

quently, at the end of this thermalization stage, almost all of the excitation

energy is found in the phonon system.

• Ω1 < E < ΩD:

Since Γp→qq = 1
πτph

E
∆Egap

, the E3 dependence of Γe→ep means that phonon shed-

ding will dominate for all E above some crossover point Ω1(∼440Ghz in Ge). In

this energy range, as soon as an interaction which destroys a phonon and creates

two quasi-particles occurs the residual kinetic energy of the two quasi-particles

will be almost immediately reshed as phonons. Thus, there will be significant

increases in both the number of phonon and electron excitations, but the vast

majority of the excitation energy will reside in the phonon sector. For Ge, the

actual value of τph has a bit of uncertainty. Kaplan and Kozerzov use a theo-

retical estimate of 242ps while Paul uses a τph = 134ps from experimental STJ

measurements. It goes without saying that we will assume greater accuracy in

the experimental value just out of experimental solidarity!

• 2∆Egap < E < Ω1:

In the final thermalization stage, the change in the relative magnitude of Γe→ep

and Γp→qq means that the extra excitation energy should start to be dominately

stored as electronic kinetic energy and potential energy of broken cooper pairs.

It is here that we must also take into account the differences in the electronic

density of states caused due to Al being in a completely frozen out supercon-

ducting state. The differences can be seen in Fig. 6.8. Because of the huge

increase in the density of states right near the superconducting bandgap edge,

both the p→ qq and q → qp interactions preferentially populate quasiparticles

very near the band edge. The consequences of this don’t significantly effect the

quality of the phonon population, but due lead to both a small fano factor of

∼ 0.2 for the cascade as well as an average energy per quasiparticle produced

of 1.7∆Egap, which is definitely smaller than ∼x3 bandgap multiples found for
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semiconductor excitations [19].

Figure 6.8: (left) Distribution of residual kinetic energy of the quasiparticle after an
q → qp interaction for a quasiparticle with ∼1meV initial energy in both a metal
(dotted) and a completely frozen out superconductor (solid) . (Right) Distribution
of quasi particle energies after a p→ qq interaction. Created by Paul [19]

If this final thermalization stage goes to completion, then not only are the

residual phonons ballistic but they are also subgap. So our original question

was totally moot. However, this final thermalization stage can be bypassed or

at least significantly delayed by phonons leaking into the semiconductor sub-

strate before they interact with a cooper pair. To set the frequency scale for

which substrate leakage is possible, let’s equate the average length over which

a phonon travels,vpAl/Γp→qq, to the nominal thickness of our Al films, 350nm

(where we’ve used the exeperimental τph). With this we find a characteris-

tic leakage frequency, νleak, of 320Ghz, which suggests that both ballistic and

diffusive relaxation phonons could end up rattling around in the substrate.

Equivalently, we could invert this question and ask what is the characteris-

tic interaction length for a phonon on the ballistic/diffusive boundary,lpAl, for

which we find 450nm. (This is Steve Leman’s preferred method of scaling the

leakage issue [90]). Of course, the amount and frequency of phonon leakage

depends significantly on the reflectivity of the Ge/Al interface and the Al film
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quality, either of which could significantly increase the average amount of time

a phonon spends in the Al and thus could significantly decrease νleak.

As a side note, for bulk events in the iZIP where all charges are collected by

the high impedance charge electrodes, none of the quasi-particles produced in

the charge carrier relaxation process will be measured by our QET sensors, and

thus the total athermal phonon energy will be reduced. The upper bound on the

magnitude of the systematic comes under the assumption of total metal ther-

malization (νleak < 2∆Egap) where all of the semiconductor electronic potential

energy (∼ 25% of the total recoil energy for electron recoils) is converted into

subgap phonons to which our athermal phonon sensors are insensitive and quasi-

particles located on the charge electrodes. This suggests two things. First, our

yield measurements for nuclear recoils can be systematically biased. Secondly,

surface events which have significant charge collection on the grounded phonon

sensor will be directly sensitive to the semiconductor excitation potential energy

and thus relative to bulk events we would expect a systematic overestimate of

the total phonon energy, or an underestimate in the true yield. The magnitude

of this systematic depends not only on the efficiency of superconducting metal

thermalization, but also on the voltage polarity (i.e. which carrier is carrying

the electronic potential energy).

Though the thermalization process discussed above was motivated by trying to

understand the phonon spectrum emanating from an e−/h+ pair relaxation pro-

cess, the last stage is fully applicable to understanding how athermal phonons

from the substrate create quasiparticle excitations. Even the concerns about

νleak are identical. Ideally, we would like a 4∆Egap phonon to travel into the

Al and interact to produce 4 quasiparticles rather than 2 quasiparticles, a high

energy phonon and a low energy phonon both of which leak back into the semi-

conductor.
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6.3 Experimental Phonon Pulse Shapes and Posi-

tion Sensitivity

Now that we have developed an entire theoretical narrative let’s map it onto to some

real characteristic pulse shapes from the iZIP (G48) and see if the story as laid out is

consistent with our pulse shapes. Ideally, we would like to go a little further and ask

if the pulse shapes can be used to precisely measure parameters in the above phonon

narrative (νleak, B, A) and remove from consideration any other potential pulse shape

narratives, that have been discussed over the years by the CDMS collaboration.

Fig. 6.9 displays characteristic charge symmetric and charge asymmetric pulses for the

Ge iZIP, G48, taken at the UCB test facility. By far, the most striking feature shared

by these pulses and all pulses regardless of interaction location is the 740 ± 20µs

long single exponential decay for which absolutely no position dependence is seen.

Like all iZIPs so far measured, G48 TES sensors are phase separated and thus their
∂I
∂P

has some uncertainty. However, with absolute certainty (chapter 3) we can say

that the long sensor falltime is < 40µs, and thus this absolutely isn’t caused by

bizarre phase separated TES physics. Secondly, we can completely disregard any

and all theories which hypothesize slow time constants in either the Al quasiparticle

dynamics or the TES dynamics by realizing that both of these hypotheses would

require position dependence in the falling edge amplitudes which is absolutely not

seen experimentally.

Per the discussion above, we know that high energy diffusive phonons will pretty

much always carry significant position dependence, and thus the only way to get

such long position independent tails is to have ballistic phonons rattle around in the

detector and bounce off of multiple surfaces before they are finally collected. To gain

some appreciation as to how many bounces we’re talking about, the time it takes for

a ballistic phonon to travel 1” is 7.2µs, so this suggests on the order of 100 bounces

before the total ballistic phonon energy is collected. Since only 6.2% of the crystal

surface is covered with Al, this suggests ∼6 impotent interactions with Al where
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Figure 6.9: Representative pulse shapes for symmetric (top) and asymmetric (bottom)
events from G48 testing at UCB. On the right, x axis has been rescaled to better
emphasize position dependence.

the phonon either bounced off the Al/Ge interface or the phonon travelled through

the Al either without interacting or interacting only partially so that a phonon with

E > 2∆Egap leaked back into the Al (νleak is pretty high). Assuming no reflection at

the Ge/Al interface and an energy averaged Γp→qq, Steve, Kevin and the Monte Carlo

group have calculated that to match the measured falltimes requires a reflectivity

coefficient for phonons transporting from the Ge to the Al of 2/3.

The simplest technique to somewhat directly measure lpAl (equivalently νleak), is to

look at the phonon energy absorption falltimes for multiple Al film thicknesses. If
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the long falltime decreases and the percentage of phonons which exhibit position

dependence increases as one increases the film thickness, then low energy phonons

are leaking out of the Al. By contrast, if the falltime remains invariant, then Ge/Al

surface reflectivity is the dominate cause for the slow falltimes.

At early time scales (t < 300µs), there are also quite a few general position dependent

pulse shape features which should be highlighted. First, all bulk/symmetric charge

events show a spiked primary channel response on both sides (CS1 and DS2 in Fig.

6.9)while all surface/asymmetric charge events only show a spiked primary channel on

one side. This suggests that the surface Luke phonons are primarily diffusive phonons

for both e− and h+ production. It’s reasonable to hope that this experimental fact

could be used to constrain our understanding of e− Luke phonon production at high

fields (our pulse shapes may be in disagreement with the Cabrera/Wang [97] isotropic

calculations).

Secondly, it may be possible for one to use the rising edge pulse shape of the side

2 primary channel (red Fig. 6.10) for surface events on side 1 to directly estimate

limits upon the anharmonic decay magnitude, B. To estimate the expected single

exponential risetime for a given anharmonic decay scaling coefficient, B, one must

only realize that the iZIP is precisely the opposite experimental setup to that used

by Msall and Wolfe [21]. As mentioned earlier, they purposely surrounded their

crystal by liquid He so as to immediately absorb all ballistic phonons which did not

hit their small bolometer on the first bounce, and thus their pulse shape features

directly correspond to the rate of ballistic phonon creation, to. By contrast, in our

detector we are purposely sensitive to ballistic phonons even after many bounces.

Consequently, the expected pulse shape on the side 2 primary channel is the ballistic

phonon source function (measured by Msall) convoluted with the ballistic phonon

absorption function for our sensor geometry (roughly a simple single exponential

with 740 µs falltime) and the ∂I
∂P

for the TES sensor. Assuming that the pole for ∂I
∂P

is

much higher than for the ballistic phonon source function (a big systematic), the rising

edge time scale will be precisely the ballistic phonon source falltime! Surprisingly,

the fitted rising edge falltime of ∼ 45µs is a very close to what one expects from
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using the bottleneck approximation, 38µs, or by scaling Msalls Ge montecarlo by

(25.4mm/3mm)10/9 (Fig. 6.4) and thus it is seemingly in agreement with theory but

disagreement with their previous measurement at the x2 scale. To have confidence on

this measurement though, one must account for the numerous systematics. A finite

sensor bandwidth ( ∂I
∂P

) would mean that ∼ 45µs is an overestimate of the ballistic

phonon creation timescale. On the otherhand, the possibility that the e− generated

surface Luke phonons are at least partially ballistic at origination would suggest that

45µs is an underestimate of the bulk phonon creation time scale. A possible measure

on this systematic would be to also match the opposite side summed pulse shape

response (green). Finally, the fact that much of this anharmonic down conversion is

occurring near a Ge surface with 6% Al coverage suggests that superconducting metal

downconversion could significantly speed up the measured to from its bulk value (the

same systematic that may have affected Msall). So, careful accounting of each of

these systematics is required before we will have confidence in our measurement of

the phonon down conversion time constant.

Interestingly, varying the characteristic phonon leakage frequency, νleak, doesn’t sig-

nificantly effect the measured to. If the athermal phonon thermalizes completely in

the Al, then the high energy phonon density is rapidly decreasing and the to will

be shorter. Likewise, if there is significant ballistic phonon leakage from the su-

perconductor, then the ballistic phonon density will increase quite quickly; to will

be shorter. Flipping this around, measurement of the percentage of phonon energy

which carries position dependence is quite sensitive to νleak, and thus the combined

measurement of the ballistic phonon absorption time scale, opposite side risetimes for

surface events (to), and side summed partition quantities for surface events, can split

the degeneracies between νleak, B, and Ge/Al surface reflectivity.

As was first attempted by Steve and Kevin [21], one should also be able to use non-

primary channel pulse shapes ( channels far from any surface Luke phonon creation)

to split these degeneracies as well. This initial study was unfortunately systematically

limited by the lack of correct superconducting metal thermalization cascades and most

importantly poor ∂I
∂P

control. Finally, this study additionally requires the added hassle
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Figure 6.10: Averaged side summed and primary channel pulses for events with asym-
metric charge collection. ±1σ position dependent bands shown as dotted lines. Black
dashed line is the best fit of the opposite side primary channel to a simple exponential
rise time.

of a source montecarlo (one must know the event interaction z depth distribution for

a collimated source or the full [x,y,z] event position distribution for a non-collimated

source).

6.4 CDMS II: Understanding surface event yield

and pulse shape rejection

With such excellent qualitative correspondence between the iZIP pulse shapes and

the theoretical pulse shape narrative, it makes sense to go back and try to make sense

of some empirical CDMS results.

• Surface event yield assymetry:
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Charge electrode surface events are roughly x5 less likely to leak into the nu-

clear recoil band than phonon side surface events [100]. Many hypotheses have

been floated by the CDMS collaboration. The most widely held hypothesis for

this asymmetry, is that ion-implantation of the surface on the phonon side for

Tc suppression drastically increases the number of atomic dislocations in the

surface region which effectively p dopes the substrate. This hypothesis received

significant circumstantial support when ion-implanting the first iZIPII detector

(G3D) drastically decreased the breakdown voltage. Another reasonable hy-

pothesis (first put forward by Nader), is that the increased Al surface coverage

on the phonon side leads to greater ground plane attraction (i.e. method of

images) and thus back diffusion is enhanced on the phonon side relative to the

charge side.

A whole realm of hypotheses in which the yield asymmetry is at least partially

caused by systematics in the phonon collection have not been strongly publi-

cized. In particular, we naturally expect that charge side surface events will have

significant diffusive phonon down conversion within the Al charge electrode. By

definition, this means that there will be sizeable quasi-particle production which

is not seen by the Al QETs on the other surface and thus our phonon collection

should be systematically suppressed leading to larger yields. On the otherhand,

phonon side surface events will have not only have higher quasi-particle pro-

duction efficiency, but the interaction of the diffusive phonons with the phonon

sensors at short times will lead to very fast risetimes (larger phonon absorption

collection bandwidth), which through our imperfect optimum filter routines will

lead to systematically overestimated phonon energy estimators.

• Surface event timing asymmetry:

Z Surface fiducial volume pulse shape cuts tend to be significantly more powerful

on the phonon side than the charge side [100]. So much so infact, that our total

surface event leakage after timing cuts (after pulse shape fiducial volume cuts)

in CDMS II has always been dominated by charge side leakage. This is a natural
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corollary to the yield asymmetry discussion, above. The phonon side surface

events have enormous position sensitivity (i.e sharp risetimes) because diffusive

phonons are immediately interacting with Al QETs. By contrast, for a charge

side surface event, one is only sensitive to ballistic phonons which leak out the Al

on the charge electrode which is only a portion of the total thermalized energy.

Furthermore, this portion is not as quickly absorbed as near surface diffusive

phonons by the QETs. Basically, charge side surface events arent so much fast

compared to the bulk electron recoils as nuclear recoils are slow compared to

bulk electron recoils.

6.5 Optimizing Position Sensitivity

The simple scaling laws created for position sensitivity produced in the QET design

chapter assumed a ballistic only phonon model. In this chapter though, we have

significantly increased the complexity of the ideas behind position sensitivity by in-

troducing the idea that position sensitivity varies significantly with phonon frequency,

and thus we should ask if the scaling laws are still valid.

The crux of scaling argument which may have to be modified was the idea that

the magnitude of the position dependent signal (magenta Fig. 6.11) varied linearly

with the Al coverage percentage while the shape of the position dependent signal

was invariant. This though is only true in the limit that only a small percentage of

phonons undergo metal downconversion before they become ballistic. Diffusive bulk

recoil phonons will certainly satisfy this property, since to even get to the surface

requires that the phonon had anharmonically downcoverted in the bulk of the crystal

many times but diffusive phonons that originate near the surface may not. If this is

not true, then the position dependent bandwidth with increase linearly (as long as

it is not cut off by ∂I
∂P

) but the DC magnitude will remain fixed at ∼ 10%(naively, a

bit scary). We though shouldn’t get too concerned about this. For us to have a DC

position dependent magnitude of only 10% would require that νleak ∼ 20∆Egap, which
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is ∼x3 larger than the highest possible value (i.e. no phonon reflection at the Al/Ge

surface helping to keep the phonons in the Al film for longer periods of time).

Finally, even if partially true this is actually exciting! It opens up another path

through which we can improve our detectors: we could just increase the Al film

thickness until νleak stabilizes.
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Figure 6.11: Total phonon signal pulse shape (blue) and z position signal (magenta)
as a function of frequency for a Ge iZIP4 detector (G48). The total phonon signal is
the direct sum of all channel traces on both sides of the detector, while the z position
dependent signal corresponds to the difference in side 1 and side 2 trace sums.

6.6 Summary

• High frequency diffusive phonons encode position information on times scales

large with respect to the ballistic transport time.

• Charge transport behavior is imprinted upon the phonon signal through high

frequency surface Luke phonons.
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• Without accounting for potentially dangerous systematics, rising edges for far

side primary channel pulses match theoretical expectation for quasi-diffusive

phonon propagation.

6.7 Future Studies

• Continue to improve detector monte carlo.



Chapter 7

iZIP Detector Performance

With our qualitative understanding of both how a CDMS detector works and ways

we can design better detectors in the future, it’s time for us return to the quantitative

present and precisely estimate our ability to distinguish between nuclear recoils and

electron recoils as a function of energy, and experimentally estimate the sensitivity of

our energy scales. In the process of meeting these goals, we’ll highlight the ways in

which this 2 sided detector analysis differs from the now obsolete single sided CDMS

II analysis techniques, explore the disadvantages and inherent systematics involved

in estimating nuclear/electron recoil discrimination at a ground level test facility in

general and finally emphasize some of the special quirks of the UCB test facility that

had confused us for many years.

Of course, as with any analysis of a relatively complex system (we have an enormous

number of independent estimators compared with the average detector), we’ll also

spend significant word count on discussing how the methods used here could be

improved.

204
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7.1 Charge Estimators

To create relatively simplistic radial fiducial volume estimators, the interleaved charge

electrodes have been split into two sections on both faces of the detector with the ap-

proximate collection areas quite reminiscent of those in single sided CDMS II detectors

diagrammed in Fig. 7.1 (the outer 2 bias rails compose the outer electrode).

!"!"

Figure 7.1: iZIP4 side 1 surface design colored to indicate the inner/outer electrode
collection areas

Unlike in CDMS II though, this is true for both faces and thus with our 4 separately

instrumented charge electrodes we measure this radial position independently with

both e−s and h+s. Even more importantly, as discussed in Ch. 2, this two sided inter-

leaved electrode geometry allows us to also fiducialize in z by measuring the assymetry

in the number of carriers collected on the two sides. Finally, the measurement of both

carriers means that for bulk events we in principle have 2 independent measurements

of the number of e−/h+ pairs,ne/h, created during the interaction.

The representative trace displayed in Fig. 7.2 left, illustrates these principles. Charge

sharing between the inner and outer electrodes on both sides suggests that this event
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Figure 7.2: (left) Charge trace for a symmetric event at relatively high radius for the
iZIP4 detector, G48, tested at the UCB surface facility.
(right) Rising edge of a symmetric low radius charge trace.

occurred at high radius, and it’s roughly symmetric nature suggests that it’s a bulk

event (height of QIS1 (blue) + QOS1 (cyan) ∼ QIS2 (yellow)+QOS2(red)). These

traces also show that the pulse shape itself is almost completely identical for all events.

This is because the pulse falltime is determined by the feedback circuit in the charge

preamp, not by any detector physics. In principle, the risetimes of the events are

determined by carrier drifting speeds and thus vary with z event location. This effect

though is quite suppressed due to the interleaved phonon electrodes. Due to their

much larger width (∼ 300µm for phonon ground rails versus 40µm biased charge

electrodes), while carriers are drifting in the bulk region of the detector the majority

of the image charge travels onto the non charge sensitive phonon rails. It’s only when

the charges transport into the surface region that the majority of the image charge

quickly transfers to a charge line. This is a poor man’s version of the shielding plane

in TPCs.

Consequently, the majority of the z dependence is seen in the pulse start time dif-

ference between the two sides as shown in Fig. 7.2 right. On the brightside, this is

conceptually one more estimate of z which we shouldn’t disregard. With S/N of ∼ 2

for events with 100keV< Er <200keV it’s not currently worth too much effort (Fig.
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7.3) though. Conceptually, we could improve the shown performance in the future (if

wanted) by increasing both the digitization rate to say 0.25µs from 0.8µs (easy) and

the readout electronics bandwidth (harder) [98].

Figure 7.3: Correlation between qzdelOF (∆t between side summed OF best fit start
times)and pzpartOF (currently our best z metric from phonons)

This physical time delay between the pulses on the two sides also affects our choice of

Optimum Filter (OF). A traditional 1D Optimum Filter (OF-1D) is precisely designed

to optimally fit a fixed shape template to a trace with stationary noise by varying

only the start time and the amplitude [2]. This is already pretty close to ideal!

We could just OF-1D fit each charge electrode independently of the others and end

up with 4 independent amplitude estimators (qi1OF, qo1OF, qi2OF, qo2OF) and 4

independent start time estimators. We though can do better than this. We know

that the noiseless charge traces for the inner and outer electrodes on the same side

must have the same start time. Thus, a better estimator would have only two start

time estimators. Generalizing, we would really like to design an Optimum Filter

for n comingled traces with n amplitude degrees of freedom (DOF) and a single

start time (OF-nD) that we could apply to each face separately. This has now been

designed and implemented in the G48 analysis. The reason for it’s tardiness was

algorithmic difficulties. Best fitting a time shift is a non-linear phenomena and thus

it’s computationally quite intensive (∝ n2 where n is the number of digitization bins)!
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The secret to OF algorithms in general is that time shifting is done naturally through

an FFT and thus they are relatively quite quick (∝ n log(n)) compared to all other

methods and it simply took a bit of time and effort to generalize OF-1D but keep it’s

excellent computational performance.

The advantage to limiting the number of time degrees of freedom, can be visually

seen in Fig. 7.4 which scatter plots the best fit charge amplitudes (qi1OF, qo1OF)

for random noise traces. To understand this plot, note that a single OF-1D algorithm

will always tend to estimate a non-zero value for the mean charge pulse amplitude.

The reason is that the template will shift around in time until it finds the largest

positive or negative random noise fluctuation to cancel out. So running 2 independent

OF-1D algorithms on the inner and outer charge traces will tend to give 4 random

noise blobs at the corner of square. By contrast, the OF-2D algorithm creates a noise

donut: it’s quite unlikely for a large stochastic fluctuation to exist for both the inner

and outer traces at the same time and thus the average distance of a noise event from

the origin is suppressed by a laudable
√

2, over the simple 0F-1D algorithm.

Figure 7.4: qi1OF vs qo1OF scatter plot for randomly selected noise events for iT3Z1
(G48) at Soudan in R133 (created by Brad Welliver [23]).

In principle, we could continue down this path and remove the time degree of freedom
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between the two sides, qzdelOF, by using a single 4D optimum filter, OF-4D, on all

traces. Once again following the argument above we would expect a decrease in the

total noise offset of
√

2. Unfortunately though, this algorithm is untenable at high

energies because the true physical time delay between the two sides of 2µs leads

to a significantly larger fit χ2 and a charge amplitude systematic that limits the

precision of the calibration. For R133, we plan to combine the best of both worlds

by using a newly designed 4D Optimum Filter algorithm which allows constrained

time delay freedom between the two sides up to 2µs which precisely matches the true

physical detector constraints. Unfortunately, as of this moment, the algorithm is still

in development and has not yet been tested.

7.1.1 Charge OF Baseline Resolution

Another technique to minimize the charge noise offsets from zero is to constrain the

total time shifting degree of freedom for all charge traces to a window around the

physical phonon trigger. For CDMS II data, this window has traditionally been set

to the rather large range of [-100µs,10µs] [2]. This rather huge range was chosen be-

cause the physical phonon trigger varies in time with both event position and event

data. Potentially, for future analyses, this time shifting range could be significantly

decreased in size by basing it instead on best fit OF phonon trace start times. Sci-

entifically, these slight algorithmic changes would be most visible in next generation

searches for low mass WIMPs [101].

To easily characterize the quality of our charge sensitivity without worrying about the

time degrees of freedom, CDMS has traditionally used Optimum Filter resolutions

in which all time degrees of freedom are fixed ([qi1OF0, qo1OFO,qi2OF0,qo2OF0])

on random noise events whose histograms are shown in Fig. 7.5 left for G48 UCB

data. With time fixing, we expect these histograms to be gaussians strictly centered

about 0. As is clearly seen, this is not the case! Eventually, the cause of these

unexpected and unwanted offsets was found to be nonstationary/time dependent

noise which correlates with the electronic trigger pulse (Fig. 7.5 right). Hopefully,
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Figure 7.5: (left) Optimum filter best fit amplitude charge noise histograms for side 1
inner electrode with no time shifting freedom (qis1OF0) and (right) temporal average
of 1000 noise traces which displays phase coherent noise correlated with the trigger.

future SuperCDMS warm electronics will not display this issue.

The measured charge resolutions, σq for G48 at UCB are [260,140,215,180]eVee±10%

(sys) for [qi1OF0, qo1OFO,qi2OF0,qo2OF0] [102] where the systematics are domi-

nated by long timescale temporal variations (i.e. noise variation with series). This

temporal variation in resolution along with the fact that nominally identical charge

channels (qi1OF0 vs. qi2OF0 for example) exhibit ∼20% variation suggests that

non-intrinsic environmental noise is unfortunately the dominate noise currently. The

almost 40% variation in sensitivity between inner and outer electrodes definitely is

indicative of the expected
√
C resolution dependence but with all the environmental

noise floating around this conclusion is prone to systematics.

Taking a step backwards, the charge noise PSDs sourced to the preamp output for

the G48 run are shown in Fig. 7.6 left. The rolloff of the FET noise at 1/40µs

(black dotted line) is clearly visible, unlike at Soudan where environmental noise

completely dominates our low frequency performance. Unfortunately, low frequency

noise begins to dominate the noise plateau at ∼1khz. The rate of rise seen is quite

impressive! Remember, the FET noise itself is rolling off with 1/f due to feedback

below the black dotted line and thus if we posit this is intrinsic low frequency noise
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of our IF4500 JFET then we need to have significantly degraded performance from

that shown in Fig. 7.6 right, where the noise doesn’t seem to have > 1/f dependence

until <20hz.

Figure 7.6: Charge Noise Power Spectrums for G48 at UCB (left) and for the JFET
IF4500 at room temperature (right) [24]

As an aside, these n trace, n amplitude OF routines were generalized further to

allow for cross talk between the 4 signals/ traces (i.e. charge collected on the inner

electrode also creates a signal on the outer electrode). This was a required algorithmic

improvement for CDMS II detectors which display crosstalk on the order of ∼ 10%.

This large crosstalk in the CDMS II design is due to 2 reasons. First, while the charges

are drifting within the bulk of the detector, image charge is moving on and off all

electrodes, not just the electrode on which the charges are eventually collected. As

discussed above, this physical cross-talk is substantially suppressed in the iZIP design

do to the wide interleaved phonon electrodes. Secondly, any direct capacitive coupling

between the 2 instrumented electrodes,Cio, will lead to charge sharing. To estimate

the magnitude of this effect one only needs to compare the capacitive coupling between

the electrodes to the coupling capacitor, Cc, in the charge preamplifier circuit. For

a 1cm CDMS II device, Cio has been estimated to be 21.0 ± 0.1pf [103] while Cc

was chosen to be 300pf [104] and thus we expect ∼ 7% charge coupling between the

two channels. Here again, the interleaved phonon lines of the iZIP design drastically
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suppress the cross talk since the inner channel capacitance is <2pf as shown in the

estimated 2D capacitance matrix (Tab. 7.1) [105]. As an even further aside, the

obvious question to ask is ”why don’t we just bump up Cc to suppress the cross-

talk?”. I asked this question to Dennis myself, and the answer is that for the footprint

budgeted in the original board layout, any capacitors with larger size tend to be easily

destroyed by static electricity buildup and/or larger voltage differentials, and thus the

300pf Cc is the largest ‘robust’ option.

V1G(pf) V1I(pf) V1O(pf) V2G(pf) V2I(pf) V2O(pf) Vchassis (pf)
Q1G ? -87.7 -20.6 ? -3.2 -1.0 ?
Q1I -87.7 100.0 -2.0 -3.2 -1.2 -0.3 -6.2
Q1O -20.6 -2.0 28.4 -1.0 -0.3 -0.2 -4.4
Q2G ? -3.2 -1.0 ? -87.7 -20.6 ?
Q2I -3.2 -1.2 -0.3 -87.7 100 -2.0 -6.2
Q2O -1.0 -0.3 -0.2 -20.6 -2.0 28.4 -4.4

Qchassis ? -6.2 -4.4 ? -6.2 -4.4 ?

Table 7.1: Estimated Electrode Capacitance Matrix for the iZIP4 detector. Matrix
elements between 2 elements kept at 0V bias in standard running mode were not
estimated.

7.1.2 Charge OF Calibration

The OF best fit amplitudes were calibrated using the 356keV line from a 133Ba source

as is standard in CDMS (the 356keV line is near ideal for an external source since it’s

roughly the lowest energy γ which can punch through the various thermal shielding

layers and still produce a decent peak). In Fig. 7.7, the resultant after calibration

scatter plots of qi2OF vs qo2OF are shown for both voltage bias polarities. Of

immediate interest is that for h+ collection (-2V bias on the charge collection electrode

for the side being biased) higher density structure along the 356keV diagonal is readily

apparent which physically corresponds to events in which the full energy of the 356keV

γ is collected and all of the charge excitations are shared between the inner and outer

electrodes.
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Figure 7.7: h+ (left) and e− (right) collection optimal filter estimators for side 1 inner
and outer electrodes for symmetric events from a 356Ba

By contrast, for e− collection, the structure is much less visible. This same effect

can be seen by cutting on events which are approximately fully collected in only a

single electrode using the cuts cQin2tight g48 (green) and cQout2 g48 (red) and then

histogramming the results as seen in Fig. 7.8. The h+ collection electrodes (solid)

display a quite prominent 356keV line while any peak for e− collection electrode is

marginal to non-existent. Now, I’ve only shown this data for side 2 of G48 for UCB

test facility data, but every viable Ge detector yet tested as UCB shows qualitatively

similar behavior; e− peaks are always less sharp than hole peaks. Due to these

features, we chose to calibrate the charge signals using only h+ collection data: side

1 charge signals were calibrated with Ba data taken with -2V bias on side 1 and

+2V bias on side 2, while side 2 charge signals were calibrated with the opposite

polarity.

These histograms also show that even for h+ collection, the peak on the outer electrode

(red solid) is significantly suppressed and broadened. This suggests that the detector

volume for which the outer electrode fully collects all charge is quite small. Roughly,

the event is either too close to the outer cylindrical face and the carriers get stuck on
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the side wall (bad!), or the event occurs at a lower radius where a percentage of the

carriers are collected on the inner electrode. The later certainly isn’t a big deal from

a larger detector performance issue (we are after all fully collecting all the carriers),

but it does make calibration a bit difficult. We can’t simply fit the q-outer peak to

a gaussian. Instead, we should really χ2 optimize for the outer electrode calibration

coefficient by using the shared event 356keV sample.
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Figure 7.8: iZIP4 side 1 surface design colored to indicate the inner/outer electrode
collection areas

7.1.3 Qualitative Carrier Transport Features

The e− broadening is also quite visible in scatter plots of the total charge collected

on side 1(qsum1OF) vs. total charge collected on side 2 (qsum2OF) as seen in Fig.

7.9, and in this plot it’s more nefarious implications are quite clear: our ability to

distinguish bulk events in which the excited carriers drift across the detector giving

us symmetric charge signals on the two surfaces from assymetric surface events in
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which carrier transport occurs only between the phonon and charge rails on a single

surface is degraded.

Figure 7.9: side1 vs. side 2 carrier collection for a 356Ba Source. Blue events pass the
charge symmetry cut, cQsym g48

The physical mechanism underlying these features is almost certainly e− trapping

in the bulk of the crystal since the length over which e− drift and consequently the

bulk trapping probability varies as a function of position [106]. For events which

interact near the -2V surface, almost all carrier transport is through e− and thus the

probability for trapping will be on the high side. By contrast, for events near the

+2V surface, h+ drifting is dominate and thus the e− trapping probability would be

low. We can even go a step further, and estimate that an e− trapping length of 25cm

would approximately match the trapping experimentally seen.

The most compelling evidence for this theory comes from the location of the 88keV

γ line from the 109Cd internal source which shined onto side 1 for all of the UCB test

facility runs. Due to it’s low energy, the interaction length in Ge is only ∼ 2.6mm,

and thus all of the 88keV events are localized very near the side 1 surface (by contrast

the 356keV events are much more evenly distributed). By flipping the bias polarity,

we can thus alternate between e− and h+ carrier transport and we see in Fig. 7.10
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Figure 7.10: side1 vs. side 2 carrier collection highlighting the 109Cd 88keV line

that e− drifting decreases the total charge collection on the side 2 electrode by ∼10%

over h+ drift. We can generalize the 88keV line evidence to all of the medium energy

Ba data (100keV< Er <160keV) by looking for a correlation between the fractional

charge collection difference between the 2 sides, called internally ‘z charge partition’

or qzpartOF (defined in Tab. 7.2), and our best z phonon estimator which is seen

quite strongly in Fig. 7.11.

Due to bulk e− trapping and, even more importantly, the fact that surface events have

collection on only one instrumented electrode, our best estimator for the total number

of charge excitations produced during an interaction is the maximum of qsum1OF

and qsum2OF, qsummaxOF. The largest negative consequence of this choice, is its

systematic bias towards positive values which from previous discussions we know

limits our electron recoil/ nuclear recoil rejection capability. Thus for low mass WIMP

searches in the future, it may make sense to revert back to the naive mean(qsum1OF,

qsum2OF) near threshold if phonon only fiducial volume leakage can be easily held

below ∼ 1/100.

e− and h+ transport differ qualitatively in others ways as well. Electrodes which

collect e− tend to have more charge sharing between the outer and inner electrodes

than those who collect holes as shown in Fig. 7.12 using the radial metrics for the

two faces, qrpart1OF and qrpart2OF (Tab. 7.2) [107]. Of great importance to this
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Figure 7.11: Correlation in the bulk region of z phonon metrics and qzpart illustrating
that e− trapping varies as a function of z

conclusion, is that this effect is seen for both polarities and thus this can’t simply be

z dependence in the source interaction location. Blas was the first to recognize that

this increased lateral diffusive transport for e− is a natural consequence of anisotropic

propagation in the e− [90].
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Figure 7.12: Charge Radial Partitions separated by carrier polarity (h+: black / e−:
blue) and side (1: solid / 2: dashed)
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As a quick aside, the events shown in Fig. 7.12 pass all quality cuts (discussed

in detail later) and a charge amplitude cut of 30keV< Q <400keV. On the high

side, the energy cut edge was chosen so as to remove events corresponding to muon

showers which could have large multiplicities. There are such a small number of these

events though, that removal of this cut won’t qualitatively change the histogram.

By contrast, the charge threshold cut is very important. qrpart1OF ( qo10F−qi1OF
qsum1OF

)

and more generally all partition estimators have distributions whose width increases

rapidly as the signal to noise of the component estimators decreases. Thus, if one

wants to study energy independent behavior, energy threshold cuts are required to

make certain that stochastic noise is well below signal scales. With this in mind,

30keV seems pretty natural; it sets the stochastic noise at ∼ 1%.

7.2 Phonon Estimators

In the previous chapter, we discussed in great depth the physical mechanisms which

lead to position dependence in both the amplitudes and pulse shape for our phonon

signals (Fig. 7.13). We even introduced the long term dream of using the detector

monte carlo to optimally calculate the time, position, energy and recoil type (elec-

tronic/nuclear), for each and every event. To quantify this dream just a bit more

concretely, please note that conditional on the event being a single scatter, there are

5 continuous DOF and one binary recoil type parameter. Allowance for both single

and double internal scatters substantially increases the number of continuous DOF

to 9 and binary parameters to 2, electron recoil/nuclear recoil and multiple/single

scatter discrimination). The point of being so explicit in counting the true degrees of

freedom, is so that we can gain intuition into how far our current analysis techniques

are from ideal. If we introduce intermediate estimators based upon pulse fits that

aren’t eventually used to generate these final estimators, then we have just degraded

our resolution.
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qi1OF OF charge amplitude
qo1OF estimates with temporal shifting
qi2OF
qo2OF

qi1OF0 OF charge amplitude in which
qo1OF0 all temporal shifting is fixed
qi2OF0
qo2OF0

qzdelOF QS1OFdelay- QS2OFdelay Difference in best fit charge OF time shifts
for the two sides which is our best direct esti-
mator for event z from charge drift time (µs).
Should be changed in R133

qsum1OF qi1OF+qo1OF Side Summed OF Estimators
qsum2OF qi2OF+qo2OF (keVee)

qsummaxOF max(qsum1OF,qsum2OF) Our best estimate of the total number of
e−/h+ pairs produced in an interaction esti-
mated by Optimum Filter (keVee)

qzstartOF
qsum1OF > qsum2OF: QS1OFdelay Charge OF best fit start time with respect to

trigger(µs)
qsum2OF > qsum2OF: QS2OFdelay Should be changed in R133

qzpartOF qsum1OF−qsum2OF
qsum1OF+qsum2OF Fractional difference in carrier collection for

side1 and side 2 using OF estimators

qrpart1OF qo1OF/ qsum1OF Side specific fractional difference in carrier
qrpart2OF qo2OF/ qsum2OF collection between inner and outer electrodes

using OF estimators

plukeqOF (| qsum1OF |+| qsum2OF |) |Vq bias|/ε best estimate of luke phonon production from
charge measurement

-|qsum1OF-qsum2OF|Vp/ε
pgqOF qsummaxOF + plukeqOF best estimate of total phonon production

solely from charge measurements

Table 7.2: Calibrated Charge Estimators (RRQs)

7.2.1 Standard Optimum Filter Quantities

Due to our great comfort with Optimum Filters from our work with charge pulses,

our first inclination as a collaboration is to always toss each individual phonon trace

through an OF-1D, after which we end up with 8 channel amplitudes, [pa1OF, pb1OF,

pc1OF, pd1OF, pa2OF, pb2OF, pc2OF, pd2OF], plus 8 independent OF best fit time

shift estimates (which currently aren’t used). Due to the huge pulse shape dependence
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Figure 7.13: Representative phonon trace as a function of time (left) and frequency
(right)

though, no single fixed pulse shape template will even remotely fit all channels and

thus we are left with the slightly unpalatable requirement of choosing a template

which is ‘least bad’. For G48 iZIP analysis, we’ve chosen to use the mean direct trace

sum of all channels which is shown in dashed black in Fig. 7.13. Being that this is

the mean over all channel traces, this is the obvious compromise candidate (albeit

perhaps not the ideal one).

The lack of high frequency signal in non-primary channels compared to the total trace

templates, means that the high frequencies push down the best fit amplitude relative

to the true DC value while for primary channel events the opposite is true. For

the assymetric surface event shown, the difference in the integrated phonon energy

absorbed in the CS1 and CS2 channels is only 70% where the difference in best fit

OF-1D amplitude values for the two channels is much larger, 220%. On the downside,

this sensitivity suggests that the sum of all OF-1D best fit amplitudes, psumOF, will

not be the perfect estimator for the total amount of phonon energy collected in the

TES. On the upside, this accentuated position dependence means that we can define

7 independent fractional/ partition estimators between the channels, [pxpart1OF,

pypart1OF, pxpart2OF, pypart2OF, prpart1OF, prpart2OF, pzpartOF] (Tab. 7.3),

which should be pretty good position estimators.
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p[j][k]OF OF-1D best fit amplitude quantities for
each channel with time shifting

p[j][k]OF0 No time shifting best fit OF-1D parame-
ters for use in resolution estimates

psumOF
∑
jk p[j][k]OF Total phonon estimator for OF-1D quan-

tities

psum[k]OF
∑
j p[j][k]OF OF-1D estimator for the total phonon en-

ergy collected on side [k]

pxpart[k]OF
∑

j p[j][k]OF ˜rjk·x̂
psum[k]OF

OF-1D estimator of the event location in
the x dimension from side [k]

pypart[k]OF
∑

j p[j][k]OF ˜rjk·ŷ
psum[k]OF

OF-1D estimator of the event location in
the y dimension from side [k]

pxpartOF
∑

jk p[j][k]OF ˜rjk·x̂
psum[k]OF

OF-1D estimator of the event location in
the x dimension using inner channels from
both sides

pypartOF
∑

jk p[j][k]OF ˜rjk·x̂
psum[k]OF

OF-1D estimator of the event location in
the y dimension using inner channels from
both sides

prxypart[k]OF
√

prxpart[k]OF2 + prypart[k]OF2 OF-1D radial estimate from inner 3 chan-
nels of side [k] channels only

phiOF tan−1(prxpartOF, prypartOF) azimuthal estimator form all inner chan-
nels

prxypartOF
√

prxpartOF2 + prypartOF2 OF-1D radial estimate from the inner 6
channels

pzsumpartOF psum1OF−psum2OF
psum1OF+psum2OF OF-1D estimator of the z location of event

from channel traces

prpart[k]OF pa[k]OF
psum[k]OF radial event location using the OF-1D es-

timators of the outer circular channel (A)
for a single side

prpartOF pa1OF+pa2OF
psumOF radial event location combining informa-

tion from both sides

ps[k]OF OF-1D best fit amplitude on face summed
trace.

pzpartOF ps1OF−ps2OF
ps1OF+ps2OF OF-1D estimator of the z location of event

from face summed estimators

ptOF OF-1D estimator of the total phonon en-
ergy from the total summed pulse

Table 7.3: Calibrated Phonon Estimators (RRQs). In the definitions, the channel
index,j, runs over a,b,c, and d while the side index, k, runs over 1 and 2

The scatter plots for the [x,y] OF position estimators shown in Fig. 7.14 left strongly

display a triangular shape even though the detector itself has circular symmetry which

suggests a nonsimplistic mapping between the true event coordinates and those of
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Figure 7.14: OF-1D [x,y] event location estimators. Right: detector geometry colored
by phonon channel.

the OF partitions. This deformation is a natural consequence of sub-pixel position

interpolation [108]. To limit the number of sensor channels to 8, we are forced to

read out QETs massively in parallel (485 per channel) and as a consequence we lose

sub channel position information. To see this most clearly, let’s imagine an event

which only dissipates power into QETs within the white circle labeled 2 in Fig. 7.15

left. For this event, the only channel which receives any energy is B, and thus our

best estimator of the excitation energy is the vector to the center of B, ~rB. Event

1, on the other hand fortuitously ended up evenly straddling channels B and D, and

thus, following the position estimator definitions in Tab. 7.3, our position estimate

for event 1 is

~r1 =
E1

2
~rB + E1

2
~rD

E1

=
|rB|

2
ŷ
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So, even though event 1 actually occurs at a higher radius than event 2, on the par-

tition manifold it’s mapped to a location with much smaller radius. If one continues

this thought experiment by adding more events with different fractions of sharing,

then one ends up with a triangular map which is highly degenerate at the vertices

(all events which are fully collected by a single channel have no subpixel position

information). This last fact suggests that even with perfect reconstruction, the posi-

tion sensitivity of CDMS detector will vary as a function of position. Events which

occur near a boundary will have significantly greater position sensitivity than events

that occur far from a phonon boundary [45]. It’s for this qualitative reason, that we

rotated the channel geometries by 60o between the two faces as shown in Fig. 7.15

right; we simply get better azimuthal sensitivity.

!"!"!"!"

#"

$"

%"

&"

'"

Figure 7.15: Left: detector geometry colored by phonon channel for side 1. Right:
3-D phonon channel diagram

A second deformation of the partition manifold that was a significant problem for

CDMS II [3] and still exists today is the concept of radial foldback of the partition

manifold seen in fig. 7.16. At low radius, as an event location moves differentially to

higher radius along the b̂ direction, more energy will be absorbed in B, and less phonon

energy will be absorbed in the C and D channels. Consequently, prxypartOF will

increase. For events that occur near the inner/outer phonon channel boundary (i.e.

higher radius), a differential movement to higher radius results in a smaller prxypart,
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since the A channel will receive a larger percentage of the position dependent signal.

The non-monotonic mapping between prxypart and true r, means that additional

parameters are needed to split this degeneracy and come up with a reasonable estimate

of true r.

Prpart1OF and Prpart2OF, which are phonon partition estimators that measure the

ratio of energy absorbed in inner(BCD) and outer phonon channels (A), also display

radial foldback but to a much smaller extent (7.16). Here, the physical mechanism

is some combination of phonon interactions with the side wall and the fact that

for fabrication reasons the outer 2mm of the crystal face are not instrumented and

thus in this region there is greater likelihood that a phonon will become ballistic

and be equally likely to be absorbed by all channels. Of the greatest import is that

prxypartOF and prpartOF have estimator maximums at different radial locations

and thus the combination of the two estimators allows for non-degenerate true r

estimate as shown in the Fig. 7.16. This plot also shows that the intrinsic width of

the 8 dimensional partition manifold is largely caused by z dependence since surface

events selected by cQsurf g48 (blue) are clearly separable from bulk events selected

by cQsym g48 (green). The fact that the surface/bulk event discrimination is so

good along manifold dimensions that were constructed to be nominally z independent

is quite exciting! It means that there is a lot of information for fiducial volume

information in lots of different variables

The final partition quantity, which deserves special mention, is the fractional differ-

ence in energy collection between the two sides of the detector, pzpartOF (Figs. 7.3

and 7.12). As shown in Fig. 7.17, the total side estimators from which this estimator

is created, psum1OF and psum2OF, show an amazing amount of position depen-

dence. They can easily discriminate between bulk and surface events as selected by

cQsym g48 and cQsurf g48. What’s even more interesting is that this phonon sur-

face/bulk discrimination seems better than our charge discrimination ability since the

blue and red distributions start to have substantial overlap below psum1OF = 6keV,

where in this phonon plot the true distributions seem to be differentiable down to

∼ 3keV. Please note, that we are being a bit unfair towards the charge sensitivity
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Figure 7.16: Scatter plots of prxypartOF versus prpartOF for a single azimuthal slice
of data which show radial degeneracy splitting using both parameters (created by
Scott Hertel) [25]

with the above statement, since we have already recognized 2 ways to improve the

charge sensitivity near threshold that haven’t been implemented in these plots (time

constraining the two sides together, decreasing the trigger window size). At the same

time, these OF estimators also aren’t optimized for the identical reasons. We allow

complete time shifting freedom between the 8 channels even though this isn’t the

case. Furthermore, from earlier chapters we recognize that we can lower the Tc’s of

the TES in future sensors and drastically increase the sensitivity of the device. Just

using the T 3
c resolution law we developed, a iZIP5 device with Tc around 45mK would

have have surface to bulk discrimination down to ∼0.4keV with this exact analysis

and with the current noisy UCB test facility setup.

One final note: the precise definition used for these 7 independent partition esti-

mators is by no means unique. One could easily define other estimators that, with

psumOF, also completely span the 8D OF-1D amplitude space and thus in principle

contain identical information. For example, center of energy estimates which com-

bine information from both sides like pxpartOF and pypartOF, naturally have less z

dependence. Likewise, position estimators metrics which linearly combine inner and
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Figure 7.17: Scatter plots of psum1OF vs. psum2OF showing discrimination between
asymmetric surface events (red) and symmetric bulk events (blue)

outer channel information together can better remove the radial degeneracies. The

real benefit in going down this research path in the future is that a subspace of esti-

mators (say 4D rather than 8D) could contain all the information and yet be easier

to handle statistically: the difficulty of characterizing non-gaussian outlier tails goes

up with the number of dimensions.

We’ve now shown that a simple OF-1D analysis of our phonon quantities retains lots

of position and energy information, even if it may not be the most ideal analysis.

We should now highlight the large systematic uncertainties that this algorithm also

give us. Above, we discussed how the vast intrinsic pulse shape variation means that

the low frequency and high frequency signals are always in direct competition with

each other for choosing the best fit amplitude. This competition is refereed within

the OF by the noise PSD and thus changes in noise will significantly effect the value

of the partition parameters. An almost perfect example of this effect can be found in
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Figure 7.18: Noise power spectrums for G3D (iZIP2 series) and G48 (iZIP4 series) at
UCB referenced to keV/

√
hz

G48 test facility data [26] shown in Fig. 7.18, where channel D1(lime green) had an

enormous amount of environmental noise at low frequencies. If the true experimental

PSD for D1 is used, then low frequencies will have suppressed weighting and thus the

detector will seem to have greater position dependence (the triangle gets skewed!) as

seen in Fig. 7.19. By contrast, if the OF-1D estimators use a noise spectrum from B1

for the D1 calculations, the position dependence returns to being symmetric.

If noise is constant throughout the run, then this abnormal position dependence can

be easily removed through calibration. The real problem comes when the noise has

temporal dependence. In this case the change in noise couples to a change in the

phonon gain which is difficult to account for and thus one picks up a systematic jitter

in all OF metrics. It’s uncertain, if this systematic was limiting in CDMS II analysis

since it would look for all intents and purposes like a long tail outlier. The only ways

to remove these problems is very strict cut on noise uniformity between series. We

expect this to be a significant problem for the Soudan R133 analysis due to significant

temporal dependence of the environmental noise as a function of time.
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Figure 7.19: Top: [X,Y] Partition plots for pd1OF calculated with the true abnor-
mally large experimental noise (top left), with B1’s noise spectrum (top center), and
with pure integrals. Bottom: pd1OF/psumOF for the same 3 estimators (produced
by Scott Hertel [26])

7.2.2 Resolution and Irreducible surface facility issues

Since we’ve introduced the experimental noise power spectrums at UCB, it only makes

to look at them critically in other ways. Unlike FETs, HEMTs and most other

semiconductor sensing techniques, both TES and Squids are known to have almost

negligible amounts of 1/f noise. A perfect example of this impressive low frequency

performance can be seen in the noise PSDs for the TES based CMB experiment Spider

(Fig. 7.20 [27]),which is dear to many of my collaborators. The 1/f noise finally peaks

above the TFN plateau at 1/10hz!

For the UCB test facility this clearly isn’t the case! Low frequency noise begins to

dominate in both the G3D and G48 noise spectrums around ∼1khz! This is quite

depressing. First and foremost, this means that the OF resolution estimates made
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Fig. 6. Noise equivalent power of device is flat over a wide frequency span. 1/f
noise turns on below 0.05 Hz.

Fig. 7. Operational time constant, as a function of bias voltage, , for a Ti
TES and a substrate temperature of 20 mK.

B. Thermal Isolation

Current-voltage sweeps were performed at many different re-
frigerator temperatures, . The power, , dissipated by the
TES is obtained from these sweeps and the thermal conductance
between the substrate and isolated island can be deduced
from the slope of . This is shown in Fig. 4. A conduc-
tance of 18.5 pW/K is observed.

C. Noise Properties

The low frequency noise equivalent power in our devices
was measured over a frequency span ranging from 1 mHz up
to 6 kHz. A long-standing mystery in TES devices is an un-
explained noise, sometimes called excess noise, which appears
from a few hundred Hz to a few kHz. In hopes of decreasing
this excess noise, different sample geometries were explored, in-
cluding those with normal metal bars. Similar normal bars were
implemented by Ullom [3] and the desired effect of reducing ex-
cess noise was observed. Unfortunately, we saw no decrease in

excess noise by adding bars. However, by making the Ti Ther-
mistor a 1/20 square geometry, as opposed to a 1/6 square, the
excess noise was lower, and was pushed to higher frequencies.
The 1/6 square and 1/20 square data are shown in Fig. 5. When
the 1/20 square device is in the middle of its transition (bottom
curve in Fig. 5(b)), the ratio of the noise level at the excess noise
peak to the level at low frequency (10 Hz), .
However, when the 1/6 square device is in the middle of its
transition (top curve in Fig. 5(a)), this same ratio is 6. The G
of both devices in Fig. 5 is 160–165 pW/K, both have a of
440 mK, and both have very similar ’s. Finally, the noise in
our devices at ultralow frequencies was studied by digitizing
data over long times and performing an FFT. This data is rep-
resented in Fig. 6 for a different device with a .
From roughly 0.5 Hz to 10 Hz, the noise is flat with a value of

. Below 50 mHz 1/f noise can be seen
turning on. The noise in this device at higher frequencies, not
shown, increases to at 1 kHz.

D. Time Response

The time response of our devices was investigated by sending
in pulses of light from an LED. The natural and operational
time constants were measured. The operational time constant,

, refers to that when the TES is biased within its supercon-
ducting transition, and hence when electrothermal feedback is
present. A plot of as a function of bias voltage, , for a Ti
TES is shown in Fig. 7. The substrate temperature for all biases
was held at 20 mK. The rise in as is increased is expected
since the responsivity, , where is the op-
tical power and I is the current response in the SQUID ammeter.
The natural time constant, , is that measured above the transi-
tion, with no bias and hence no feedback. was measured from
the response to LED pulses and monitoring the TES temperature
by noise thermometry. was found to be 27.8 ms. These mea-
surements were also performed with a substrate temperature of
20 mK. By using the relation, , the heat capacity of
the device, C, was determined to be .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully fabricated and tested the important
thermal and DC electrical properties of TES devices to be em-
ployed for the SPIDER experiment. All important parameters,

, , G, , , and NEP are within the specified ranges needed
to make the mission a success.
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Figure 7.20: Characteristic noise PSDs for the SPIDER experiment [27]

in chapter 1 are overly optimistic (with a phonon absorption bandwidth,νpulse, of

∼210hz, the majority of our total phonon signal is below this low frequency noise

turn on). This statement is made explicit in the second line of Tab. 7.4 for G48

where the best measured resolution is 65eV on C1. Behaving as if all channels had

C1’s resolution and their was no noise correlations between channels, the the total

noise on psumOF would be
√

8 65eV or 180eV, definitely a far cry from the best noise

performance seen on the Si CDMS II T2Z2 of 62eV [109].

There are definitely some abnormalities in these raw noise power spectrums which

are quite suggestive. First, the low frequency noise seems to be phase coherent across

all channels (the noise on the direct sum trace is much larger than the quadrature

sum). Secondly, the estimated OF-1D resolutions are very different from the measured

OF-1D resolutions. This suggests that the noise also has phase correlations across

frequencies as well. In the hopes of understanding this noise in greater depth, we

started to look at long time scale traces in the time domain, and the results seen in

Fig. 7.21 are quite telling.

When DC electronically coupled, all events seem to display a second pulse shape

with ∼200ms time constant which we assume to be the thermal signal [110]. Now

this signal is many orders of magnitude smaller than the athermal signal and thus

for most events it’s hidden well within the noise. At the surface though, µ’s directly
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Figure 7.21: Long time scale phonon traces showing a ∼200ms thermal muon tail
when electronics are DC coupled (left), and a huge amount of overshoot after a muon
event when the electronics are AC coupled(right).

interact with our detectors at∼ 0.5hz and they leave∼18MeV of phonon energy in our

detector which is large enough that the thermal tail is much larger than all other noise

sources at low frequencies. When AC coupled (our usual operating condition), the

mechanism is different but the result is quite similar(Fig. 7.21 right): our quite poorly

designed auto-zero circuit (not enough damping) substantially overshoots whenever

a µ hits the detector leading to a long negative muon tail that dominates all noise

sources at low frequencies.

Since this is only a surface test facility issue (the µ rate is suppressed by many orders

of magnitude underground at both Soudan and SNOLAB), our original inclination

was to just let it slide and recognize that detector performance will be drastically

improved by running underground at Soudan/SNOLAB. Recently though, a subset

of the CDMS collaboration has been considering running highly sensitive athermal

phonon detectors at nuclear reactors near the surface to look for evidence of sterile

ν and non-standard ν interactions through coherent ν scattering, where the µ pileup

problem becomes a critical issue affecting performance. With this in mind, we’ll

need to develop algorithms that can subtract off this long exponential signal and that

hopefully don’t significantly increase the necessary processing time (i.e. continue

to use FFT’s for time shifting minimization). This was accomplished [111]. The
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key point was to recognize that the long exponential tail background signals don’t

require any time shifting DOF and thus there remains only a single nonlinear degree

of freedom. An example trace with the background subtracting Optimum Filter (OF-

mBnS) can be seen in Fig. 7.22.

Figure 7.22: Implementation of the background subtracting OF on G48 trace

Noise PSDs can now be remade from the random noise traces in which the OF-mBnS

best fit µ exponential tail has been subtracted (solid lines in Fig. 7.18) and for G3D

the low frequency noise magnitude was reduced by a ∼x2. G48 on the otherhand

showed only a 20% decrease in the total low frequency noise. This somewhat makes

sense. The Tc’s on side 1 of G3D are somewhere in the range of 45-60mK which

is much lower than our standard 80-110mK and thus our TES TFN noise and TES

Johnson noise are suppressed significantly(∝ T 3
c ). Furthermore, since ∂I

∂P
∼ −1/Vo

and Vo scales as T
5/2
c , all low frequency downstream noise sources (squid, environ-

mental noise) are also significantly suppressed when referenced to power. So for

G48, the muon tail signal could be of secondary importance while for G3D side 1 it

could completely dominate all other noise sources. With these background subtracted

noise spectrums, we can now reestimate our best fit OF resolution for both G48 and

G3D.

Interestingly, the measured improvement in resolution through background subtrac-

tion is only 15-30% for side 1 G3D (line 4 Tab. 7.5) rather than x2. Most likely this

is due to the fact that even for the non-background subtracting case, phase coherence
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of the µ tail means it’s easily distinguishable from an athermal pulse. Note, that the

difference in estimated resolution for the two OFs (lines 1 and 3) is much closer to

expectation.

G48 A1 B1 C1 D1 A2 B2 C2 D2 Total

Estimated OF-1D σP (eV) 75 76 76 116 82 79 75 99 377

Measured OF-1D σP (eV) 66 67 65 100 77 70 69 92 293

Estimated OF-nSmB σP (eV) 59 61 70 102 74 65 59 91 264

Measured OF-nSmB σP (eV) 60 62 62 101 71 64 59 86 275

Idealized OF σP (eV) 33 37 40 35 45 36 37 47 120

Measured Tc (mK) 88 91 91 91 109 101 101 101

Table 7.4: Estimated and measured baseline optimum filter resolutions for G48

G3D -Xi1 +Xi1 -Yo1 +Yo1 -Yi +Yi2 -Xo2 +Xi2 Total

Estimated OF-1D σP (eV) 70 68 40 30 112 129 65 80 394

Measured OF-1D σP (eV) 62 58 34 24 78 108 53 70 316

Estimated OF-nSmB σP (eV) 38 40 30 19 71 86 53 72 184

Measured OF-nSmB σP (eV) 43 45 31 20 66 85 52 69 196

Idealized OF σP (eV) 16 14 10 8 38 41 29 29 79

Measured Tc (mK) 40-70 40-70 40-70 40-70 105 105 105 105

Table 7.5: Estimated and measured baseline optimum filter resolutions for G3D

The remaining low frequency noise after background subtraction is pretty problem-

atic. If we could magically remove it (Fig. 7.18 dotted curves), our estimated OF

resolution improves to 33-47eV per channel (line 5) for G48 or roughly 120eV in total.

After accounting for the fact that G48 has such high Tcs, this doesn’t seem that bad.

G3D looks even better with the additional low frequency noise removed. The large

central channels on side 1 have ∼15eV resolution, which means that we would expect

nominally expect
√

5 15eV or 33eV total energy resolution which would make this

our most sensitive device ever. Of course, to rationalize this subtraction, we should

really have some understanding of this noise source and how to remove it in the fu-

ture. As of this moment, we can only say that preliminary studies at UCB suggest

the noise is coming in down stream of the FEB (front-end board) and thus somewhat

easily removeable. In fact, this problem may very well be solved with the new DCRC

boards.
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7.2.3 Trace Summed Phonon Quantities

One way to remove position dependence that Blas has always championed is the idea

of direct trace summation. On length scales > 1mm, the Al coverage of the iZIP is

quite homogenous which suggests that if we remove the artificially imposed channel

differentiation through direct summation of the channel traces on a given side, then

we should end up with a pulse, whose shape and magnitude depend only upon z

and energy. Of course, this isn’t entirely accurate. First, a Tc gradient across the

crystal will mean that the sensor bandwidth will change as function of (x,y) and

thus high frequency pulse shape information could have some residual dependence.

Secondly, the outermost 2mm of the crystal have no Al coverage because of fabrication

constraints (photolithography starts to have a huge number of defects in this region so

we choose not to pattern QETs out there). Consequently, there will be some residual

r dependence at high radius. As an aside, in the iZIP6 design, we have a higher

density of QETs in the outermost rail to roughly compensate for this effect and also

naturally increase our position sensitivity at high radius.
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Figure 7.23: Characteristic face summed traces for an asymmetric charge surface
event. OF-1D total template in dashed black

Example face summed traces for a characteristic asymmetric charge event can be seen
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in Fig. 7.23. With the suppression of [x,y] position dependence the enormous amount

of z dependence in our pulse shapes is now even more explicit and conceptually we

can use the same non-ideal OF-1D algorithms used on the channel traces to distill

this z only position information into 2 best fit amplitudes, ps1OF and ps2OF, and

their z partition derivative, pzpartOF.

With all the advantages of naturally separating [x,y] dependence from z comes some

disadvantages. First, the majority of the z position information is in the primary

channel only, and consequently by summing the 4 channels on a single side together,

we are, at minimum, decreasing our z sensitivity by x2. Even worse, if the noise

frequency spectrum varies significantly between channels, as seen for example in the

G48 test facility data where D1 has such poor low frequency performance (Fig. 7.18),

then the OF-1D will choose different frequency weightings for the different channels.

By directly summing the traces, we lose this optimization freedom, and thus our z

sensitivity could be suppressed even further.

We can take this idea of channel summing to remove independence one step further

and sum the two sides together. If one thinks of the z dependence of the pulse

shapes as being taylor expanded in z, then this sum should remove all odd power

z dependence leaving us with only the even powered remnants. The resultant total

sum traces are found to be quite position independent. The maximum variation has

been suppressed from almost 100% to roughly 20%. Furthermore, the time scale of

over which variation occurs has been suppressed by x3 to just the first ∼80µs after

the interaction time (Fig. 7.24).

We can again apply the simple OF-1D algorithm, and with the suppressed position

dependence we fully expect that this total phonon energy estimator, ptOF, should

have significantly less position systematics than psumOF. Surprisingly, this isn’t seen

in Fig. 7.25 left. Looking into the total OF-1D estimators in more depth, we find that

position sensitivity is quite sensitive to the noise spectrum used. Using the actual

raw noise spectrum for G3D, we found that ptOF varied from the DC integral value

by 15% (black Fig. 7.25 right). If instead we use a non-physical flat/white noise
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Figure 7.24: All channel trace sums for 10 pulses highlighting the residual position
dependence (left). Residuals after best fit pulse subtraction (right).

spectrum we can decrease the position dependence by x3. This fact though, doesn’t

explain why psumOF isn’t always worse than ptOF, no matter what noise spectrum

is used. We can only hypothesize that the [x,y] position dependence naturally cancels

out in psumOF even though there is no mathematical reason to expect this.
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Figure 7.25: Right: Total Phonon Histograms for G48 with an external Ba source.
Left: Histogram of the ratio of OF-1D to DC integral values for total phonon pulses for
G3D using raw total noise spectrum (black), a non-physical flat/white noise spectrum
(blue), and non-stationary Optimum Filter algorithm (red).
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Non-Stationary Optimum Filters

To create simple position free total phonon estimators, we’ve played one more trick.

Rather than think of the residual position dependence seen in the total trace sum

as signal, we can think of it as non-stationary (phase correlated) noise which scales

linearly with the total best fit pulse energy and which is time correlated with the

best fit start time. These two ideas can be integrated into a least-squares optimizer

for amplitude and time shift that is unfortunately quite computational intensive but

shares some features of an OF, and thus we call it a non-stationary Optimum Fil-

ter [112] [113]. Results for this estimator (Fig. 7.25 left) are quite impressive. The

FWHM on the 356keV line is 7% which is quite comparable to the FWHM of 4% on

the hole charge histogram. Furthermore, position dependencies in the charge trans-

port are transferred to the phonon system through both luke phonon and relaxation

phonon production and thus the FWHM of 7% is the upper bound on the true phonon

position systematic.

It’s also interesting to think about why direct trace summing was never found to

be useful in CDMSII analysis. First, it’s clear that as a position independent total

phonon estimator, a 1-sided trace sum still has a lot of z-dependence and thus a z

position correction or implementation of a non-stationary Optimum Filter algorithm

is needed. Unfortunately, use of the first means that one might as well just correct out

[x,y] dependence at the same time one corrects out z and the second wasn’t created

until 2010. On the other hand, We should have been able to compose lots of z-only

estimators that would be pretty great for fiducial volume definition. Unfortunately,

this was never successful. My guess of the culprit is poor relative calibrations between

channels. In the iZIP, the long 730µs homogenous phonon tail allows us to trivially

and quite precisely, relatively calibrate the phonon channels with respect to each other

by minimizing differences between channels at long time scales. Effectively, every

single pulse contains information on the correct relative calibration. By contrast, in

CDMS II, the larger Al coverage and smaller crystal thickness meant that the ballistic

phonon collection time was of the same time scale as phonon quasi-diffusion, and

thus all pulses displayed position dependence on all time scales: there simply wasn’t
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a position insensitive tail from which to create a relative calibration and thus we were

forced to match edges on fractional phonon histograms from OF-1D quantities like

those shown in Fig. 7.19 which we have already proven are incredibly sensitive to

noise and a moments thought will also convince you that they are also sensitive to

source position and TES sensor bandwidth.

7.2.4 Phonon Recoil and Yield Estimators

Estimating the true phonon recoil energy can get enormously messy, enormously

quickly because all of the different phonon populations (recoil, luke, relaxation) can

have slightly different energy collection efficiencies. Even worse, these collection ef-

ficiencies can vary with event location. If charge transport is dominated by h+ the

produced luke phonon frequency spectrum will be different than if e− dominate the

transport. Likewise, a symmetric bulk event will have relaxation phonons generated

in the charge bias lines while an asymmetric surface event will have a portion of the

relaxation phonons generated within a phonon sensor rail which will lead to higher

phonon sensor collection efficiencies. In the long term having an understanding of

these subtle variations would be nice but our standard practice as of this moment

though is to make an empirical bulk electron recoil calibration and then through an

assumption that all efficiency factors for all phonons are identical, we automatically

generate a nuclear recoil energy scale, which can be tested and tweaked using an

empirical neutron calibration (difficult but not impossible) [114].

So with this collection efficiency assumption firmly in place, let’s first discuss how

we account for the Luke-Neganov phonon production from drifting excitations in an

idealized detector; a detector in which there is no trapping either on a surface or in

the bulk of the crystal. Equivalently, all carriers end up on an electrode and relax to

the Al fermi level. With this additional assumption (which we know to be simplistic

in the extreme), we can calculate luke phonon production solely from the measured
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charge signals on the FET instrumented bias electrodes:

Pluke = min(Nh, Ne)e|2Vq bias|+ |Nh −Ne|e(|Vq bias − Vp|)
= (Nh +Ne)e|Vq bias| − |Nh −Ne|eVp

(7.1)

where ±Vq bias is the voltage bias of the FET instrumented charge electrodes on the 2

faces and ±Vp is the voltage bias of the phonon lines on the two sides (we’ve largely

run the phonon lines at ground even though this isn’t required). Basically, what we’ve

done here is split up our charge signal into a symmetric and asymmetric signal. The

symmetric excitations travel between the voltage bias lines on the two sides and thus

each carrier produces e2|Vq bias| of luke phonon energy. An asymmetric recoil, by con-

trast, only travels between the phonon and bias line on the same side and consequently

it produces only e|Vq bias−Vp| of luke phonon energy. Luckily, this simplifies substan-

tially in the second line of Eq. 7.1. Plugging in the electron recoil calibrated OF quan-

tities, qsum1OF and qsum2OF, and dividing by the average electron recoil energy per

e−/h+ pair,εeh, allows us to create the OF based luke phonon estimator, plukeqOF

(Tab. 7.2). Recoil energy estimators (precoiltNF,precoiltOF,precoilsumOF) can now

be created by simply subtracting plukeqOF from the total phonon estimators that

we’ve already discussed (Tab. 7.6).

Now that we’ve created estimators for both the recoil energy as well for the amount

of ionization created, the obvious next step is to ratio the two quantities to create

an event by event measure ionization yield which can then be used to discriminate

between nuclear and electron recoils:

ytNF =
qsummaxOF

precoiltNF
=

qsummaxOF

ptNF − plukeqOF (7.2)

To obtain a qualitative feel for the energy scale at which we lose yield based electron-

recoil discrimination, let’s taylor expand ytNF to first order
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δY =
∂Y

∂Pt
δPt +

∂Y

∂Q
δQ

and then let’s make the further assumption that our phonon and charge noise in

non-correlated and thus

σ2
Y =

∂Y

∂Pt

2

σ2
Pt +

∂Y

∂Q

2

σ2
Q

(this later assumption is a bit sketchy since we are currently dominated by environ-

mental noise in much of the signal region at both UCB and Soudan). Finally, just to

keep the math absurdly simply let’s restrict ourselves to regions of the detector with

symmetric charge collection (Nh ∼ Ne) and thus

σY
Y

=
1

Er

√
σ2
Pt +

(
1

Y
+

2eVb
εeh

)2

σ2
Q (7.3)

As expected for all ratio/ partition estimators, the inverse scaling with recoil energy

is clearly manifest! Somewhat unexpectedly though, the scaling coefficients for the

charge and phonon differ significantly due to the fact that the charge estimator is

used for two purposes. First to measure the number of charge carriers produced

(numerator) and secondly, to measure the amount of luke phonon energy which must

be subtracted from the total phonon energy (denominator). Plugging in our standard

Ge iZIP running condition of Vb = ± 2V, we find that our charge noise is scaled by 7/3

for electron recoils, and consequently the ionization yield performance is completely

dominated by charge noise for G48 at UCB, even including all of the extra noise that

we have painstakingly documented! Since we fully expect to have vast improvement

in phonon performance in next generation devices, we fully expect that we will always

be dominated by charge noise for our yield discriminators.

The linear dependence of the scaling ratio with Vb also indicates that we should run

at the absolute lowest Vb for which we have adequate charge carrier transport. As an
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aside, it’s interesting that Edelweiss doesn’t follow this guideline as strictly as we do.

Clearly, they are willing to accept a higher discrimination threshold in exchange for

more stable performance.

Though not shown, it’s trivially obvious that the recoil estimators so far derived (pre-

coilsumOF, precoiltOF, precoiltNF) all have their sensitivity degraded by both charge

and phonon noise, and consequently we would also like to have phonon only recoil

energy estimators, particularly in future generation detectors where we can expect an

order of magnitude difference in the phonon and charge resolutions. A second reason

why these estimators are so useful is that yield discrimination can be calculated in

a charge - phonon only recoil energy plane where there is minimal correlation in the

noise of the two quantities and where there is no deviation from gaussianity which

occurs naturally for ratio quantities whenever the signal in the denominator is roughly

the same size as it’s resolution. This later advantage is practical only. It’s simply

easier to use gaussian discriminators. The underlying discrimination is invariant and

will always scale with Vb no matter how we define it.

So, following in the footsteps of CDMS II [101], we’ll define two recoil energy es-

timators which are conditional upon the recoil type. The idea is to write Pluke as

function of recoil energy and a pre-measured ionization yield, Y meas
ER/NR(Er), which

depends upon both the recoil energy and the particle type and assumes that the

event occurred within the symmetric region of the detector and was fully

collected:

Pt = Er + Pluke

= Er +
2|Vq bias|
εeh

Q

= Er
(
1 +

2|Vq bias|
εeh

YER/NR(Er)
)

(7.4)
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This later constraint is new for the iZIP, and thus a high quality phonon only fidu-

cial volume is required so as to not have surface events which have systematically

underestimated recoil energies. For electron recoils, the ionization yield is flat down

to quite low energies (∼10eV) due to cascade physics [43] and thus

precoiltNFg = PtNF/
(
1 +

2Vq bias

εeh

)

while the nuclear recoil ionization yield,Y meas
NR , has been seen to roughly follow lind-

hard’s ionization rule and thus

precoiltNFn = PtNF/
(
1 +

2Vq bias

εeh

Ymeas
NR (Pr)

)
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Figure 7.26: Right: Recoil energy estimators for G48 with an external Ba source.
Left: correlation between charge based luke phonon estimate (plukeqOF) and ptNF
for events in the 356Ba line.

The position dependence of the various recoil estimators can be seen in Fig. 7.26 left

for G48 with a Ba source. The 7% FWHM resolution of precoiltNFg (red) is identical

to that of ptNF as expected, since both the signal and the position dependence are

scaled by the same factor. The performance of precoiltNF (blue) though, is at first

glance horribly disappointing. We had hoped that the width of ptNF Ba 356 line
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was primarily caused by physical fluctuations in the total phonon production due to

bulk e− trapping, and under this scenario the luke phonon subtraction in the precoil

quantities should have been helped reduce the fractional error.

To be a bit more explicit, let’s estimate the total phonon energy loss due to an e−

being trapped. First, the relaxation phonon energy deficit will be

∆Prelax = −fgap e−eVgapfrelax (7.5)

where Vgap is the semiconductor band gap, fgap e− is the fractional amount of the total

bandgap energy released by the e− (unlike standard equilibrium situations where this

is obviously known through fermi level matching, our crystal is in a non-equilibrium

state and thus this answer is not immediately obvious [98]), and frelax is the relative

collection efficiency for bulk relaxation phonons. The luke phonon deficit through

trapping can be split into surface and bulk luke phonon deficits per our qualitative

discussion in the previous phonon physics chapter. If we quite reasonably assume

that all e− trapping occurs in the low E-field bulk region, then no luke phonons will

be generated in the near surface region on the +Vq bias and thus we’ll have a surface

luke phonon deficit of

∆Pluke surface = −2/3eVq bias (7.6)

The bulk luke phonon deficit for charge trapping is more complex since it depends

precisely on the location of the e− trapping. As diagrammed in Fig. 7.27, we can

estimate the total suppression in bulk luke phonon production due to trapping as the

integral over trapped charges multiplied by the voltage difference between the edge
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Figure 7.27: Diagram displaying bulk luke phonon suppression due to e− trapping.
Dotted black lines indicate the rough boundaries of the bulk region. Please note that
though the voltage color scale only goes from [-1V,1V], the voltage bias of the charge
electrodes is ±2V. (Created by Scott Hertel)

of the bulk region, Vedge, and that of the trapping location, V (z):

∆Plukebulk = −
∫ h

zo

dz
dntrap
dz

e(Vedge − V (z))

= −
∫ h

zo

dz
ntrap
h− zo

2eVq bias
3

(h− z)

= −ntrap
eVq bias

3

(
1− zo

h

)

(7.7)

The simplifications come from the fact that the density of traps is approximately

constant because the e− trapping length is x10 larger than the crystal dimensions,

and from the fact that the E-field within the bulk region is roughly constant and can

be approximated as 1
3

2Vq bias
h

where h is the height of the crystal. Consequently, the

total phonon signal suppression per trapped charge is estimated to be

∆Ptotal = −eVgapfgap e−frelax − eVq bias(1−
1

3

zo
h

) (7.8)
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which we can bound as being -2.7eV < ∆Ptotal < -1.33eV for our standard operating

biases.

Now even though plukeqOF and thus precoiltNF were explicitly derived with an

assumption of no trapping, an e− trapping in the bulk of the detector will cause a

suppression of plukeqOF of -2eV (Eq. 7.1) which is fortuitously within the expected

range and thus it was quite reasonable for us to expect a sharper precoiltNF linewidth

(Fig. 7.26 blue) than we found. To help diagnose the problem, ptNF has been scatter

plotted against qi1OF and qi2OF for the events in the Ba peak in Fig. 7.26 right

and there’s definitely a correlation with the amount of e− trapping! Infact, the linear

correlation coefficient, r, is 0.86 which suggests that an optimal linear least squares

removal of the charge correlation will decrease the width to 51% (
√

1− r2) of it’s

current value. This has been done and is shown in green on Fig. 7.26. The best fit

slope of the correlation gives us a fitted value of ∆Ptotal=-2.77eV which is right on

the hairy edge of what we consider physical possible.

Before redesigning all the recoil estimators to take into account these increased trap-

ping losses, we should really think carefully about other physical mechanisms which

mimic the observed correlation. One possibility is that we have either impact ioniza-

tion or smaller than expected average recoil energy required per e−/h+ for electron

recoils ,εeh, and therefore a larger percentage of the total phonon energy is attributable

to luke phonons than naively expected.

A third possible explanation would be that some portion of the strong correlation

between charge trapping and ptNF is actually caused by a difference in the relative

collection efficiency between luke phonons created by e− and h+ drift. The idea here

is that a longer drifting length for e−s means both greater e− trapping in the bulk

and a larger percentage of bulk luke phonons created by e−. To account for 1/3 of the

visible correlation (the other 2/3 would be caused by the trapping itself), one only

needs a difference in collection efficiency of 10%.
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precoiltNF ptNF - plukeqOF Recoil Energy Estimator using non-
stationary OF on the summed phonon
trace and charge estimators

precoiltOF ptOF-plukeqOF Recoil Energy Estimator using OF-1D on
the summed phonon trace and charge es-
timators

precoilsumOF psumOF-plukeq Recoil Energy Estimator using the OF-
1D phonon channel estimators and charge
estimators

precoiltNFg ptNF/(1 + 2/3Vqbias/εeh) Phonon Only Energy Estimator which as-
sumes bulk electron recoil interaction

precoiltNFn precoiltNFn= ptNF
1+2/3Vqbias/εehYmeas

nr
Phonon Only Energy Estimator which as-
sumes bulk nuclear recoil interaction

YtNF qsummaxOF
PrecoiltNF

Ratio of carrier creation to recoil energy
for total non-stationary Optimum FIlter

Table 7.6: Recoil Energy and Yield Estimators (RRQs)

7.3 Quality Cuts

Due to their very small bandwidths, large mass thermal detectors (Cuore, Edelweiss,

Generation 1 CDMS II) are almost impossible to characterize at a surface facility

due to being continually saturated by muon events (at the surface, muon interac-

tions occur every ∼2s). Since athermal phonon detection technology doesn’t share

this bandwidth limitation, one would hope that, in principle, each and every detector

could be completely characterized at the surface, and to a large degree this hope

isn’t misplaced. In particular, all tests of the charge and phonon sensor sensitivity as

well as studies of phonon and charged based fiducial volume estimators with electron

recoils can be performed with minimal additional hassles due to surface operation.

This is enormously beneficial for the collaboration since underground operation is

staggeringly costly both from a financial and morale perspective for the collabora-

tion.

Unfortunately, above ground operation does limit our ability in one respect. Without

an anti-coincident muon veto, we have found that surface operation of our detectors

leads to a neutron interaction rate, Rn, of 110 ± 30 evt/kg livehr (10-100keVr) or

approximately 1evt/min for our detectors [115]. Consequently, it’s impossible for us
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to define a sample of events which we are certain will be composed entirely of electron

recoils and thus it’s difficult for us to directly measure the very small electron recoil

and surface event leakage past our fiducial volume and ionization yield discriminators.

To be more quantitative, if we are estimating the fractional leakage of surface events

with an internal source with rate Rse, then the best non-background subtracted limit

(and thus the most systematically robust) we can hope for running at the surface

is

εleak se <
Rn

Rse

The moral of the above equation is clear. If we want to characterize our discrimination

to the greatest extent possible at the surface, then we need to use test sources with

high rates! Unfortunately, high rates mean lots of event pileup and thus there is a

balancing act. Specifically, let’s assume that we can operate with only 25% of events

being non-pileup. With a trace length of 6.6ms (8192x0.8µs), this means that we

can run with a total event rate of 212hz or we can directly probe sensitivities at the

1.4e-4 level, which is within an order of magnitude of the requirements of the 100kg

SuperCDMS SNOLAB experiment. Of course, running with a 75% pileup rate is

certainly non-standard, and comes with an enormous number of data quality issues.

Most importantly, our pileup discriminators need to be good enough that leakage of

pileup events into the WIMP search region is negligible.

Secondly, if we are using an internal source that can not be removed during the

neutron source calibration then we will need to apply these very same pileup and

quality cuts to the nuclear recoil sample before estimating the fiducial volume cut

passage efficiency. Specifically, our best estimates of the nuclear recoil passage fraction

will be

εpass WIMP UCB =
number of nuclear recoils which pass quality cuts and fiducial volume cuts

number of nuclear recoils which pass quality cuts
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By contrast, in all of our published standard WIMP search analyses at Soudan we

are much more conservative and calculate our WIMP passage fractions as

εpass WIMP Underground =
number of nuclear recoils which pass quality cuts and fiducial volume cuts

number of nuclear recoils

Basically, we assume that all events which fail our quality cuts during WIMP search

running (times when we are taking data without any radioactive sources) are good

high quality events and thus we must also account for the fact that a hypothetical

WIMP event interaction would be removed by the quality cuts with the same prob-

ability. This is definitely quite conservative, since many of the events which fail the

quality cuts are due to sporadic electronic noise and other non-events, but we simply

don’t care since our total quality cut efficiency is usually >98%. If we used a similar

assumption in analyses at the surface though, where 75% of our events are pileups,

then we would be systematically underestimating the size of our fiducial volume by

x3.

To keep from being systematically biased using the surface passage fraction definition,

we need to require that all quality cuts have identical acceptance on all event samples

[116]. Practically, this boils down to these cascading guidelines:

1. estimators used in the definition of quality cuts, should have no/minimal posi-

tion or recoil type sensitivity.

2. quality cuts should be defined to minimize not only bad event leakage but also

maximize good event passage whenever possible.

3. any good event efficiency losses should be found equally on all samples.

With this rule in my mind, we’ll briefly discuss the most important quality cuts.

• cQChiSq g48:

Due to the very minimal pulse shape dependence on position (just barely in
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cQChiSq g48 General charge optimum filter fit quality metric
cPChiSq g48 General phonon non-stationary optimum filter fit quality metric
cQpileup g48 Charge based pileup cut based upon the best fit optimum filter

amplitude of the residual charge pulse
cPTend g48 Cut which removes events which occur during temporal periods

where the noise background has a significant slope
cGlitch g48 Cut which removes TES glitch events through a phonon pulse shape

likelihood analysis
cGlitchBox g48 Cut which removes square wave glitch events through a phonon

pulse shape likelihood analysis
cGoodEv g48 Total Quality Cut

Table 7.7: Notable Quality cuts used in the G48 UCB analysis

the rising edge), the optimum filter fit quality metric, χ2
Q, has always been and

will almost certainly always be the estimator upon which we base our primary

quality cut. This cut removes the majority of pileups as well as periods with

large amounts of temporal varying environmental noise on the charge channels.

• cQpileup g48:

When calculating the quantity χ2
q, we are answering the very general question

of ”After removal of a signal with the the optimum filter, does the residual

trace look like noise?”. The generality of this question allows the cQChiSq g48

to be sensitive to a wide variety of problems (pileup, environmental noise,...).

Unfortunately, this generality also means that the cQChiSq g48 is not incredibly

sensitive to any specific background. In particular, we can significantly improve

our sensitivity to pileups, like that shown on the left in Fig. 7.28 by asking the

more specific question, ”After removal of a signal with the the optimum filter,

does the residual trace contain a pileup event?” Specifically, in cQpileup g48, we

run through the OF routine twice being careful to restrict the time shifting of

the second OF (right), to areas which don’t overlap with any residual position

dependence from the first event (the high frequency blue spike), and then require

that the amplitude of the residual pulse be consistent with noise. In this way,

we can remove charge pileup pulses with amplitudes very near our sensitivity

limit (Qpileup > 6σQ).

http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cQChiSq_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cPChiSq_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cQpileup_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cPTend_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cGlitch_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cGlitch_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cGoodEv_g48.m
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Figure 7.28: Left: Initial Optimum filter fit (red) to a pileup trace (blue). Right:
Optimum filter fit to the residual charge trace. Created by Jeff Yen [28]

• cPChiSq g48:

Naturally, quality cuts based solely upon the charge signal performance miss

periods of large environmental noise on the phonon channels. Furthermore,

due to the large difference in total signal bandwidth between the charge and

phonons there exists a set of pileup events (Fig. 7.29) in which the first event

occurs during a period in which the DAQ is non active (i.e. dead time) and

the charge pulse has decayed away before the DAQ becomes active while the

phonon pulse has not. With this configuration, if a second event triggers the

DAQ, then pileup will only be visible in the phonon channel and will thus pass

all charge quality cuts.

Before the introduction of the non-stationary optimum filter, residual position

dependence of the phonon pulses meant that quality cuts on phonon quantities

were largely ineffective at separating environmental noise and pileups from good

pulses whenever the energy of the pulse was significant. As seen in Fig. 7.29

right, there is minimal energy dependence in χ2
PNF (there is actually a slight

negative correlation) and thus we can use the likelihood as a general phonon

quality cut for the iZIPs [29]. This is a substantial improvement over all previous
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Figure 7.29: left: Prepulse Phonon Pileup right: Difference between the first 1000
and last 1000 bins of the total phonon trace for all events in red, and for those which
pass cPTend g48 in blue. Created by Brett Welliver [29]

analyses. We now have powerful event quality estimators for both phonons and

charge. In fact, our confidence in the phonon quality estimators is so large, that

for R133, the trace lengths and digitization rates for the phonon and charge

signals were optimized independently.

As successfully shown with the charge estimator, more complex iterative Opti-

mum Filter routines (or equivalently Optimum Filter routines with 2 time shift-

ing DOF), can be implemented if improved phonon pileup rejection is wanted.

• cPTend g48

To remove events which have the largest low frequency baseline changes due

to their temporal proximity to a muon event, a simple cut, cPTend g48, was

designed that looks at the difference between the average value of the first and

last 1000 digitization bins [30]. The use of only temporal regions which are from

any expected position dependence (digitization bins 2048-2500) suggests that

this cut will be orthogonal to any fiducial volume discriminators. Thus belief is

supported by the fact that width of it’s distribution is independent of phonon

energy (Fig. 7.30). This cut will eventually be superseded by the background

subtracting OF which was developed for operation in a surface environment
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Figure 7.30: Difference between the first 1000 and last 1000 bins of the total phonon
trace for all events in red, and for those which pass cPTend g48 in blue as a function
of energy. Created by Adam Anderson [30]

with significant muon tails.

• cGlitch g48 and cGlitchBox g48

Two very common environmental electronic noise features which are only visi-

ble upon the phonon channels and thus mimic zero ionization yield events are

shown in Fig. 7.31 (black/red) along with an actual event (blue). These events

are a potential serious background for low mass WIMP searches because at

low energies, discrimination between nuclear recoils and zero yield events is

increasingly difficult. Luckily, we have empirically found that the vast major-

ity of glitch events effect multiple detectors and thus at Soudan our primary

glitch discriminator is a cut in which physical phonon triggers are required on

6 distinct detectors [117].

Of course, as the amplitude of a glitch event becomes smaller and smaller, even-

tually any cut on the physical trigger will become ineffective and thus there has

recently been discussion in our collaboration that modulation in the rate of

glitches and/or their discrimination could systematically bias potentially both

single and multiple scatter annual modulation signals at the lowest energies, and
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Figure 7.31: Left: Characteristic phonon traces for TES glitch events(black), square
wave glitch events(red) and regular pulses (blue). Right: Optimum filter templates
used for pulse shape likelihood analysis

consequently more sensitive glitch discriminators are required if we hope to ex-

tend our annual modulation studies significantly below our currently published

threshold of 5keVnr [118].

Furthermore, at surface test facilities we do not yet have the capability to

readout multiple iZIPs at once, and thus at high energies discrimination was

originally accomplished by cPChiSq g48. Near threshold, this general phonon

quality cut was found to be insufficient and thus more specific discriminators

were required.

Do to the invariance of the glitch event pulse shapes, proper likelihood pulse

shape estimators were generated by looking at the difference in the Optimum

Filter χ2 for pulse and glitch templates (Fig. 7.32). Clear separation between

glitch events (orange) and charge symmetric recoils (green) is found all the way

down to 2keVt, while separation between glitches and more spiky asymmetric

events (red) is found down to 4keVt. To limit any potential systematics, the

cut threshold was set so as to pass the vast majority of asymmetric events.

Square wave electronic glitches were removed in a similar fashion with similar

sensitivity scales.
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Figure 7.32: Optimum filter pulse shape discrimination between sharp TES electronic
glitches (orange) and good pulses (red/blue/green) as a function of total phonon
energy

With the expected improvements in low frequency noise as well as the ability

to improve our phonon resolution dramatically by simply decreasing the TES

Tc (σpt ∝ T 3
c ), the performance illustrated should be considered conservative

compared to that expected for future devices.

• cGoodEv g48

Due to the fact that there exist events which have high quality charge traces but

whose phonon traces exhibit pre-pulse pileup or whose phonon traces are de-

graded by time dependent environmental noise, it makes sense to define the total

charge quality cut cGoodEvQ g48, which removes all events with problematic

charge traces / poor charge transport and separately cGoodEvP g48, which re-

moves those additional events with problematic phonon traces. When the over-

all quality cuts are designed in this manner, analyses which only involve charge

quantities can use the higher statistics sample which passes cGoodEvQ g48.

Analyses involving phonon and charge estimators use the low statistics sample

(cGoodEv g48 = cGoodEvQ g48 & cGoodEvP g48).
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7.4 Yield Discrimination and Fiducial Volume Es-

timators

Historically, CDMS has very rarely publicly showed showed yield discrimination plots

without at least some fiducial volume selections already applied and the reason is

readily apparent when looking at the ionization yield of all events which pass all

quality cuts (black) with respect to the experimentally measured well collected ±2σ

yield bands for both electron recoils and nuclear recoils shown in yellow (Fig. 7.33).

Basically, the fact that drifting charges readily trap on the surfaces of the detector

means that electron recoils near the surface of the detector can mimic a well collected

nuclear recoil since the amount of charge collected/measured on the instrumented

bias electrodes is significantly suppressed with respect to the actual amount of charge

created in the interaction.

So our task is to create fiducial volume estimators that remove the vast majority

of the physical region of the detector which produces yield suppressed

electron recoils that mimic a nuclear recoil signal, while keeping the largest

possible well collected volume.

7.4.1 Charge Fiducial Volume Definition

When introducing the concept of the fiducial volume above, we emphasized it’s phys-

icality: the idea of defining a physical 3D inclusion volume within the detector.

Though intuitive, this definition needs to be expanded and generalized. In partic-

ular, we must decide how the physical fiducial volume scales with energy/signal size.

Do we decrease the physical size of the fiducial volume as we near threshold so that

electron recoil leakage is kept constant as a function of energy? Do we allow the

physical size to grow to that of the entire detector in the limit of zero signal? Or do

we do something in between?

No matter what choice is made, it makes sense to expand the dimensionality of the
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Figure 7.33: Ionization Yield vs Recoil Energy for an iZIP detector with an internal
109Cd source illuminating side 1 (h+ collection). With no charge fiducial volume cuts
(black) a significant number of electron recoils leak into the nuclear recoil band (2 σ
bands displayed in yellow). The requirement of symmetric charge signals (cQsym g48:
blue) plus charge radial fiducial volume cuts (green/magenta), decreases the leakage
considerably.

fiducial volume space to include energy as well as position metrics. Also, since we

haven’t yet fully integrated the detector monte carlo into our analyses, it makes sense

to map this physical energy-position space into that of the estimators which we plan

on using. Specifically for the charge fiducial volume, we must define our acceptance

volume in the space of [qi1OF,qo1OF, qi2OF, qo2OF] (energy is implicitly included

in this space).

Since the interleaved electrode geometry was purposely designed to have asymmetric

charge collection for events near the faces and symmetric charge collection for events

in the bulk, it makes sense to define our primary fiducial volume cut in the subspace

qsum1OF-qsum2OF as shown in Fig. 7.34. Unlike the traditional CDMS II radial

fiducial cut (qoOF < 2σqoOF), this linear function form was purposely chosen so that
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the physical fiducial volume remains invariant in the high energy limit. A second

reason for the inappropriateness of the CDMSII cut, is that the qsum1OF -qsum2OF

distributions are physically defined by bulk electron trapping and thus are completely

non-gaussian in shape. For low energies, the choice was made to be maximally ac-

cepting (90% of the noise ball is accepted). This is a particularly reasonable choice

for the charge fiducial volume since phonon optimal filter fiducial volume estima-

tors remain sensitive below the charge threshold. The upper and lower slope edges

were chosen by eye so as to pass the vast majority of the symmetric high energy Ba

events. For actual science analyses, this technique could potentially be automated

and generalized.

Figure 7.34: Charge collected on side 1 versus side 2 for all events in black and for
those which pass the charge symmetry cut (cQsym g48) in blue

Though this cut was chosen to specifically remove events near the faces, events near

the outer radial sidewall will usually have different amounts of trapping for e− and

h+ and thus the symmetric cut is surprisingly robust at defining the radial fiducial

volume as well. This can be seen in Fig. 7.33 where very few events remain below

Y<0.85 after the application of cQsym g48 (blue).

In Fig. 7.35, leakage fractions for cQsym g48 have been computed for runs with only a
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109Cd source (green) and 109Cd + 133Ba source runs (black) with different assumptions.

On the left, fractional leakage is calculated assuming the source sample is all mid-yield

events (basically e− from the 109Cd source) and under this assumption the leakage

fractions for the two runs are completely inconsistent. On the right, we instead

assume that the symmetric mid-yield events share the same source distribution as

the symmetric fully collected electron recoils. Under this assumption, the rates for

the two runs are fully consistent except at low energies suggesting that the vast

majority of the mid yield leakage isn’t from the 109Cd source but rather the more

uniformly distributed Ba source.
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Figure 7.35: Estimates for the fraction of events which pass cQsym g48 based fiducial
volume and droop into the midyield region for runs with the 109Cd source (blue)
and109Cd+ 133Ba source (black) assuming a surface event source (left) and electron
recoil source (right).

The origin story for these symmetric mid-yield events is further clarified by looking

at their locations in the qi1OF-qo1OF and qi2OF-qo2OF spaces (Fig. 7.36) where it

is clearly visible that the vast majority of these events occur at very high radius. Ba-

sically, there exists a small phase space in which side wall trapping will be similar for

both carrier species. To remove these events, it makes sense to apply the additional

radial based fiducial volume cuts, cQin1 g48 and cQin2 g48, shown in green. Again,

the high energy performance was chosen to have a relatively constant fiducial vol-

ume at high energies, while the low energy performance was chosen to be maximally
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inclusive.

Figure 7.36: Additional radial fiducial volume cuts (blue) are defined in the qi1OF
vs qo1OF (left) and qi2OF vs qo2OF(right) planes.

Beyond, the two degrees of freedom which define the slopes in the qi-qo planes, we

must also choose between excluding those events which fail both cuts, cQin1 g48

| cQin2 g48 (cQin or g48), or instead keeping those events which pass both cuts,

cQin1 g48 & cQin2 g48 (cQin and g48). Leakage past these additional radial cuts

combined with cQsym g48 are shown in green and magenta respectively in Fig. 7.33.

In the mid-yield region between the electron recoil and nuclear recoil bands, both of

these compound cuts remove the vast majority of events which pass cQsym g48 alone,

and thus we seem to have successfully defined a 3D fiducial volume. In particular,

Fig. 7.37 right estimates the fractional leakage for mid-yield surface events past the

various fiducial volume cuts as a function of recoil energy.

The blue cQsym g48 line has events within every bin and thus isn’t completely statis-

tically limited. By contrast, the overlapping magenta and green lines are completely

statistically limited for every bin. Consequently, it makes sense for us to increase

statistics by rebinning the data into a single energy bin from 8keVr-60keVr fully ac-

cepting the energy systematics that this choice entails. With this change, we find a
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mid-yield fractional leakage rate of < 2x10−5 ±2.5x10−5

2x10−5 (90%CL). This is only a limit

on the fractional leakage of surface electrons impinging past the fiducial volume cut

because 133Ba + 109Cd source data has a similar rate of mid-yield leakage above the

88keV Q value as below it, suggesting that this residual leakage is also dominated by

events sourced by the Ba.

Naively, we expect surface event leakage into the bulk WIMP signal region to be

even further suppressed below these fiducial volume only leakage estimates since the

vast majority of surface electrons populate a band within the yield range of 0.6-0.85.

Specifically, we can set an enormously conservative estimate on the fractional leakage

of surface e− impinging on the face of the detector into the nuclear recoil yield band

without any fiducial volume definition as < 5x10−3 ± 5x10−490%CL (black Fig. 7.37

left) . This number is staggeringly conservative, since even with a partial fiducial

volume cut, we were completely dominated by standard photonic interactions near

the cylindrical sidewall.

Unfortunately, direct measurement of the combined yield and fiducial volume leak-

age is impossible at the surface due to cosmogenic nuclear recoil background (the

measured super conservative limits with no background subtraction are displayed in

Fig. 7.37 left and are consistent with our background expectation). Furthermore,

our first attempt to measure this cumulative leakage at Soudan with an implanted
210Pb source has led us to realize that our ionization performance near the faces is

so high that 206Pb recoils impinging on the outer surfaces will almost certainly be

the dominate background of the large scale experiment [119], and thus the fiducial

volume only leakage is more appropriate performance metric in any event.

To measure WIMP passage fractions as a function of energy for the various fiducial

volume metrics, one would ideally have a homogeneously distributed single scatter

nuclear recoil only source impinge on the detector with which one could measure the

ratio of events pre/post the application of the fiducial volume. Unfortunately, we are

non-ideal in two ways. First, a neutron source has a significant probability of multiple

scattering and has a slightly position dependent event rate, both of which suggest
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Figure 7.37: left: Estimate of surface event leakage into the nuclear recoil signal
region as a function of energy assuming that all events in the nuclear recoil
band are surface events for various charge based fiducial volumes. right: Estimate
of surface event leakage past various charged based fiducial volume estimators in the
mid-yield region. 90% CL shown as dotted lines.

that our neutron measured fiducial volume passage fraction will be systematically

underestimated by ∼7.5% [120]. Secondly, the weakness of our 252Cf source with

respect to the ambient photon background at the surface of ∼7hz with the full Pb

shield suggests that the nuclear recoil yield band pre-fiducial volume cut will be

slightly contaminated by electron recoils occurring near the cylindrical sidewall again

systematically suppressing our passage fraction estimate.

In CDMS II at Soudan, pre-fiducial volume electronic recoil leakage was also an issue,

but for a different reason. At Soudan, shielding around the Cf source is unable to

suppress the high energy photons from the same decay chain, and consequently our

nuclear recoil source is infact a nuclear recoil+ high energy photon source. To remove

this bias in CDMS II, we historically have extrapolated the electronic recoil leakage

into the Cf nuclear recoil band by measuring the ratio in the number of q-outer

nuclear recoil events to midyield events in Ba and then applying this ratio to the Cf

data accepting all the systematics that this extrapolation entails [121].

Due to the fact that the photon source rate at the surface is environmental and not
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correlated with the Cf nuclear recoil rate, we have the unique capability to directly

measure the electronic leakage rate during runs without the Cf source and then back-

ground subtract from the Cf runs to get the true pre-fiducial nuclear rate. Far from

the trigger threshold, this background subtraction should be virtually systematic

free with the sole exception being precisely estimating the total experimental good

event live time for each configuration. Rather than calculating directly, we chose to

match the number of asymmetric yield surface events which pass cGoodEv g48 and

cQin1 g48 within the range of 20keVr-90keVr (i.e. the number of events collected

from the Cd). This direct measurement over standard daq estimates of lifetime has

the added benefit of naturally taking into account any temporal variation in the qual-

ity cut passage fraction as well as any variation in the trigger threshold (i.e. a change

in the percentage of events which are noise triggered).
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Figure 7.38: Background subtracted nuclear recoil passage fractions as a function of
recoil energy for various charge based fiducial volume selections. 90% CL shown as
dotted lines.

This background subtracted neutron nuclear recoil passage fraction is displayed as

a function of energy in Fig. 7.38 (solid) with the 90% confidence limits on the
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background subtracted passage fraction estimates dotted. To set the scale on the

importance of the background subtraction, the negatively biased non-background

subtracted estimates are shown as dashed lines and seem to be ∼7% lower.

The shape and relative sizes of three fiducial volume cuts seem to match expectation.

Due to our choice of inclusiveness at low energies, all fiducial volumes tend to rapidly

increase in size at lower energies. Secondly, the passage fractions are consistent with

flat /scale invariant behavior at high energies. Finally, the more constraining fidu-

cial volumes have smaller neutron passage fractions, and thus for this test facility

analysis we will choose cQsym g48 & (cQin1 g48 | cQin2 g48) as our primary charge

fiducial volume selection (cQ3D g48) since the mid-yield leakage is quite similar to

that of the more restrictive cut while the neutron passage fraction is 10% higher

at 69% ± 5% (90%CL) over the 8keVr-60keVr energy range. After accounting for

WIMP/neutron distributions difference, this fiducial volume metric selection should

pass 75% of potential WIMPs.

In preliminary R133 underground studies with the 210Pb source, Scott chose the more

strict cQsym 133 & cQin1 133 & cQin2 133 charge fiducial volume definition since

T3Z3 seemed to have temporal variation in charge transport / surface trapping at high

radius, which was preliminarily found to be easier to remove with the strict fiducial

volume cut [? ]. Understanding and minimizing both the temporal and detector-to-

detector variability in carrier transport will certainly be a dominate research task in

the upcoming years. One potential long term solution to these problems is to follow in

Edelweiss’ footsteps [122] and add additional electrode bias rails on the outer surface,

which would drastically limit the ability of built up space charge to change carrier

transport on long length scales leading to much more stable behavior.

7.4.2 Low Energy Phonon Fiducial Volume Definition

The most unfortunate side effect of the suppressed nuclear recoil yield in semi con-

ductors that we use to our enormous benefit in discriminating between recoil type,
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cQsym g48 Symmetric charge collection cut (Fig. 7.34 left)
cQin1 g48 Charge based side1 radial cut (Fig. 7.36 left)
cQin2 g48 Charge based side 2 radial cut (Fig. 7.36 right)
cQ3D g48 Charge based fiducial volume:cQsym g48&(cQin1 g48|cQin2 g48)
cNR uncorr g48 ±2σ non-stationary Optimum Filter nuclear recoil yield bands
cER uncorr g48 ±2σ non-stationary Optimum Filter electric recoil yield bands

Table 7.8: Ionization yield and charge fiducial volume cuts for G48 at UCB test
facility

is that fiducialization through charge is significantly more difficult for nuclear recoils

since for a given recoil energy, the ionization signal is so much smaller. To internalize

this a bit more precisely, just recognize that a 9keVr nuclear recoil produces 3keVee

of ionization (the ionization yield is ∼ 0.3) or for a baseline σqsumOF of ∼ 300eVee,

we have a signal to noise ratio of 10. The situation is exactly reversed for phonon

sensors. Due to luke phonon creation, a 10keVr nuclear recoil will have a boosted

total phonon energy of ∼14keV or a signal to noise of 47 (σpt ∼ 300eVt)!

This huge difference in signal to noise for nuclear recoils suggests that as long as

the position dependent signal is O(1) with respect to the position independent signal

(when optimally summed over all frequencies), than we should expect that defin-

ing a fiducial volume through phonons will always lead to better fiducialization than

charge. This belief is put to the test in Fig. 7.39 left, where we’ve separated events into

asymmetric (orange) and symmetric (blue overlaid by cyan and green) samples using

cQsym g48, and plotted them on in the psum1OF- psum2OF plane. At high energies,

these two samples are quite well separated strongly suggesting that these simple 1D-

OF estimators could be used for fiducial volume definition. Even more interesting, if

we look down at low energies (psum1OF < 6keV), events which pass cQsym g48 are

seen to populate a phase space region which is indicative of phonon signal asymme-

try which strongly suggests that our ability to fiducialize using phonon information

remains at energies below those at which we lose charge fiducialization.

Using the symmetric and asymmetric samples as defined through the charge fiducial

volume as a guide, we can design phonon fiducial volume cuts in the psum1OF-

psum2OF (Fig. 7.39: cPsym g48), pa1OF-psum1OF (Fig. 7.41 left: cPin1 g48),

http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cQsym_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cQin1_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cQin2_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cQ3D_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cNR_uncorr_g48.m
http://titus.stanford.edu/cgi-test/cvsweb.cgi/cdmstools/CAP/FCCS/cuts/UCB/G48/cER_uncorr_g48.m
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Figure 7.39: Optimum Filter estimates of phonon signal for side1 (x-axis) and side 2
(y-axis) separate asymmetric charge events (orange) from symmetric nuclear and elec-
tron recoils (blue, cyan, green). cPsym g48 cut edges are shown in yellow while events
which pass the loose phonon fiducial volume (cPsym g48 & cPin1 g48 & cPin2 g48)
and strict phonon fiducial volume are shown in green and cyan repsectively. Mid-yield
events which fail cQ3D g48 but leak pass cP3D g48 are shown in red, and randoms
are shown in yellow.

pa2-psum2OF (Fig. 7.41 right: cPin2 g48), and pa1OF+pa2OF-psumOF (Fig. 7.40:

cPin12OF) spaces which are shown in yellow that roughly match the high energy

behavior of the charge fiducial volume and are constrained at low energy by requiring

a random noise passage fraction of 56±4% (95% CL) Notice the change in cut setting

philosophy with respect to that used for the charge fiducial volume where we were

fully inclusive[123].

The resulting phonon fiducial volume performance can be seen in Fig. 7.42. The vast
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Figure 7.40: The relative amplitude of the outer phonon signals (y-axis) compared
to the total phonon energy collected (x-axis) separates events with significant charge
collection on the outer electrodes of both faces (orange) from events which pass charge
fiducial volume at high energy (blue) and those which pass the loose phonon cut
(green). cPin12 g48 cut boundary shown in yellow.

Figure 7.41: Outer phonon amplitude versus faced summed quantities for side 1 (left)
and side 2 (right) with identical color scheme as that used in Fig. 7.39
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majority of the 109Cd surface events in the mid-yield region (and the 22keVr photon

line) are removed (black) while the majority of the bulk Ba events in the electron recoil

band are kept (green). Degradation in the charge fiducial volume cut at low energies

is also clearly visible (blue). The most interesting events are those at relatively high

energies which fail cQ3D g48 but pass cP3D g48 (red). Looking carefully at both

the charge and phonon traces (Fig. 7.43), all of these events have significant charge

collection on the outer electrodes and thus fail cQ3D g48, but the expected high

frequency position dependent signal is relatively muted in the outer phonon channels.

Most likely, these are events which occur near the detector center line at very high

radius and thus by the time the diffusive recoil phonon ball has expanded to a size of

>10mm to start interacting with the Al QET fins on the faces of the detector it has

also expanded into the crystal by >10mm leading to a position dependent phonon

signal which is shared between inner and outer phonon channels.

Figure 7.42: Ionization Yield versus recoil energy for 133Ba and 109Cd source runs for
charge symmetric recoils as defined charge (cQ3D g48) in blue as well as by phonons
(cP3D g48) in green. Events which fail cQ3D g48 but pass cP3D g48 are shown in
red.

In future designs, greater pixelation of the phonon sensors and increased phonon
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sensor Al coverage at high radius should lead to better radial fiducial volume per-

formance. Furthermore, improvement in phonon signal to noise by reducing Tc and

removing all sources of non-intrinsic environmental noise can’t help but improve the

phonon only fiducialization at low energies. Finally, the use of OF-1D quantities

which use the mean summed phonon pulse template, suggests that we are not op-

timally sensitive to high frequency position dependent signals in this analysis and

thus implementation of a multidimensional Optimum Filter algorithms could lead to

significant fiducialization improvement at low energies.
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Figure 7.43: Charge (left) and phonon (right) traces for a characteristic event which
fails cQ3D g48 but passes cP3D g48

Surface event leakage and neutron passage fractions can be estimated for low energy

phonon fiducial volume cuts in an identical manner as that used for the charge fiducial

volume. The emphasis on very low energy / near trigger threshold performance of

these phonon fiducial volume estimators, means we do pick up additional systematics,

unfortunately. In particular, the degradation in yield estimators at low energies means

that well collected bulk electron recoils will leak into the mid-yield region, limiting

our ability to measure surface event leakage (the leakage estimates should be even

more conservative). Secondly, when motivating the background subtraction technique

for the nuclear recoil passage estimate, we assumed that events had an energy much

larger than the trigger threshold and thus temporal variations in the percentage of

noise triggered events would not change our passage fraction estimates. At these low
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energies, this constraint is not satisfied and consequently we need to carefully reassess

the reliability of these presented low energy passage fractions.

The energy functional form (y=mx+b) chosen for our phonon fiducial volume cuts is

very helpful in this regard. Specifically, in the limit that our sensors are manifestly

linear, the passage fraction for a cut with a linear threshold should be monotonic.

Consequently, though it is very difficult to constrain temporal trigger systematics, we

know that this systematic can be largely disregarded because the passage fraction for

random noise is quite similar to that found in the high energy limit for good nuclear

recoils.
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Figure 7.44: Surface event leakage fraction (left) and background subtracted nuclear
recoil passage fraction (right) for various charge and phonon fiducial volumes as a
function of energy with 90% CL dotted.

Since the ionization yield discrimination between electron recoils and nuclear recoils

degrades only slightly below that of the charge fiducial volume definition, it’s reason-

able to ask if significant analysis resources should be used to produce these phonon

only fiducial volume definitions (we could afterall, use this money to build more de-

tectors and increase our mass). The most compelling reason to go down this path

is that the claimed CoGENT/CRESST 8GeV WIMP signal largely would lie in this

signal region and thus the factor of 2 improvement in fiducialization energy scale is

enormously important to strongly test these other experiments. Secondly, searches for
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exotic dark matter candidates with masses in the MeV-GeV range requires sensitiv-

ity to single e−/h+ production. The easiest way to achieve this sensitivity in massive

semiconductor devices at the present moment is to put a large voltage bias across

the detector and measure the luke phonons produced rather than the recoil phonons

(Luke-Neganov phonon gain). Use of this technique requires that all carriers travel

across the entire voltage drop, and consequently these techniques require a phonon

only fiducial volume definition.

7.4.3 High Energy Phonon Fiducial Volume Effectiveness and

Pulse Shape Ionization Yield

At higher energies where the charge based fiducial volume is fully effective, the phonon

only fiducial volume cut is effective only insofar as he offers a quasi-independent cross

check of the charge fiducial volume effectiveness. Specifically, there may exist patho-

logical classes of electron recoil events (with an occurrence probability well below the

current leakage fraction limits) which could be removed with phonon based rejection

that passes all possible charge based cuts. The most studied event class of this type

is the ‘MISS’ or Multiple Internal Surface Scatter event which is diagrammed in Fig.

7.45 left. A very small fraction of photon interactions will meet these criteria:

1. the photon compton scatters very near the surface of the detector (∼ 10µm)

so that ionized carriers travel laterally along the surface and have significant

charge trapping.

2. the residual photon compton scatters on the other side anywhere in the lateral

transport area (∼ 1mm) with roughly the same recoil energy as in the first

scatter.

3. the residual photon does not interact with another detector.

This is truly a very small fraction of electron recoils. Our/Kevin McCarthy’s best

estimate currently is that 6x10−8 of electron recoils will produce recoils which satisfy
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these constraints [31] which means that this background should always be subdom-

inant to neutron recoils from U/Th contamination in our refrigerator and shielding.

With this said, we believe that phonon pulse shape could potentially be used to re-

move these events. The key is to recognize that MISS events have all of their phonon

energy released very near the instrumented faces of the detector and as such the pulse

shapes for these events should have rising edges which are much faster than that of

the average nuclear recoil. This is shown in Fig. 7.45 right, where we have taken

traces from actual asymmetric electron recoil surface events which occurred on the

top and bottom of the detector and directly summed the traces, producing simulated

MISS events [124] which are clearly seen to have rise times that are inconsistent with

standard electron recoils.

e- h+ 
γ

e- h+ 

Figure 7.45: left: A diagram of a MISS event (produced by Kevin McCarthy [31])
right: MISS event discrimination based upon the peakiness of the total phonon pulse
shape

As a complete aside, if the phonon sensor rails on one side are converted to an instru-

mented high impedance charge readout rather than a low impedance TES/SQUID

readout, MISS events can be directly removed by measuring significant amount of

charge on this ’veto’ channel. Furthermore, though we’ve removed over 1/2 the

phonon channels (for a fabrication cost benefit of say 30% per detector) we haven’t

significantly decreased the phonon energy performance since the loss in phonon ab-

sorption bandwidth should be largely compensated for by almost equal suppression
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of the electron-phonon thermal conductance, G. The biggest fear originally was that

this device would have significant residual position dependence in the energy which

would hurt the ionization yield performance, but with the non-stationary Optimum

Filter algorithm, the Queen’s group has proven that this fear was unfounded [125].

Every indication is that this ’half iZIP’ or hiZIP concept is a valid second generation

high mass dark matter detector, and should thus be studied in parallel with minimal

resources as we continue R&D on our primary symmetric detector design.

Since other, yet to be understood, non-gaussian leakage background tails could exist

at levels which limit our future WIMP sensitivity, it makes sense to further develop

and optimize phonon fiducial volumes in the high signal to noise regime. Specifically,

let’s expand low energy phonon only fiducial volume which was composed of the 8 OF-

1D best fit phonon amplitudes, to include 14 quite noisy additional pulse shape and

relative phonon channel delay metrics (for a total fiducial volume dimensionality of

22!). Since the actual dimensionality of the manifold is 4D for single scatters and 8D

for a multiple compton scatter within a single detector, this manifold is enormously

constrained. Basically, it’s the 22D analogue to a pancake in 3D space which has 1

dimension that is much smaller than the other 2. Here, though, we have 18 dimensions

which are much smaller than the other 4.

Now using the position correction algorithms that were developed extensively for

CDMS II analysis [3], events were compared against symmetric nuclear recoil, sym-

metric electron recoil, and asymmetric surface event manifolds that were generated

for event samples defined by yield and charge fiducial volume cuts, and distance

from these manifolds was converted to an event likelihood by calculating the local

covariance matrix for each manifold and assuming gaussianity.

Most interestingly, these phonon pulse shape manifolds contain information with

which one can separate electron recoils and nuclear recoils with the same energy and

position with marginal loss of nuclear recoil passage efficiency for nuclear recoils which

pass the charge fiducial volume cuts (Fig. 7.46). Qualitatively this discrimination

ability comes from the fact that events with larger ionization yield have a larger
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Figure 7.46: Discrimination between electron recoils and nuclear recoil using phonon
pulse shape alone

fraction of their total phonon energy in diffusive surface luke phonons which are

absorbed quite quickly by the Al fins producing sharp rise times.

At present, the recoil type discrimination is inferior to ionization yield discrimination

(particularly at low energies), but in the future we expect to design devices with > x2

the Al coverage as well as with significantly lowered Tc’s and consequently one is not

being wildly optimistic by considering the scenario in which pulse shape rejection is

our dominate recoil discrimination for low energies.

The combination of pulse shape recoil discrimination and muon induced neutron

contamination of our nuclear recoil band in all data taken at the surface, means that

an apples to apples comparison of the phonon and charge fiducial volume performance

is almost impossible. For the charge fiducial volume alone, our best estimate of leakage

came from looking at the number of symmetric events in the midyield side band.

When looking at the ∆χ2 between the nuclear recoil and surface event manifolds

(Fig. 7.47), these charge leakage events are removed, but this doesn’t necessarily

mean that a phonon fiducial volume is superior. Rather, it very likely means that
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Figure 7.47: left: Nuclear recoil passage fraction (after charge fiducial volume cuts)
as a function of mid-yield surface event leakage for various energies based upon the
difference in the manifold likelihoods for the different event types (∆χ2). right: the
improved performance in manifold discrimination between electron recoils and surface
events suggests that the nuclear recoil manifold performance could be limited by poor
statistics.

these symmetric mid-yield leakage events are just mid-yield. So, to really test this

combined phonon recoil type/ fiducial volume rejection, we need electron recoil data

with absolutely no nuclear recoil contamination. We need underground calibration

data.

7.5 Potential Future Studies

1. Low Frequency Charge and Phonon noise: Both our charge and phonon sensitiv-

ities are suppressed due to low frequency environmental noise by > x2 for exper-

imental setups at both Soudan and UCB. If solved, our experimental thresholds

and thus our sensitivity, in particular to low mass WIMPs could be substan-

tially improved. Sterile neutrino searches through the coherent neutrino-nucleus

scattering channel also require this excellent phonon resolution performance.

2. Time constrained optimum filter for charge amplitude estimation: Physically,

charge pulse start times between the two sides of the iZIP are constrained to
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within ∼ 2µs of each other and consequently, the time shifting offset found in

our current charge optimum filters can be decreased by
√

2 without any loss if

this constraint is placed into the current algorithm.

3. Tying charge trigger window to phonon pulse start time: Charge start times are

physically constrained to be within ∼ 20µs before the phonon pulse start time.

Consequently, tying the charge optimum filter start window to the phonon pulse

start time instead of the physical trigger, could significantly decrease the time

shifting offset.

4. More complex charge fiducial volume definitions: For transparency, cuts were

defined within the qsum1OF-qsum2OF, qi1OF-qo1OF, qi2OF-qo2OF subspaces

of [qi1OF, qo1OF, qi2OF, qo2OF] charge amplitude space. Potentially, more

complex functional form shapes could increase the fiducial volume without in-

creasing leakage.

5. Charge transport temporal stability and space charge buildup: Though dis-

cussed only very briefly, temporal variability in charge transport has been found

to be a significant hassle for iZIP style detectors at Soudan. Understanding why

the temporal variability varies between detectors and developing fabrication and

sourcing procedures which minimize this effect are very important for the long

term success of the iZIP design as a dark matter detector.

6. Multi-dimensional linear optimum filter fits for low energy phonon fiducial vol-

ume definition: The use of the mean channel summed phonon pulse as the

template for the 1-D optimum filter means that the high frequency position de-

pendent information is naturally suppressed, and thus superior fiducial volume

estimators could potentially be created by using multidimensional linear opti-

mum filters which don’t unnaturally constrain pulse shape position dependence.

7. Non-linear phonon pulse shape fitting: Non-linear pulse fitting algorithms which

accurately span the entire good pulse shape space but do not include any non-

physical degrees of freedom would significantly improve our high energy phonon
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fiducial volume estimators as well as our pulse shape yield discrimination.

8. Better implementation of non-linear likelihood techniques: Phonon manifold

definition through position correction potentially has a significant systematic

(i.e. discrimination outlier tails) when the density of events within the estimator

space varies significantly. Consequently, better non-linear likelihood techniques

(boosted decision trees, . . . ) should be tried.

9. Detector Monte Carlo: A detector monte carlo which qualitatively and quan-

titatively matches detector performance will help us develop improved fiducial

volume estimators particular at high energy.
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